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Abstract

Today, radiotherapy is one of the main methods for cancer treatment and it is used to

irradiate a tumour with a prescribed dose according to a dose plan designed to irradiate

the tumour cells while sparing surrounding healthy tissue and organs at risk as much

as possible. As radiotherapy has improved and increased the survival rates for several

types of cancer over the years, a reduction of long and short term side-effects has be-

come an important focus in modern radiotherapy. One of the most severe side-effect is

secondary cancer that can occur decades after treatment.

Particle therapy has a potential to reduce the risk of long and short term side-effects

in radiotherapy by reducing the irradiated volume and enable more sparing of healthy

tissue surrounding the tumor. This can be achieved due to the physics of charged par-

ticles stopping in matter and depositing an increased dose at the end of their range. To

ensure accurate treatment with particles it is imperative to have the particles stop inside

the tumour volume. Today, particle therapy dose plans are based on X-ray computed

tomography (CT) images of the patient that are converted to Relative Stopping Power

(RSP) to calculate how the particle will deposit dose inside the patient. This conversion,

due to the calibration and difference between photon and charged particle interactions

in matter, is associated with uncertainties, up to 3.5% in some cases, this can result in

misplacement of the distal dose of several mm and necessitate the inclusion of treatment

margins around the tumour volume.

Proton CT is an imaging method circumventing this conversion step by applying

protons as the imaging particle and directly calculate the RSP for dose planning pur-

poses, proton CT can potentially make treatment with particle therapy even more accu-

rate. Proton CT uses a high energy proton beam with sufficient initial energy to pass

through the patient and enter a detector that measures the proton residual energy. The

energy-loss of each proton is thus used to reconstruct a volumetric stopping power map

over the patient to be used for dose planning. Due to the physics of charged particle in-

teractions, protons will scatter in matter and this necessitates path estimations, i.e. most

likely path, of the individual protons as they traverse the patient to achieve more accu-

rate distribution of the energy-loss locations. This typically requires two sets of position
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sensitive detector systems (tracker planes), one upstream (front) and one downstream

(rear) of the patient to measure the proton entrance and exit position for Most Likely

Path (MLP) estimations.

Since proton imaging does not exist in the clinics today, an idea to adapt a proton CT

detector assembly to use in proton therapy treatment rooms and bringing proton imag-

ing a step closer to a clinical implementation is to remove the front trackers and instead

rely on pencil beam scanning and rear trackers (single-sided imaging setup) for path es-

timations. A GEANT4/GATE based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation environment was

designed to create the necessaryMC framework for investigating proton imaging setups

both with and without front trackers. The MC calculated proton positions on position

sensitive tracker planes is used to reconstruct proton radiographs and proton CT images.

The MC simulation environment is based on pencil beam scanning irradiating stan-

dardized Catphan® phantoms for spatial resolution and RSP accuracy investigations,

including a clinically relevant paediatric head phantom. The pencil beam spot-size and

spot-spacing parameters were varied in the single-sided setup to identify and study their

effect on MLP and image quality, while a conventional proton imaging setup consisting

of both front and rear trackers (double-sided) was used as a gold standard in compar-

isons. The reconstructed proton radiography and proton CT image quality in terms of

spatial resolution and RSP accuracy was quantified to evaluate the proton imaging se-

tups being investigated. The impact on most likely path estimations and image quality

in radiographs were also investigated when modifying the pencil beam spot size, e.g.

7mm and 3mm full width at half maximum (FWHM), and spot-spacing (spot spacing

of 0.5, 1, and 2 times the FWHM) when performing pencil beam scanning.

The practical use of the MC simulation framework was exemplified by modelling

the proton CT Digital Tracking Calorimeter (DTC) prototype that is designed and under

construction by the Bergen proton CT collaboration. The DTC is a single-sided imaging

setup consisting of multiple layers of ALPIDE pixels sensors and aluminium energy

absorbers and was modelled in the MC simulation framework with accurate material

budgets. The DTC was investigated in terms of the resulting MLP accuracy and image

quality using the expected tracker position resolution and RSP resolution of the DTC.

Simulations of the radiation environment using the FLUKAMCcodewas performed

to investigate the radiation environment the detector assembly is expected to be exposed
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to during irradiation of the patient. Potential radiation damage and effects such as single

event upsets in the radiation sensitive FPGA readout electronics of the DTC were esti-

mated based on FLUKA calculated particle fluence and dose deposited in the FPGAs.

When the sensitive FPGAs were placed at a distance of 100 cm or more perpendicular

from the DTC it was found to be radiation hard enough to be operational for over 30

years without considerable radiation effects during operation. The ALPIDE in terms

of its documented design limitations were also found to be radiation hard enough to

survive in the radiation environment for over 30 years.

Image quality analysis in the form of spatial resolution and RSP accuracy revealed

that the single-sided proton imaging setup, such as the Bergen DTC, has the potential

to be used for dose planning purposes. The spatial resolution results larger than 3 line

pairs per cm from the Catphan® CTP528 phantom module, and the less than 0.5% RSP

deviation from reference RSP values of materials involved in the Catphan® CTP404

phantom module showed this. However, investigation into the proton CT reconstructed

image of a paediatric head phantom revealed that more studies focused on dose plans

based on proton CT images should be performed in the future to better evaluate the

impact of using a single-sided proton imaging setup.

The MC simulation framework for proton imaging and image analysis is expected

to be usable in future proton imaging studies by modifying the proton imaging setups

and evaluating resulting proton radiographs and proton CT image qualities.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Proton therapy

Continuous developments in modern medicine, accelerator technology, and beam de-

livery systems, combined with understanding of how energetic particles interact with

matter, have made radiation therapy with charged particles a viable cancer treatment

modality. Compared to conventional radiation therapy with photons, charged particle

therapy offers improved tumour control, less irradiated healthy tissue and thus lower

probability of side effects. This is made possible due to the narrow peak in dose de-

position that occur just prior to the stopping position of the charged particles in matter,

i.e. at the end of their range, forming a depth-dose characteristic known as the Bragg-

peak. This characteristic Bragg-peak phenomena makes it possible to deliver a dose to

a Target Volume (TV) with relatively high precision while sparing healthy tissue in the

vicinity of the TV, especially beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak dose distribution

in the treatment beam direction.

By the end of year 2019 over 200 000 patients had been treated using charged par-

ticle therapy worldwide [1] and in May 2020 there were 104 particle therapy facilities

in clinical operation around the world, with another 39 under construction, and several

more in planning [2]. The ongoing development and worldwide expansion of charged

particle treatment is motivated by its advantages over conventional photon therapy, ad-

vantages that include:

(i) Lower dose to healthy tissue, effectively reducing unwanted side-effects in both

the short term (in treatment and immediate recovery) and long term (in decades

post-treatment), offering an expected improvement of the patients mortality and

quality of life in the years after completed treatment [3, 4].

(ii) Improved tumor control, via increased dose deposition inside the Bragg-peak

to be positioned inside the tumour volume. Protons (and especially heavier parti-

cles such as helium and carbon) have an enhanced biological effect compared to

photons, effectively doing more damage to the tumour inside the TV for a given
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Figure 1.1: The Bragg-peak allows for focusing the dose to a tumor volume and prevent exit
dose. Figure re-drawn from Leeman et al. [4].

physical dose [5].

(iii) Precise dose delivery, radiation delivery systems in particle therapywill normally

mean the application of pencil beam scanning where scanning magnets steer the

particle beam in the directions orthogonal to the beam direction, and magnetic

fields focus and control individual pencil beams allowing for swift irradiation of

the TV slice by slice at respective energy-depths and through lateral raster scan-

ning over the intended TV [6]. Often suited to complex tumour anatomies and

yielding more precise dose delivery compared to photon therapy.

The overall advantage of proton therapy over photon therapy is depicted in Figure 1.1

showing the relative depth dose curves for photon and proton beams, illustrating the

reduced dose and accuracy of proton therapy compared to photon therapy. Albeit, this

figure does not represent an accurate description of photon therapy as the dose is not

typically delivered via a single field. Nonetheless, it is this photon attenuation effect

and the resulting low dose region distal to the TV that is the cause of dose-baths in

healthy tissue outside the TV during photon therapy.

The potential of charged particle therapy lie within the finite range of charged par-

ticles and the characteristic Bragg-peak dose distribution, this makes determination of

the particle range inside the patient tissue for effective treatment. However, the range
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of protons inside a patient is sensitive to variations in material properties that the parti-

cle traverses (described in section 1.2). This emphasizes the need for robust dose plans

that take the effect of such variations into account and compensate for possible dose

distortions, typically done by introducing safety margins around the Gross Tumour Vol-

ume (GTV). Such margins can amount to 2.5%–3.5% of the depth of the Bragg Peak

to account for range uncertainties, in addition to a fixed 1–3mm margin accounting

for systematic uncertainties in beam delivery system and patient setup [7]. To com-

pute the range of protons in current clinical practices, X-ray Computed Tomography

(CT) Hounsfield Units (HU) are converted to the Relative Stopping Power (RSP). RSP

is the fundamental tissue characteristic that determines the range of charged particles,

and determining the patient RSP via conversion of HU to RSP is associated with un-

certainties potentially introducing a range error of up to 3.5% in the worst case [8, 9].

This uncertainty is present due to the fundamental difference between physical interac-

tion processes occurring when photons interact with matter and when charged particles

interact with matter.

An ideal way of directly determining the RSP distribution inside a patient, and sub-

sequently reduce uncertainties and treatment margins, is provided by the application of

proton imaging; proton radiography (pRad) and proton Computed Tomography (pCT).

Proton imaging, where individual protons (their positions and total energy-loss) are de-

tected one-by-one by an imaging detector assembly, has gained increasing interest over

the recent years as a promising candidate for improving range prediction accuracy in

particle therapy treatment planning [10–12]. The main advantage and goal of proton

imaging over conventional X-ray imaging is a more accurate determination of the pa-

tient RSP from either pCT [11, 12] or by combining a small number of pRads with a

treatment planning X-ray CT [13–15], circumventing the need for X-ray CT obtained

HU to RSP conversion [16].

Another alternative to the conventional Single Energy photon CT (SECT) when de-

termining tissue RSP, is Dual Energy CT (DECT) and this imaging modality has been

proved to achieve RSP accuracies comparable to obtained with pCT [12, 17]. The pa-

tient dose received through DECT is however many times larger than in Proton CT (e.g.

35.7mGy for DECT and 1.5mGy for pCT of a commercial CTP404 phantom module

[12]) and can prove critical in keeping the dose to the patient As Low As Reasonably
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Table 1.1: List of some research groups building and having built a prototype proton imaging
system, their tracker technologies, position resolution, material budgets, and proton detection
rate capabilities.

Prototypes
Group Tracker tech. Pos.Res.[µm] Mat.Budget[%]1 Rate

TERA [25] Triple-GEM 235 0.7 1MHz
PRIMA [26] SSD 136 0.43 10 kHz
PRaVDA [20] SSD 61 0.32 2.5MHz
LLU/UCSC [27] SSD 155 0.43 1.2MHz
Bergen pCT [19] CMOS MAPS 5 0.45 10MHz

Achievable (ALARA-principle) when frequent re-planning of the treatment is neces-

sary. Proton CT is also not susceptible to metal artifacts/implants in the same way as

SECT/DECT is via beam hardening and photon starvation, and so pCT may become a

preferred solution if proved to be clinically viable.

No routinely clinical application of proton CT exists today, but there are several pro-

totypes in the works based on various tracker and detector technologies [18], including

one designed and to be built by the Bergen pCT collaboration [19]. Some of these

prototype pCT systems along with the tracker technology, position resolution, mate-

rial budget, and expected detection rates are listed in Table 1.1. Due to their accurate

position resolution and potentially high detection rate necessary to keep scan times at

reasonable duration, Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD), Gas ElectronMultiplier (GEM), and

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor(CMOS) Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor

(MAPS) are the dominant tracking technologies in proton imaging systems. All exist-

ing proton CT prototypes have in general been showing results of RSP with an accuracy

better than 1% obtained both in MC simulations and experimental setups [20–23].

1.2 Proton interactions with matter

For charged particles in matter there are various physical processes affecting the prop-

erties of the particle (energy, range, and position), this includes ionization (energy-

transfer/loss), nuclear interactions, and Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS). A brief

introduction and description of the processes involved in charged particle interactions
1 Material budget is given as the material thickness divided by the radiation length of the material

(x/X0), same as defined in [24].
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with matter is presented here, a more extensive review can be found in Section 33 of

the particle data groups latest review of particle physics [28].

1.2.1 Energy-loss by ionization

The proton energies applied in proton therapy is dictated by the clinical particle range

required, i.e. the depth needed to be able to treat a patient, normally this energy range

is from 60–70MeV up to 220–240MeV and this makes electronic interactions with ob-

structing electrons and nuclei the dominating process of energy-loss for charged parti-

cles. These interactions usually result in a small transfer of energy leading to ionization,

atomic or collective excitation. The maximum energy transferable in a single interac-

tion/collision is given as

Wmax =
2mec2β 2γ2

1+2γme/M+(me/M)2
. (1.1)

Here M is the incoming particle’s mass [MeV/c2], mec2 is the electrons mass times the

speed of light [MeV], β = v/c is the ratio of the particle velocity and speed of light, and

γ = 1/
√
1−β 2.

The mean energy-loss dE/dx of particles in the energy range 0.1 ≤ βγ ≤ 1000 is

accurately described by the Bethe equation [28],

−
⟨
dE
dx

⟩
= Kz2

Z
A

1
β 2

[
1
2
ln
(
2mec2β 2γ2Wmax

I2

)
−β 2+

δ (βγ)
2

C
Z

]
. (1.2)

Where K= 4πNAr2emec2[MeVmol−1cm2] is a constant containing Avogadro’s constant

NA, electron radius re, electron mass and speed of light, c. In Bethe equation, z denotes

the incoming particle charge number, Z and A are the atomic and mass number of the

material traversed and I [eV] is its ionization potential. Wmax[MeV], β , and γ are defined

as above. δ (βγ) is a correction effect for the density-effect relevant at high energies,

and the additional term C/Z account for shell correction from contributions of atomic

binding at low energies. For therapeutic energies (i.e. βγ ≈ 0.7) the 1/β 2 dependence

in Equation 1.2 dominates the energy-loss and leads to an increase in transferred energy

as the particle slows down at increasing depths, this leads to a peak in energy transfer

towards the end of the particle range, know as the Bragg-peak. This effect can be seen
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Figure 1.2: Depth-dose profile of 150 MeV and 170 MeV protons depositing energy inside a
homogeneous water phantom simulated using the Monte Carlo toolkit, FLUKA [30–32].

in depth-dose profiles of a proton beam, e.g. in Figure 1.2. What can also be seen

in this figure is that the broadness of the Bragg-peak (its full width at half maximum)

can reach up to a few centimeters. This is due to the stochastic nature of the energy-

loss that occur in each interaction, including the number of interactions, giving rise to

what is called energy straggling. Because of energy straggling, individual particles with

identical initial energies will effectively come to a stop at different depths, a beam of

particles is therefore never mono-energetic after traversing some matter and results in

widening of the Bragg-peak [29].

1.2.2 Proton range

To calculate the range of an incoming particle (position of the distal part of the Bragg-

peak), the Continuous Slowing Down Approximation (CSDA) where the particle is

assumed to lose its energy at a mean rate, is used. The particle range is thus defined as

R=
∫ 0

Ein

1
−⟨dE/dx⟩

dE , (1.3)

where Ein is the initial energy and−⟨dE/dx⟩ is the mean energy-loss as defined in Equa-

tion 1.2. The range of the particle is then understood as the depth when the kinetic

energy of the particle reaches 0. To accurately compute the range of the particle, the

stopping power of the material has to be known. This depends on the accuracy of the

material dependent quantities from Equation 1.2 (ρ , I and Z) and these are not easily
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measured without considerable uncertainties.

For simpler handling of the stopping power, Hanson et al. [33] tomographically

reconstructed the proton energy-loss relative to that in water and this gave rise to the

concept of Relative Stopping Power (RSP). RSP is the stopping power of a material

divided by the stopping power of water,

RSP=
−⟨dE/dx⟩

−⟨dE/dx⟩water
, (1.4)

and combines the material dependent quantities of the stopping power into one factor.

In proton imaging reconstruction, the measured energy-loss or residual range of protons

are converted to an integral of the RSP along the full length of the proton path, L, through

the patient, this integral is generally called the Water Equivalent Path Length (WEPL).

WEPL is calculated from Equation 1.3 and the stopping power of water [34, 35],

WEPL :=
∫ 0

Ein

1
−⟨dE/dx⟩water

dE≈
∫
L

−⟨dE/dx⟩
−⟨dE/dx⟩water

dL . (1.5)

RSP is observed to be approximately constant with less than 0.7%variation in the energy

range 70MeV to 300MeV relevant for proton imaging and proton therapy, making

the equality in Equation 1.5 to be accurate [34]. The WEPL also allows for an easier

comparison of reconstructed images from different proton imaging setups.

TheWEPL can further be approximated by a simple range-energy conversion known

as the Bragg-Kleemann rule [29, 36],

Rwater =WEPL≈ aEb
in , (1.6)

where a and b are constants obtained from fitting to experimental range curves.

Another convenient representation is the water equivalent thickness (WET) of the

target material crossed, represented by the length a particle would travel in water before

losing the same amount of energy [37].

WET=
∫ Eout

Ein

1
−⟨dE/dx⟩water

dE . (1.7)

Ein and Eout is the particle energy before and after having traversed the target mate-

rial. The ionization potential of water (Iwater) plays an important role in determining the
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stopping power, and the values reported by literature range from 75–80 eV resulting in

0.8–1.2% difference in stopping power in the therapeutic energy range and effecting

the calculated proton range [38]. The recommended Iwater value of 78 eV by Kumazaki

et al. [38] will be applied in this thesis.

Proton range uncertainties
Accurate insight into the position of the Bragg-peak in particle therapy is critical in

ensuring effective tumor irradiation. Because the highest dose-gradient is located inside

the Bragg peak at the end of the particle range (Figure 1.1), a small misplacement of

the peak can result in severe over-dosage and damage to healthy tissue, and/or under-

dosage of the tumor resulting in decreased or loss of tumor control. Themost substantial

systematic cause of uncertainty in treatment planning is the determination and accuracy

of the patient tissue RSP in the path of the particles. For a more detailed investigation of

the different systematic and stochastic causes for range uncertainties in proton therapy,

see Paganetti [7].

The normal process during treatment planning is to retrieve the patient RSP from

a calibration curve connecting the X-ray CT obtained HU with RSP. However, as no

physical principle directly and uniquely connects RSP and HU of a material, thus in-

troducing uncertainties in the RSP and with this introduce clinical safety margins (e.g.

3.5% + 3mm from the Loma Linda medical center [7]) to account for the range uncer-

tainties, resulting in a deliberate dose-deposition into healthy tissue to ensure full dose

coverage. This is also a part of the reasoning for not aiming the treatment beam directly

at an Organ At Risk (OAR) despite potentially representing the greatest advantage of

particle radiotherapy.

1.2.3 Multiple Coulomb scattering

A charged particle traversing matter will interact with obstructing atomic electrons and

nuclei by experiencing numerous interactions and undergo potential deflections from its

original direction. These interactions lead to scattering, known as Multiple Coulomb

Scattering (MCS) and a lateral spread of the particles. Figure 1.3 show a thin pencil

beam of 150MeV protons coming to a stop inside a homogeneouswater block simulated

using the GATE simulation toolkit [39, 40].
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Figure 1.3: The spread of a thin pencil beam consisting of 150 protons with initial energy of
150 MeV. The protons are traversing and coming to a full stop inside a homogeneous water
phantom simulated using the GATE Monte Carlo simulation toolkit.

Molière’s theory
The exact position and angle of an individual particle at a distinct depth can not be pre-

cisely determined due to the stochastic nature of scattering. However, the particle’s

angular deflection does follow a probability distribution that can be calculated using

Molière’s transport theory [41, 42]. The angular distribution given by Molière behaves

Gaussian in the central small angle region (resulting from multiple small angle deflec-

tions) out to about 2.5σ [43]. However, Molière’s theory only deals with finite slabs

and is not particularly suited for transport calculations that require the instantaneous

rate of a particle’s angular change of a particle(for example for use in MC simulations).

Fermi-Eyges theory
Fermi introduced a Gaussian approximation to MCS by considering a joint probability

of position and angle for a single charged particle in a homogeneous medium [44], this

theory was later revised by Eyges to include the energy-loss of the particle [45]. The

general Fermi-Eyges theory and a brief overview of the applied concepts are given here.

The goal of Fermi-Eyges theory is to identify the particle’s lateral position and angu-

lar deflection at some depth position. Since scattering in both the lateral (x) and vertical

direction (y) are independent from one another, the two directions can be investigated

separately and in turn. Only scattering in the y-direction (vertical) is considered here as
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the scattering in x-direction is described equivalently. The probability of finding a par-

ticle at a depth position z > 0 with y in dy and θ in dθ can be approximated by a joint

Gaussian probability:

P(y,θ)dydθ =
1

2π
√
B
exp
(
− 1

2
A0(z)y2−2A1(z)yθ +A2(z)θ 2

B

)
dydθ . (1.8)

Where the scattering moments An(n ∈ {0,1,2}) are given as,

An(z) =
∫ z

0
(z− z′)nT(z′)dz′ , (1.9)

and B = A0A2−A2
1. It can be shown that A0 represent the variance in θ , A1 the co-variance

of y and θ , and A2 the variance in y [43]. T represents the scattering power. Scattering

power is an important concept in Fermi-Eyges theory and represents the rate of angular

variance change with depth z in the material:

T(z) =
d⟨θ 2⟩
dz

. (1.10)

Tmust be defined so that when integrated over, it will accurately reproduce the generally

accepted angle calculated with Molière theory. Several approaches to best describe the

scattering power exist and a more complete review of the existing definitions can be

found in Gottschalk [46]. The most commonly used scattering power formula in Fermi-

Eyges theory is the differential Highland (dH) based on the fully generalized Highland

scattering formula and proposed by Kanematsu [47].

TdH(z) = fdH(l)
(

15.0
pv(z)

)2 1
X0

. (1.11)

The factor fdH accommodates for the single scattering effect and depends on the length

(l) crossed in the material,

fdH(l) = 0.97
(
1+

ln(l)
20.7

)(
1+

ln(l)
22.7

)
. (1.12)

This agrees well with the central part of Molière’s theory (up to a few percent) [46], and

is relatively easy to use.
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1.2.4 Nuclear interaction and secondary particle produc-

tion

Nuclear interactions in proton radiotherapy and proton imaging are important for sev-

eral reasons, most critically in this context is the production of secondary particles (sec-

ondary protons, neutrons, and photons) depositing dose outside the patient, and loss of

primary protons via inelastic nuclear interactions. Approximately 1% of the traversing

protons undergo inelastic collisions with nuclei for each centimetre of WET traversed

[48]. In this process the primary proton is fully absorbed and, in the context of proton

imaging employing an energy detector, will cause a loss of imaging protons decreas-

ing the efficiency of the detector. An overview of relevant nuclear reactions and the

secondary particles produced can be found in Paganetti [48].

1.3 Monte Carlo simulations

One of the most reliable and robust methods in computational physics to evaluate and

simulate particle transport in matter is the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation method. By

having probability distributions containing all physical processes and interactions that

occur at the atomic level, it becomes possible to follow and keep a history of an in-

dividual particle’s energy and path through matter. These probability distributions are

obtained from experimental measurements and from validated models of particle in-

teractions that aim to mimic the fundamental interaction processes in nature. For each

step the particle takes, a new energy, direction or path length value will be obtained

and stored until the particle gets absorbed, leaves the region of interest, or its energy

falls below a user defined threshold. In essence, the MC method creates a solution to a

macroscopic system by simulating the system’s microscopic interactions [49].

As experimental proton imaging data is relatively difficult to obtain due to limited

access to the few working prototypes in existence, simulations become very important

when investigating new approaches to imaging systems, evaluating detector construc-

tions, or aiding in development and design of new imaging systems [50]. Not the least in

reducing development costs and identifying design weaknesses or performance impacts

before detector construction.
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Several general purpose MC tool-kits are available for particle transportation and

radiation physics, the most common of these are GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking)

[51, 52] often in combination with GATE (GEANT4 Application for Emission Tomog-

raphy) [39, 40], and the MC code FLUKA (FLUktuierende KAskade) [31, 53] in com-

bination with the graphical user interface flair [32]. For MC simulations to accurately

mimic the real-life system it is simulating, one needs to accurately define the geome-

try and the material properties in this geometry, enable the relevant physics models to

sample interactions from, and use appropriate particle step-sizes and production thresh-

olds. The MC simulation designs and settings made in this thesis using both the GATE

and FLUKA MC tool-kits will be explained in chapter 3.

1.4 Thesis objectives and contributions

Several research groups have designed prototype proton CT systems (Table 1.1), but

there is no clear consensus on the optimal clinical design and most of the existing de-

signs are based on a imaging system with position sensitive tracker pairs both in front

and behind the patient to be imaged (for proton path estimation purposes due to scatter-

ing). This type of imaging setup can be used with passively scattered proton beams, but

often puts a limit on the rate of incoming protons due to the necessity of correlating hits

in the front tracker pair with hits in the rear tracker pair, thus increasing scan times. A

proton imaging setup with no front tracker pair will potentially simplify both the phys-

ical impact in a treatment room and allow for increased proton rates that in turn reduce

scan times, bringing pCT closer to a clinical reality. However, by removing the front

tracker pair a deterioration of the path estimation leading to reduced spatial resolution

in the reconstructed image is expected.

The overall objective of this thesis is to create a framework based on MC simula-

tions and pre-existing methods that are able to modify proton CT setups, produce data

characteristic to the proton CT setup in question, and use this data for MLP estimates

and pRad and pCT image reconstruction. The reconstructed images are then analysed

in terms of spatial resolution and RSP accuracy.

This framework is then a set of procedures and programs applied in a set order to

investigate the impact of removing the front tracker pair in a proton imaging setup in
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terms of path estimation accuracy, spatial resolution, and RSP accuracy. As a practi-

cal example of applying the simulation framework, the Bergen pCT Digital Tracking

Calorimeter (DTC) prototype, designed as a proton imaging system without front track-

ers, is implemented in simulations and its expected reconstruction proficiency, given by

the DTC position resolution on proton hits and the residual energy reconstruction accu-

racy of traversed protons, is analysed via reconstructed pRad and pCT images.

The following contributions and investigations are defined for this thesis work:

(i) Design of a MC simulation framework usable for proton imaging studies. This

includes: A proton pencil beam scanning source with controllable spot weights,

spot positions, and spot-spacing. Position sensitive tracker planes of both ideal

tracker pairs (no material budget and perfect proton position resolution) and re-

alistic tracker pairs (with material budget and limited proton position resolution).

Implementation of a clinically realistic paediatric head phantom, and also stan-

dardized reference phantoms designed to characterize the spatial resolution and

RSP accuracy of reconstructed images.

(ii) Implementation and application of a pRad and a pCT image reconstruction algo-

rithm to use the MC calculated and scored proton data (proton hits on the imaging

setup trackers) from the simulation framework.

(iii) The MC simulation framework is used to simulate proton imaging setups both

with and without a front tracker pair to compare the impact on most likely path

estimation and the reconstructed image quality when removing the front tracker

pair.

(iv) The effect of a reduced pencil beam spot size and spot-spacing are investigated in

the imaging setup without front trackers in terms of the effect on the path estima-

tion quality and spatial resolution of reconstructed pRads.

(v) Realistic trackers and energy detector modelled after the Bergen DTC prototype

pCT imaging design are implemented in the simulation framework. The image

quality based on proton position and WEPL reconstruction proficiency from this

DTC is evaluated through an analysis of the resulting most likely path estimation

and reconstructed image quality. The realistic DTC setup is compared to the ideal

setups to gauge the effect of the trackers and WEPL reconstruction of the DTC.
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(vi) The MC simulation framework and image reconstructions are expected to aid in

building a strong foundation for future studies, e.g. optimization of imaging dose

in terms of image quality, or dose-plan comparisons based on reconstructed proton

CT images.

(vii) Included in these MC simulations are investigations and evaluations of the in-

duced radiation environment during both proton therapy and proton imagingwhen

considering the radiation hardness and lifetime of sensitive electronic equipment

involved in data read-out from the Bergen DTC.

A flow chart describing the simulation framework steps designed to fulfill the research

goals of this thesis are presented in Figure 1.4. Step 1 in the flow-chart consists of the

design of the MC simulations, detailing the phantoms, pencil beam source and sensitive

tracker planes, including the MC simulation framework settings. Step 2 is preparing

the output from the MC simulations (correct format and structure) and doing the data

analysis including filtering, path estimation for image reconstruction, WEPL estimation

from residual proton energy, and finally image analysis of the reconstructed images. A

detailed description of the tools and proton imaging technique is presented in chapter 2.

All the main results and investigations presented within this doctoral work are all based

exclusively on MC simulations. This means that the simulations have to be reliable and

capable of accurately reflecting the characteristics of the real-life system it is simulating,

the MC simulation environment built for this thesis is described in chapter 3.

Figure 1.4: Flow chart illustrating the MC simulation framework and analysis steps.
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2. Proton imaging

The first pCT imaging modality system idea dates back to 1963, when Cormack [54]

proposed using protons for CT scans. Over the past 20 years several pCT prototypes

have been proposed and developed attempting to bridge the gap between this first pCT

idea and clinical application [10, 18]. While pCT is functionally similar to conventional

X-ray CT, the proton interactions with matter will cause the imaging protons to scatter in

the patient and make tomographic reconstruction of the proton energy-loss challenging.

By introducing position sensitive tracker pairs, both in front and behind the patient to be

imaged and measuring the entrance and exit positions of the protons, MLP estimates of

the individual proton paths through the patient can be performed and this will improve

the spatial resolution of the reconstructed images [55].

Immediately following the rear tracker pair in a proton imaging setup is an energy

detector with purpose of accurately recording the residual energy, or WEPL, of the

protons exiting the patient, this type of imaging setup is illustrated in Figure 2.1. In

order to achieve clinically applicable pCT images, a proton imaging system is expected

to meet the following requirements:

(i) High detection rate, since a large number of protons is needed to image a patient

(in the order of 109 protons for a CT of the head) the imaging system must be able

to detect and track multiple protons in a single read-out cycle to keep scan times

at a reasonable length (preferably < 5min).

(ii) High detection efficiency, to keep the dose to the patient As Low As Reasonably

Achievable (ALARA-principle) and also to reduce scan times.

(iii) High position resolution and low material budget, accurate and detailed posi-

tion and direction measurements of the entering and exiting imaging protons are

necessary for accurate MLP estimations and thus high resolution images. A low

material budget (ratio of detector material thickness and material radiation length)

will reduce scattering inside the trackers and reduce deterioration of directional

measurements that negatively impact performance and MLP estimates.

(iv) HighRSP resolution, the energy detector in the imaging system needs to measure
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RSP with high precision (<1%) to achieve an image quality that is of clinical

relevance in treatment planning.

This chapter details and summarises a proton imaging setup with both front and

rear tracker pairs (section 2.1) and a proton imaging setup without a front tracker (sec-

tion 2.2), the proton MLP implementations (section 2.3), and pRad (section 2.4) and

pCT (section 2.5) image reconstruction algorithms applied and used in this thesis work.

2.1 Double-sided proton imaging setup

The conventional proton imaging setup with both front and rear trackers is dubbed

double-sided in this thesis work and is considered the gold-standard in proton imag-

ing. Substantial investigations of tracking system properties in a double-sided system

have been performed by Bopp et al. [24], where the spatial resolution of the trackers,

material budget, and distance between the tracker planes in a tracker pair were factored

into the MLP accuracy. Their results and observations are: Overall, the position resolu-

tion (pixel pitch) and material budget of the trackers should be made as small as possible

as not to contribute substantially to the proton position uncertainty, nor induce scatter-

ing events affecting the inferred proton direction. The impact of the distance between

the two tracker planes when applying a tracker pair is negligible when the distance is

more than 5 cm. Based on these results, all distances between the tracker planes (Dt) in

each tracker pair in this work was fixed to 5 cm. The effect of the distance between the

inner-most tracker planes and patient/phantom to be imaged (Dp) has been investigated

by Krah et al. [56] (MLP accuracy as a function of Dp in the range 0–40 cm were in-

vestigated) and it was seen in their work that shorter distances are favorable for MLP

estimations due to reduced drift (change in position) of the protons. The distance be-

tween the inner tracker plane and the object to be imaged is fixed to 15 cm in this thesis

work to accommodate space for a potential patient table as the gantry and imaging sys-

tem rotates around the patient lying on the table (also assuming an average distance of

15 cm from the ear to the tip of the shoulder).

A double-sided imaging setup with ideal trackers will be used as a gold standard

and compared to both an ideal and realistic single-sided imaging setup in this work. An

illustration of a double-sided setup with the mentioned distances (Dp and Dt) is found in
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a double-sided proton imaging setup. Dt is the distance between
the position sensitive tracker planes in each tracker pair, and Dp is the distance between the
inner tracking plane and the phantom to be imaged.

Figure 2.1.

2.2 Single-sided proton imaging setup

An alternative to the double-sided setup is the single-sided setup, where the front tracker

pair is removed and the incoming proton positions and directions for use in MLP es-

timations instead rely on the active pencil beam scanning using the pencil beam spot

position and pencil beam angle from the Treatment Planning System (TPS) translated to

the Beam Control System (BCS). The single-sided setup is intended to reduce the com-

plexity, cost, and physical impact (less occupied space) on the treatment room where

pCT is performed. Also, a double-sided setup can be less practical for acquiring proton

data at high particle rates, because: At synchrotron facilities where the beam is typically

delivered in bunches lasting 20 to 50 ns spaced 100 to 200 ns apart [57], an increasing

particle rate will increase the probability of more than one particle being delivered per

bunch and hence, the effective particle rate impinging on the detector becomes much

larger than the average rate set in the beam control. So the proton imaging setup would

either have to be fast enough to assign a time stamp to every incident particle at the ef-

fective rate of the particles within each bunch, or measure a large number of particles

simultaneously, as for example in the detector design proposed by the Bergen collabo-
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a single-sided proton imaging system. The front tracker pair is
removed and pencil beam information (beam spot-size, angle, and position) from the TPS
is used instead. Dt is the distance between the position sensitive trackers in the tracker pair,
and Dp is the distance between the inner tracking plane and phantom to be imaged.

ration [19]. However, measuring a large number of particles in the same read-out frame

compromises the feasibility of including a front tracker to the imaging setup, as the

MCS in the patient makes it difficult to accurately couple particle histories measured

on the rear tracker with the measurements on the front tracker. Thus it is of interest to

explore the possibility of using a single-sided setup to avoid this pairing of particle his-

tories and instead allow for higher proton rates that will decrease the overall scan time.

However, the removal of the front tracker comes at the cost of reduced MLP accuracy

due to the inherent position uncertainty of the individual protons inside the pencil beam

incident on the phantom, effectively reducing the entrance position accuracy of protons

to be used in most likely path estimations [56].

A single-sided imaging setup is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Same as in the double-

sided setup, the distance between the remaining sensitive tracker pairs (Dt) is fixed to

5 cm and the distance between the phantom and inner tracking plane (Dp) is 15 cm. This

type of setup can be applied to other existing proton imaging prototypes that can safely

modify their setup by removing the front tracker pair and apply the appropriate active

pencil beam scanning.
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2.3 Most Likely Path (MLP)

Initial historical attempts at using a Straight Line Path (SLP) approximation between the

entrance and exit positions of protons having traversed an object resulted in low spatial

resolution of reconstructed images due to inaccurate distribution of the proton energy-

loss. Because of MCS, depending on the proton energy and the type and amount of

matter traversed, the path of the protons will deviate from a straight line. A more accu-

rate estimate of the trajectory of each particle will enable a more accurate distribution of

the proton energy loss information and improve the spatial resolution of reconstructed

pCT and pRad images [55]. Several path estimation methods have been developed over

the years, of which the most widely used is the probabilistic MLP formalism that ap-

plies the Fermi-Eyges approximation of MCS [56, 58–62]. Based on prior information

of the proton in the form of its position and direction at the object entrance and exit via

the tracker pairs, finding the MLP of a proton can be formulated as a maximum likeli-

hood problem applying a Bayesian framework. Schulte et al. [60] made a general and

compact matrix notation formalism of the MLP that is used to this day, and this formal-

ism computes the scattering moments A0,A1,andA2 that are needed when applying the

Fermi-Eyges theory. We use the same scattering moments from Eqs. 7–9 in the work by

Schulte et al. [60] that are based on the generalized Highland scattering power. These

are repeated for completeness in Equation 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.

A0(z0,z) = σ2
θ (z0,z) =

E2
0

X0

(
1+0.038ln

(
z− z0
X0

))2 ∫ z

z0

1
(p(z)v(z))2

dz, (2.1)

A1(z0,z) = σ2
tθ (z0,z) =

E2
0

X0

(
1+0.038ln

(
z− z0
X0

))2 ∫ z

z0

(z− z0)
(p(z)v(z))2

dz. (2.2)

A2(z0,z) = σ2
t (z0,z) =

E2
0

X0

(
1+0.038ln

(
z− z0
X0

))2 ∫ z

z0

(z− z0)2

(p(z)v(z))2
dz, (2.3)

Here, E0 = 13.6MeV/c2 is a constant, X0 is the radiation length of the material, p(z) is

the momentum, and v(z) the velocity of the particles as function of depth between z0 and

z. σ2
t (z0,z) describes the lateral variance, σ2

θ (z0,z) the angular variance, and σ2
tθ (z0,z)

the spatial-angular co-variance at depth z for particles propagating from z0 to z. It is

straightforward to apply the same scattering moments to the exit parameter at depth
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Table 2.1: The results from the polynomial fit

Coefficient Value
a0 5.77059 e-6
a1 2.74001 e-7
a2 -2.49026 e-8
a3 4.63381 e-9
a4 -2.65153 e-10
a5 6.22291 e-12

z1 by replacing z0 with z, and z with z1 in Equation 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. As proposed

by Williams [59], the integrals in these scattering matrix elements were computed an-

alytically by using a parameterization of the 1/(p(z)v(z))2 function obtained as a fifth

order polynomial fit (Equation 2.4) to the function based on MC simulated proton en-

ergy while traversing a homogeneous water phantom from 0 to 20 cm depth (z) in steps

of 1mm. The coefficients of the polynomial fitted to the 1/(p(z)v(z))2 function made

with MC data using the MC settings and physics-list described later in section 3.1 are

listed in Table 2.1.

1
p2(z)v2(z)

=
(E(z)+Ep)

2c2

(E(z)+Ep)2E2(z)
≈ a0+ a1z+ a2z2+ a3z3+ a4z4+ a5z5 . (2.4)

The full derivation of the matrix-based MLP formalism is not repeated in this thesis,

but the reader is directed to the publication from Schulte et al. for the full details.

The MLP formalism by Schulte et al. [60] was recently extended by Krah et al. [56]

to include experimental uncertainties in the form of Gaussian descriptions of the un-

certainty involved in measuring the proton positions and directions via realistic tracker

pairs. All detectors and tracker pairs have a finite material budget and position reso-

lution that will affect the position and angle of protons on the trackers. Depending on

the amount of scattering that occurs in the material and the position resolution of the

trackers, the MLP accuracy will be reduced. Either by an erroneous assignment of the

proton position on the contour of the phantom found along the proton trajectory deter-

mined by the tracker pair, or by applying the MLP estimations with an initial and final

position or angle that fails to reflect the actual entrance and exit position and angle of

the proton on the patient. As mentioned in the work by Krah et al. [56], the inclusion of

experimental uncertainties from trackers in MLP estimations can potentially be ignored

due to the inherent uncertainty of MCS becoming more dominant for larger phantoms
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(i.e. 20 cm) and the typically low uncertainty of modern detection technologies. Never-

theless we will see that the experimental uncertainties concerning the pencil beam spot

size and their inclusion via the extended-MLP formalism by Krah et al. [56] become

very important for accurate MLP estimations in a single-sided setup.

An important assumption in MLP estimations is that homogeneous water is consid-

ered as the traversed material affecting the proton scattering, this is because no prior

information about the traversed patient tissue is typically available, and the underlying

MLP estimation methods from Schulte et al. [60] and Krah et al. [56] are based purely

on water as the traversed media (represented by the radiation length of the material in

the scattering moments Equation 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). It has been observed in other stud-

ies that the homogeneous water assumption is an accurate and valid approximation for

many patient geometries and materials, except if large amounts of bone or air is present

in the proton path [63–65]. The study by Collins-Fekete et al. [64] observed that if a hull

algorithm is used to recognizing the contour of a anthropomorphic head, lung, and ab-

domen phantom, and thus use the initial and exit proton positions placed directly on the

phantom contour in MLP estimation, instead of the measured positions directly from

the trackers, then the MLP estimations based on homogeneous water performed simi-

larly as when prior knowledge about the phantom material was known and accounted

for.

Hull algorithm
Ahull algorithm [66] assuming protons travelling in straight lines in air (radiation length

in air is 303m [67] making this is a reasonable assumption) is applied to all image

reconstructions in this thesis work and is performed before any MLP estimations are

made. This hull-algorithm assumes that the phantom geometry and its placement is

known in relation to the tracker pairs, this can be assumed with prior information from

diagnostic CT-scans and treatment positioning of the patient. The proton positions on

the trackers are propagated in straight lines along their inferred directions until reaching

the contour of the phantom. This effectively improves the accuracy of the MLP and

reconstruction as reported by Collins-Fekete et al. [64]. However, the accuracy of the

proton position on the hull will be affected by the distance between the trackers and the

phantom (Dp), and by the amount of scattering in the tracker planes affecting the proton
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direction that is propagated along in the hull algorithm. This will potentially shift the

expected entrance and exit positions on the hull away from their actual positions, as is

observed in Krah et al. [56] and in section 5.1 of this thesis. If no contour is found (the

proton has not entered the phantom) the proton positions on the trackers are used for

the MLP.

2.3.1 Extended-MLP in a single-sided imaging setup

MLP estimation in a single-sided imaging setup employing pencil beam scanning dif-

fers from a double-sided setup due to the inherent position uncertainty of incoming pro-

tons inside the pencil beam spot size, this is the main limiting factor in MLP estimation

accuracy in a single-sided setup [56]. To minimize the error in the proton path esti-

mation associated with the absence of the front tracker, the extended-MLP formalism

developed by Krah et al. [56] was employed in this work. In this formalism, the TPS pa-

rameters (mean beam position and beam direction) are used in the MLP estimation and

the uncertainty of these parameters are accounted for by including the beam co-variance

matrix following section 2.6 in their work. Before the extend-MLP was performed, the

hull projection algorithm was applied to project the proton position from the rear track-

ers along its inferred direction and onto the back of the phantom contour before the most

probable entrance position of the proton was estimated using the extended-MLP. This

new estimated proton entrance position was thus propagated along its estimated angle

until reaching the contour of the phantom, resulting in the most probable entrance and

exit proton position and angle on the phantom surface, given the prior information from

the TPS and rear tracker measurement. These new positions and angles were then used

to perform the full MLP estimation for use in image reconstruction in a single-sided

imaging system.

The extended-MLP formalism and its components are repeated here for complete-

ness. The most likely parameter vector of the proton, yMLP(z) (position and angle) at

some depth z, given as:

yMLP(z) = C2(C1+C2)
−1R0Sin · ỹin,d+C1(C1+C2)

−1R−1
1 S−1

out · ỹout,d (2.5)
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With

C1 = R0SinΣinSTinR
T
0 +Σ1 (2.6)

C2= R−1
1 S−1

outΣout(S−1
out)

T(R−1
1 )T+R−1

1 Σ2(R−1
1 )T. (2.7)

Where the scattering matrices Σ1 and Σ2 contain the scattering moments from Equa-

tion 2.1,2.2, and 2.3 applied to the entrance and exit parameter vectors respectively. R0

and R1 are small angle rotation matrices projecting the proton from zin,zout to z.

Σ1 =

 σ2
t1 σ2

t1θ1

σ2
t1θ1 σ2

θ1

 , Σ2 =

 σ2
t2 σ2

t2θ2

σ2
t2θ2 σ2

θ2

 , (2.8)

R0 =

1 z− zin

0 1

 , R1 =

1 zout − z

0 1

 . (2.9)

Sin and Sout are the back-projection matrices, projecting the measured parameter vectors

ỹin,d and ỹout,d along straight lines onto the surface of the phantom given the distance

between the inner tracker pair and phantom surface, DP. If a separate hull-algorithm

is used, DP is set to 0 and ỹin,d and ỹout,d are then the parameter vectors located on the

entrance and exit on the contour of the phantom.

Sin =

1 DP

0 1

 , Sout =

1 DP

0 1

 , ỹin,d = (tin,θin), ỹout,d = (tout,θout). (2.10)

The co-variance matrices Σin and Σout with respect to the front and rear tracker pair

properties and their measurement uncertainties are,

Σin = σ2
pTin ·TT

in+Σsc and Σout = σ2
pTout ·TT

out+Σsc. (2.11)

σp is the inherent position resolution of the tracker, and the scattering σsc due to the

material budget of the tracker (x/X0) as obtained from equation 12 in Lynch and Dahl

[68], is

Σsc =

0 0

0 σ2
sc

 , with σsc =
13.6MeV
β (E)p(E)

√
x
X0

[
1+0.038ln

( x
X0

)]
(2.12)

Tin and Tout help form the direction parameter based on the distance between trackers
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Dt,

Tin =

 0 1

− 1
Dt

1
Dt

 , Tout =

 1 0

− 1
Dt

1
Dt

 . (2.13)

In a single-sided imaging set-up employing pencil beam scanningwithout a front tracker

pair the co-variance matrix Σin becomes,

Σin =

 1 0
1
Ds

1

 ·

σ2
tin 0

0 0

 ·

1 1
Ds

0 1

+

0 0

0 σθ2
in

 (2.14)

The uncertainty parameter σtin represent the Gaussian beam size at the isocentre, σθin

quantifies the angular confusion of the pencil beam. Ds is the distance of the beam

point source (i.e. the scanning magnets) from the isocentre.

2.3.2 Cubic spline path

An alternative formalism to the probabilistic MLP estimation detailed above is the op-

timized Cubic Spline Path (CSP) from Collins-Fekete et al. [69]. The CSP formalism

follows the recommendations from Hansen et al. [70] and Li et al. [55] to estimate the

proton path using a curved proton trajectory between the known entrance and exit posi-

tion of the proton. This formalism is implemented in the pCT reconstruction algorithm

used in this thesis work to reduce computation time. The cubic spline equation is rep-

resented in Equation 2.15.

S(t) = (2t3−3t2+1)X0+(t3−2t2+ t)P0+(−2t3+3t2)X1+(t3− t2)P1 . (2.15)

Here the entrance and exit position vectors of the proton areX0 andX1, and its direction

vectors P0 and P1 as obtained after finding the position and angle on the hull. S(t)

represents the position vector at any given temporal variable t (t ∈ [0,1], where t=0 is

the start point and t=1 is the end point) between the entrance and exit position of the

proton. This cubic spline was optimized via a phenomenological approach by Collins-

Fekete et al. [69] and introduced two optimization factors in the direction vectors that

minimize the Root Mean Square (RMS) difference between the CSP path and ground
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truth path. The optimized direction vector magnitudes are

P0 = P0 ·Λopt
0 · |X1−X0| , P1 = P1 ·Λopt

1 · |X1−X0| . (2.16)

Where the optimization factors as function of the measured and calculatedWET/WEPL

ratio of the material are,

Λopt
0,1 = A+B(WET/WEPL)2, (2.17)

with A=1.01 and B=0.43 for Λopt
0 , and A=0.99 and B=-0.46 for Λopt

1 . This optimized

CSP closely follows the probabilistic MLP by Schulte et al. [60], but with the added

benefit of reduced computational effort and time, as well as an easier implementation

in path estimations.

2.4 Proton radiography reconstruction

Proton radiographies were reconstructed using the maximum likelihood image recon-

struction method developed by Collins-Fekete et al. [71]. This algorithm offers a recon-

structed pRad where each image pixel contain the protonWET calculated as a weighted

mean over all protons crossing into a channel through the object, the estimated proton

path from the extended-MLP dictates which channels are crossed. The channel corre-

spond to the area of the image pixel and is connected to the full length of the object to

be imaged. A schematic view exemplifying this pRad reconstruction is shown in Fig-

ure 2.3. The weighted WET inside channel k, WETk, is given in Equation 2.18 as the

measured WEPL of proton n, weighted by the the length l spent inside channel k di-

vided by Ln, the total length of the channel given as the depth between the entrance and

exit position obtained from the hull-algorithm used in the extended-MLP.

WETk =
∑N
n

l2k,n
L2n
WEPLn

∑N
n

l2k,n
L2n

. (2.18)

The pixel/channel size in pRad of water box based phantomswere set to 0.25×0.25mm2,

and for the anthropomorphic head phantom it was 0.75×1.25mm2. These phantoms are

described in section 3.3 of this thesis. A ground-truth pRad of the head phantom was
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the pRad reconstruction method. The front and rear tracker
with the phantom discretized into channels is shown. The red line represent the path of a
single proton, the dotted line the proton’s MLP path. On the right, the activated pixels are
shown and weighted depending on the length l, crossed by proton n, in channel k. Figure is
re-drawn from Collins-Fekete et al. [71].

reconstructed by integrating over the MC ground-truth RSP of every involved voxel

of the reconstruction area covering the head phantom, this is used in evaluating pRad

WEPL errors.

Before pRad reconstruction, a 2.5σ cut-off filter on the proton angles was applied to

cut large angle scattering not described by the Fermi-Eyges theory underlying the MLP

[43, 60]. A 2.5σ-filter on the WET of the protons was also applied to remove unusually

large energy losses and nuclear interactions [72] and is sufficient to ensure high quality

images [73].

2.5 Proton CT reconstruction

Similarly to conventional X-ray CT imaging, the goal of pCT is to solve a linear system

of equations,

Ax= b . (2.19)

Where A is an n×m system matrix with the elements aij corresponding to the intersec-

tion length of the path of the i-th protonwith the j-th image voxel. A= ai,j(i ∈ {0,1, ...,n},

j ∈ {0,1, ...,m}), x is the unknownRSPm-dimensional vector, and b is the n-dimensional
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vector containing the calculated WEPL from measurements.

Since protons will experience MCS, causing the protons to deviate from a straight

line path, conventional fast X-ray CT reconstruction algorithms that solve Equation 2.19

will result in poor image quality when applied directly to proton imaging [55]. X-

ray CT reconstruction algorithms therefore need to be modified with MLP estimation

algorithms to produce accurate images. The often used Filtered Back Projection (FBP)

reconstruction algorithms from X-ray CT have been adapted for pCT purposes [74,

75], but due to the uncertainty of the proton path estimation, the system of equations

(Equation 2.19) will be inconsistent and difficult to solve via FBP. Also, as each proton

only crosses a small percentage of the total voxels (m), the systemmatrixAwill be large

and sparse depending on the number of protons and require a large number of projections

(e.g. 360 projections or more). Therefore, iterative reconstruction algorithms are most

commonly used in proton CT to solve Equation 2.19. A review of available iterative

reconstruction algorithms for pCT is available in [76].

For solving Ax= b iteratively and reconstructing pCT images in this thesis work,

the Diagonally-Relaxed Orthogonal row Projection (DROP) reconstruction algorithm

with Total Variation Superiorization (TVS) [77] for producing accurate images with

few projections was used. This algorithm is a feasibility seeking method with interlaced

TVS that reduces the image noise without reducing the sharpness between boundaries of

materials. Feasibility seeking algorithms in pCT tend to emphasize RSP variations due

to increasedWEPL uncertainty in regions between low and high densitymaterials (high-

gradient regions) and thus sharpens the edges in such high-gradient regions, but also

amplifies the RSP fluctuations during iterative image reconstruction. By performing

TVS between feasibility seeking iterations the growth of these RSP variations slows

down and thus reduces noise while conserving the sharpness of high-gradient regions

[78].

Prior to the iterative reconstruction, three-sigma cuts on WEPL, angle, and verti-

cal and horizontal deviation filtered out protons that underwent large-angle scattering

and/or energy-loss. An analytical Feldkamp-David-Kress (FDK) CT reconstruction, the

cone beam version of FBP, based on rear tracker binning finds the contour of the phan-

tom and produces the starting point for the DROP-TVS reconstruction algorithm. For

computational efficiency, only the entrance and exit points of each protons were calcu-
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lated from the extended-MLP formalism, and the optimized CSP [69] was interpolated

in between. This approximates the performance of the full extended-MLP formalism,

but retains the run-time benefit of the CSP algorithm.

The slice thickness was set to 1.25 mm for all phantoms, and 455×455 pixels (0.35

mm pixel size) per slice (32 slices in total) for the reconstruction of the CTP404 and

CTP528 phantom, and 240×240 pixels (0.75 mm pixel size) per slice (112 slices in

total) were set for the head phantom (detailed in section 3.3). Based on other studies

and recommended settings from experienced users of the DROP-TVS algorithm for

pCT reconstructions [21, 79], the proton histories were divided into 40 optimization

blocks per iteration and the algorithm was stopped after 8 iterations, with the relaxation

parameter set to 0.1.

2.6 Image measures

Modulation transfer function
The spatial resolution of pRad and pCT images acquired with single- and double-sided

imaging setup were compared using the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) [56, 80].

The Edge Spread Function (ESF) was computed for every contrast region of interest

in the reconstructed image and fitted with an error function to suppress noise. The

derivative of the fits yielded the Line Spread Functions (LSF), and the MTF was finally

obtained as their Fourier transform. As a metric for comparison the spatial frequency

lp/cm at which the MTF drops below the 10% level was used.

For the pCT reconstructions of the Catphan® CTP528 line pair module (phantom

modules are detailed later in section 3.3), the MTF was assessed from the maximum-

minimum contrast measured for each set of line pairs relative to the reference contrast.

Following Piersimoni et al. [79], a discreteMTFwas obtained from the contrast C(f) be-

tween adjacent maxima andminima in a profile over the line pair inserts of the same spa-

tial frequency f(lp/cm). For a robust estimate, the contrast was averaged over all pairs

of adjacent maxima and minima corresponding to the same spatial frequency in Equa-

tion 2.20. The contrast at f= 0 was obtained using the peak RSP value reconstructed

for the 1 lp/cm aluminium insert and the RSP reconstructed for the epoxy material for
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the ideal double-sided reconstruction.

MTF(f) =
C(f)
C(0)

, where C(f) =
⟨
RSPmax−RSPmin

RSPmax+RSPmin

⟩
. (2.20)

WEPL error and noise in proton radiography
The WEPL errors of reconstructed pRad of a anthropomorphic head phantom were

quantified by the difference between the WEPL in the image pixel in the reconstructed

pRad and the corresponding WEPL in the pixel in the ground-truth pRad.

Additionally, the noise in each image pixel was obtained as the standard error of the

mean of the weightedWEPL distribution in that pixel, where the weights were the same

ones used in the image reconstruction from the algorithm by Collins-Fekete et al. [71].

For pRad of water based phantoms with aluminium inserts, the contrast-to-noise

ratio (CNR) of relevant inserts was evaluated using,

CNR=
WETinsert−WETWater√
(σinsert)2+(σwater)2

. (2.21)

Where WETinsert and σinsert are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of WET

values in the central area (2.5× 2.5mm2) of the aluminium insert. WETWater and σWater

are the mean and standard deviation of the reconstructed WET values of the homoge-

neous water tank. A total of 100 image pixels were used for calculating each mean and

standard deviation.

2.7 Bergen digital tracking calorimeter

A proof-of-concept of a Digital Tracking Calorimeter (DTC) based on results obtained

using an ALICE-FoCal collaborative DTC prototype showed that the CMOS MAPS

technology can be used for proton imaging purposes with good WEPL resolution and

high readout speed ensuring low scan times [81].

The ALICE PIxel DEtector (ALPIDE), a CMOS MAPS based sensor chip, is de-

veloped for the upgrade of the Inner Tracking System (ITS) of the ALICE experiment

at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [82, 83]. The ALPIDE measures 15mm by

30mm and includes 512×1024 pixel cells designed to achieve a position resolution of
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5 µm on hits, this sensor chip is the foundation of the Bergen DTC prototype to be used

for proton imaging purposes [19]. Detailed design optimization studies have been per-

formed by Pettersen et al. [84] using MC simulated data and focused on optimizing the

DTC absorber material and absorber thicknesses between sensitive ALPIDE layers in

terms of WEPL accuracy and tracking efficiency of protons. Based on the expectation

of the prototype performance, dimension of reconstruction volume to be imaged (pa-

tient head), and results from the simulated data, some design recommendations were

presented (see the work by Pettersen et al. [84] for detailed descriptions of the design

optimization efforts):

• In the longitudinal direction, the DTC should comprise of alternate layers of

ALPIDE sensors and aluminium absorber layers. Based on the track reconstruc-

tion efficiency and reconstructed WEPL accuracy, the thickness of the absorber

should be kept as low as possible, strictly below 4mm. In this fashion, 41 layers,

each made of ALPIDE chips supported by 3.5mm-thick aluminium absorbers are

recommended to fully encompass the dynamic range of protons up to 230MeV.

• Two layers in front of the DTC will function as the rear position sensitive tracker

pair. Therefore, they should contain as little material as possible to reduce scat-

tering and subsequent deterioration of proton angle measurements used in proton

path estimations inside the patient. This is achieved by thinning down the material

budget of the supports on which the tracker pair ALPIDEs will be mounted.

• Proton Readout Units (pRU) must be able to handle the combined data from 10M

protons per second (10MHz) to ensure low scan times.

Figure 2.4 is a section render of the DTC design (as of August 2020) showing the two

front tracker layers spaced 5 cm apart, followed by the sandwiched 41 ALPIDE/alu-

minium absorber layers and associated transition cards used to communicate with the

DTC and its ALPIDE chips. More details about this DTC design, proton CT readout

units (pRU) and system architecture is presented in the Bergen pCT 2020 status pa-

per [19]. The MC model of this detector designed for use in this thesis work will be

explained in section 3.4.
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Figure 2.4: Sectional three dimensional rendering of the DTC design. The light green struc-
tures on the side are transition cards. The two front layers consisting of alternating ALPIDE
chips are mounted on 0.2 mm thick carbon fiber sheets, followed by 41 layers of ALPIDE
mounted on 3.5 mm thick aluminium absorbers. Light grey aluminium support structures at
the top and bottom ensure that the layers are fixed in place. Courtesy of Ton Van Den Brink,
Utrecht University.
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3. Monte Carlo simulation for proton imaging

A proton imaging framework based on Monte Carlo simulations with the intention of

investigating and demonstrating the feasibility of using a single-sided proton imaging

setup, including the Bergen DTC prototype setup, was designed for this thesis work.

The overall motivation being: By obtaining MC calculated proton data for use in image

reconstruction and subsequently analyse the resulting image quality, the image qual-

ity impact and potential application of a single-sided imaging setup could be estimated.

The simulation framework is also expected to function as a foundation for future stud-

ies potentially bringing proton imaging closer to a clinical reality. To achieve this, the

MC simulations were to be built using existing and well validated MC tool-kits, i.e.

GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking), and make use of the many pre-defined mecha-

nisms to tailor and describe a proton imaging setup with tracker planes and relevant

phantoms that can be readily modified or exchanged depending on the imaging setup

characteristics to be investigated. This MC simulation framework is described in its

entirety in this chapter and consists of MC simulation settings (physics, material defini-

tions), the proton beam source (beam scanning), implemented phantoms to be imaged,

and tracker plane characteristics (placements, material budgets).

The simulations in this thesis were designed and performed on a Lenovo laptop with

an Intel® CoreTM i5-6300U CPU@ 2.40GHz× 4, and a Lenovo desktop with an Intel®

Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz × 16. Both computers were running on the

Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS operative system. All data processing and analysis are developed

and performed using ROOT 6.18 [85].

3.1 GATE

GATE (GEANT4Application for Emission Tomography) is a general purposeMC tool-

kit focused on particle transportation and medical radiation physics [39, 40]. This tool-

kit overlays GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) [51, 52] taking advantage of its well-

validated physics models and sophisticated geometry description for use in high-energy

physics. The GATE MC tool-kit is dedicated to simulations in medical imaging and ra-
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diotherapy using a scripting mechanism (macros) to configure and perform detailed

GEANT4 simulations with relative ease and speed. GATE contains hundreds of pre-

defined mechanisms to build and manage complicated geometries, radiation sources,

and logging interaction histories and particles through actors/sensitive volumes, mak-

ing it possible to perform and design GEANT4MC simulations of complex and realistic

setups in medical physics and technology.

Geometry and material definition
Each geometric volume in a MC simulation is characterized by its shape, size, posi-

tion, and material composition. Materials are defined in a material database holding all

the information required for GATE to assign the nuclear properties from the GEANT4

data sets. This material database contains two GEANT4 structures called elements and

compounds that are used to define the physical properties of the atoms, molecules, and

compounds involved in thematerials used in the simulation. An element in GATE stores

the name, symbol, atomic number, and molar mass of the element. A compound is a

combination of elements and is used by GATE to assign material properties to geomet-

ric volumes during a simulation. These combinations of elements require defining four

additional parameters; the material’s name, density, constituent element(s), and their

relative mass fractions. Such materials and compounds must be carefully chosen and

correctly defined as they can vary greatly and should accurately mirror the materials

involved in the realistic set-up to be investigated. Material definitions and properties

included in this thesis are listed in Table 3.3.

The RSP of water and the involved materials in the MC simulations needed for ac-

curate evaluation of the reconstructed RSP values from proton imaging was obtained

directly from the GEANT4 code underlying the GATE simulation. The average RSP of

the involved materials were obtained by calculating the stopping power in the material

at steps of 0.01MeV in the region between 70MeV and 300MeV and dividing by the

corresponding stopping power in water. These average reference RSP values for each

material are collected in the last column in Table 3.3.

Physics and step-size
Alternative physics models and step-limits are applicable and recommended depend-
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ing on the problem being simulated, e.g. high or low energy region, particle species

to be transported. For this reason various reference physics lists are defined and avail-

able in GEANT4. For medical physics simulations the recommended physics list is

QBBC_EMZ, this contains a proven set of electromagnetic physicsmodels selected from

the low energy and standard packages [86–88].

The most important processes for determining the trajectory of a charged parti-

cle are the multiple scattering process and the transportation process. Simulation

of particle transport in MC is performed step-by-step and in principle one must use

small steps in order to ensure an accurate simulation, however the computing time in-

creases as the step-size decreases. In GEANT4 the step-size (∆Slim) is controlled by

its G4SteppingManager and the electromagnetic step-sizes are limited by a continuous

StepFunction [89],

∆Slim = αR+ρR(1−αR)
(
2− ρR

R

)
. (3.1)

Where the two default parameters αR (step/range) and final range ρR, set by default in

the electromagnetic option 4 (EMZ) [89] to be: for electrons αR = 0.2 and ρR = 0.01mm,

and for protons αR = 0.1 and ρR = 0.02mm [90]. The step size gradually decreases until

the range becomes lower than ρR at which the step-size becomes equal to the range of the

particle. The particle is then tracked down to zero energy using continuous energy loss.

If the primary particle does not have enough energy to produce secondaries that have a

range larger than 1mm (production cut), then the secondary particle production stops.

In this thesis, the default step-lengths from the EMZ option and secondary production

threshold (1.0mm) are used in all simulations.

For more in-depth details about the underlying physics models in the QBBC_EMZ

physics list, see the GEANT4 Physics Reference Manual [91] and Ivantchenko et al.

[86].

Scoring (measurements)
To interact with the simulations and output the relevant quantities, be it particle type,

position, energy, dose deposition, etc. GATE offers several different actors tasked with

measuring the quantities that the user is interested in. In this work the phase space ac-

tor is used to record the position, energy, and particle name of particles entering/exiting

a volume of choice. In the ideal tracker simulations, these sensitive volumes are thin
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planes made of air, same as the surroundings (i.e. zero material budget), and located

at the same position as the tracker pairs in the imaging setup. A phase space actor is

then attached to these planes functioning as trackers. These trackers record the x, y,

and z position of the particles, their energy, and particle name. These position measure-

ments were then used as input to the MLP, and the energy in subsequent WEPL/RSP

calculation detailed in section 3.5. The recorded particle names also allow for easier

filtering of secondaries to be excluded from image reconstruction. For the more re-

alistic simulations where the tracker planes have material budgets modelled after the

Bergen DTC, to be detailed later in section 3.4, the phase-space actors are attached to

the sensitive ALPIDE/silicon volumes of the trackers. The inherent position resolution

of the tracker technologies were included by sampling from a Gaussian with a standard

deviation based on the position resolution of the tracker technology listed in Table 1.1.

3.2 Proton beam source

Pencil beam properties
Another important setting in MC simulations is the definition and application of the ra-

diation source properties. A pencil beam scanning system is used in this thesis, and a

pencil beam is defined by its beam spot properties at the isocentre in a treatment room

and by the pencil beam properties passed on by the beam delivery system. These spot

properties include the particle energy, energy spread, spot-size in x- and y-direction,

spot-divergence and spot-emittance. In a Treatment Planning System (TPS) the spot-

weight in terms of number of particles in each spot-position at the isocentre is also

involved. A realistic pencil beam setting found at the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy

Center (HIT) [92] was used as a foundation for the 7mm Full Width Half Maximum

(FWHM) thick pencil beam used for proton imaging purposes in this thesis. A smaller

pencil beam with reduced lateral uncertainty and size is expected to increase the spa-

tial resolution in a single-sided setup [56]. Hence, another smaller pencil beam with a

thickness of 3mm FWHMwas investigated. The exact details of the pencil beam prop-

erties and TPS settings are listed in Table 3.1. Smaller spot spacing, as a function of

pencil beam FWHM, was also investigated following the rational that a denser pack-

ing of protons corresponding to the Gaussian center of the beam spot could increase
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TPS source characteristics
Energy 230MeV

Nozzle exit to iso-centre distance 500mm
Scanning magnet X to iso-centre distance 6600mm
Scanning magnet Y to iso-centre distance 6600mm

Pencil beam characteristics
Beam characteristic [FWHM] 3mm 7mm

Spot size in x (standard deviation) [mm] 1.3 3.0
Spot size in y (standard deviation) [mm] 1.3 3.0

Spot divergence theta [mrad] 2.8 2.8
Spot divergence phi [mrad] 2.8 2.8

Spot emittance theta [mm*mrad] 3.0 3.0
Spot emittance phi [mm*mrad] 3.0 3.0

Table 3.1: TPS set-up settings and 3, and 7 mm FWHM pencil beam characteristics used
to investigate image quality. All pencil beam characteristics are confirmed with MC at the
iso-centre of the simulation coordinate-system.

the image accuracy in pRad with the reconstruction algorithm by Collins-Fekete et al.

[71]. This could be imagined since the WEPL of each image pixel is calculated as a

weighted mean over all protons crossing into the pixel column through the object. The

investigated spot spacing were set to 0.5, 1 and 2 times the lateral FWHM of the beam.

Additionally, for the 7mm beam, a spot spacing of only 1mm was investigated.

Spot scanning
Spot scanning was emulated using the built in TPS source available in GATE [93], al-

beit some changes to the source code was performed to better control the spot weight

and identifying the proton beams without the need for additional beam monitoring. By

changing the source code and setting the appropriate flags controlling the behavior of

the beam scanning, as detailed in section A.1, the pencil beam scanning described in

this section is made available. The number of protons in each spot was influenced

by the total number of protons used to reconstruct both a pRad and pCT projection

of the paediatric head phantom. In the pRad of the head phantom, 10.5 million pro-

tons were homogeneously spread over a 180×180mm2 area covering the entirety of the

head phantom. Similarly, 3.5 million protons were simulated in a single pCT projec-

tion when scanning the same head phantom. These numbers are in line with the amount

used in other studies that have investigated reconstructed pRad [71] and pCT of a head
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Table 3.2: Number of protons in each spot for the respective pencil beam and spot-spacing.
The amount is based on covering a 180×180mm2 area with 10 M protons in pRad and 3.5 M
protons in a single pCT projection.

Spot weights
3mm FWHM beam 7mm FWHM beam

Spot spacing pRad pRad pCT
1mm NA 300 NA

0.5 FWHM 853 3698 NA
1FWHM 3420 15000 5000
2 FWHM 13333 59170 NA

phantom [79, 94]. These two numbers were then used as a foundation to determine the

general spot weight settings and was designed to stay consistent across all pRad and

pCT simulations. E.g. for the 7mm FWHM pencil beam and 1 FWHM spot spacing,

700 spots are needed to cover the 180×180mm2 head phantom area, this correspond to

15000 protons per spot in pRad (10.5M protons divided by 700 spots), and 5000 pro-

tons per spot in pCT (3.5M protons divided by 700 spots) for the given pencil beam

and spot spacing. The exact number of protons in each spot for each investigated pen-

cil beam and spot-spacing setting are listed in Table 3.2. Based on the image quality of

pRad affected by spot spacing and pencil beam size to be presented later in section 5.2

of this thesis work, only the most contemporary relevant 7mm FWHM pencil beam and

1 FWHM spot spacing setting was used for pCT simulations.

3.3 Phantoms

A total of six different phantom geometries were implemented in GATE to investi-

gate the impact of proton imaging setups on image quality (single-sided versus double-

sided), beam parameters, and realistic Bergen DTC prototype properties impact on im-

age quality. The first three phantoms were based on a water box both with and with-

out aluminium cube inserts designed to investigate the impact of beam spot-size, spot-

spacing, and removal of the front tracker on the MLP and spatial resolution of insert

edges. The last three phantoms, two of which are Catphan® (The Phantom Laboratory,

Salem, New York, USA) phantom modules designed to investigate spatial resolution

(CTP528 line pair module) and RSP accuracy (CTP404 module). The final phantom, a

digitized paediatric head phantom based on the CIRS model HN715 (Norfolk, Virginia,
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USA) was implemented as a clinically relevant case.

All six phantoms were placed such that their rotational center aligned with the

isocentre of the GATE Cartesian coordinate system. A complete lists of all used mate-

rial compositions, densities, and their reference RSP are listed in Table 3.3.

3.3.1 Water phantoms

The first phantom was a 200mm×200mm×200mm homogeneous water block used to

study the accuracy and impact the single- and double-sided proton imaging setups, and

beam spot size have on the estimated MLP compared to the actual MC ground truth

path of the protons.

The second water phantom was a 200mm×200mm×200mm homogeneous water

block containing a 20mm×20mm×20mm aluminium cube insert placed in the very

centre of this water block. This phantom was used to study the impact of spot-spacing

and beam spot size on the spatial resolution of reconstructed pRad. The TPS spot scan-

ning plan covered the central 40×40mm2 area overlapping the aluminium insert with

beam weights dictated by the investigated spot spacing from Table 3.2. This phantom

will be referred to as spot-phantom in this thesis work.

The third phantom was a 200mm×200mm×200mm homogeneous water block where

five 10mm×10mm×10mm aluminium cube inserts were placed at five different depths

(15mm, 57.5mm, 100mm, 142.5mm, 185mm) inside. The cubes were slanted 5 de-

grees relative to the vertical image pixel direction to evaluate the MTF from the edge

of the cubes. This phantom enables the investigation of spatial resolution as a func-

tion of object depth. The TPS spot scanning plan covered the central 80×80mm2 area

overlapping the aluminium inserts with beam weights dictated by the investigated spot

spacing from Table 3.2. This phantom is depicted in Figure 3.1 and will be referred to

as step-phantom throughout this thesis work.
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(a) Side-view of the step-phantom. (b) Front/beam-view of the
step-phantom.

Figure 3.1: Side (a) and front view (b) of the step-phantom. Five aluminium cubes of 10 mm
edge length were slanted five degrees and placed at increasing depths inside a water tank.
The red arrow represents the beam direction and black arrows mark the distances between
the centres of the aluminium inserts.

3.3.2 Line pair module - (CTP528)

The fourth phantom was a Catphan® CTP528 phantom module (line pair) to be applied

when investigating the spatial resolution of a full pCT scan. The phantom is an epoxy

cylinder with height 40mm and 150mm diameter that contains small aluminium in-

serts at a fixed radial position with increasing spatial frequency (1–21 line pairs per

cm – lp/cm), Figure 3.2. The CTP528 phantom area (160×40mm2) was covered with

168 beam spots and 5000 protons per spot (as dictated by the 7mm FWHM beam and

1 FWHM spot spacing from Table 3.2).

3.3.3 Sensitometry module - (CTP404)

The fifth phantom was a Catphan® CTP404 phantom module (sensitom) used to assess

the RSP accuracy of reconstructed pCT images. The phantom is made of an epoxy

cylinder of 25mm height, and 150mm diameter, and contains 8 cylindrical cavities of

12.2 mm diameter, 6 of these cavities are filled with different plastic inserts, and two

cavities with air. Exact materials are shown in Figure 3.3. The CTP404 phantom area

(160×30mm2) was covered with 120 beam spots and 5000 protons per spot.
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Figure 3.2: CTP528 line-pair module from Catphan® with numbered line pairs. Figure re-
drawn from the Catphan® 412-424 Manual [95].

Figure 3.3: CTP404 sensitometry module from Catphan®. Figure re-drawn from the
Catphan® 500-600 Manual [96].

3.3.4 Digitised paediatric head phantom

Finally, to represent a clinically relevant case, a digitised paediatric head phantom based

on the CIRS model HN715 (Norfolk, Virginia, USA) was implemented in the simula-

tions. The phantom is a high resolution (0.1875mm×0.1875mm×1.25mm) voxelised

geometry digitised by Giacometti et al. [97]. It consists of 8 different materials (includ-

ing air) with known RSP listed at the end of Table 3.3. For illustration purposes, four
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Figure 3.4: Four slices of the paediatric head phantom from its associated dicom files.

slices from the head phantom are shown in Figure 3.4.

3.4 Bergen DTC MC model

The DTC implemented in the MC simulation framework is a model of the system that is

under construction by the Bergen pCT collaboration [19]. The detector is built to house

the ALPIDE chips and distally form multiple sensitive layers that track the traversing

particles through the detector until their range is reached and thus reconstructing the

proton WEPL for use in pRad and pCT reconstruction. A figurative cross-section of

the ALPIDE chip and associated flex board to be used in the DTC is seen in Figure 3.5a

and details the thickness and material of its accompanying three Al/Pi foiled dielectric

(FDI-A-50) components (chip-cable, top, and bottom) and kapton spacer [100]. The

ALPIDE and its multilayered flexible communication board is glued unto rigid support

structures where the sensitive area of the ALPIDE’s will overlap to form a full sensitive

plane as illustrated in Figure 3.5b [19]. The final detector will consist of 43 sensitive

planes ensuring that 230MeV protons will stop inside the DTC. The MC model used in

this work has the same material budget as the planned detector, but all detector compo-

nents and materials are approximated as slabs to eliminate the complicated overlapping
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structures. These DTC components include support plates functioning as energy ab-

sorbers (carbon fiber for the first two sensitive tracker layers, aluminium for the DTC

interior), epoxy glue, ALPIDE (approximated as silicon) and its accompanying flex

board. The first two layers, functioning as a tracker pair, differs from the main DTC

body by consisting of two 200 µm Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) plates to

reduce the material budget and scattering. The interior support plates are 3.5mm thick

aluminium plates spaced 2mm apart and function as absorbers, together with the glued

on ALPIDE and flex components they form one full detector layer. This interior detec-

tor layer is repeated a total of 41 times, amounting to a total length of 225.5mm and

ensuring that 230MeV protons will come to a full stop inside the DTC. The total vol-

ume of the DTC is 270mm×165mm×225.5mm. Figure 3.6 is a representation of the

MC modelled detector and shows in more detail the slab thicknesses and materials.

A complete lists of all used material compositions, densities as well as their RSP val-

ues are found in Table 3.3. No casings or structural support surrounding the outside of

the detector was included in the proton imaging simulations since these have no impact

on the proton interactions or WEPL reconstructions. This Bergen DTC MC model will

hereafter be referred to as DTC in this thesis work.

3.5 WEPL estimation in Monte Carlo

The key proton property used to reconstruct pRad and pCT images for use in treatment

planning is the protonWEPL through the imaged object. Twomethods of extracting the

WEPL information from a MC simulated proton is presented here, one ideal approach

where the initial and residual energy is recorded on ideal detector planes before and after

the imaged phantom, and a more realistic scenario where the WEPL is sampled from a

Gaussian shaped distribution centered around the recorded ideal WEPL. This Gaussian

distribution is based on the capability of the DTC prototype to accurately measure the

proton WEPL and accounts for the systematic WEPL error and range straggling to be

expected in the DTC.
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(a) Cross-section of the ALPIDE and flexible communication board components (material thick-
nesses are in parentheses). Figure re-drawn from Borshchov [100].

(b) Cross-section and sideways view of a single DTC layer with overlapping ALPIDE chips glued
unto the aluminium absorbers.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the ALPIDE and flexible communication board (a), and subsequent
overlapping of ALPIDE and flex glued unto the aluminium absorbers forming a single sensitive
layer (b).
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3.5.1 Ideal WEPL estimation

Ideal tracker planes scored the initial energy (Ein) before and energy after (Eout) travers-

ing the phantom to be imaged. This energy-loss was then converted to WEPL by inte-

grating over the inverse stopping power in water,

WEPL=
∫ Eout

Ein

1
−⟨dE/dx⟩water

dE . (3.2)

The necessary stopping power table for water to integrate over was obtained directly

from the GEANT4 code by calculating the stopping power in water at steps of 0.01MeV

for proton energy in the relevant energy range 70-300MeV using the GetTotalDEDX

function of the G4EmCalculator class in GEANT4.

3.5.2 Realistic WEPL estimation

A substantial analysis work-package designed by Pettersen et al. [84] includes a detailed

description of the capabilities of the DTC prototype, including range/WEPL uncertainty

of the protons traversing the DTC, and their inherent range straggling contributing to

uncertainty in the range determination. This work-package includes charge diffusion

considerations that activate multiple ALPIDE chip-pixels forming clusters when the

ALPIDE is hit by a proton, thus identifying proton positions on the 41 sensitive layers

for proton tracking considerations (efficiency) inside the DTC. An investigation of the

DTC detailed in section 3.4 was performed to determine the systematic proton range un-

certainty and range straggling in terms of WEPL for the DTC prototype, see Figure 3.7

for this dependency in relation to irradiated phantom thickness.

Thus, to extend the MC calculated ideal WEPL as detailed in subsection 3.5.1 to the

more realisticWEPLDTC expected to be achievable with the DTC prototype, was deter-

mined by randomly sampling a Gaussian function with a mean value corresponding to

the ideal WEPL shifted by the systematic uncertainty (proton range deviation in Fig-

ure 3.7), and standard deviation to the stochastic uncertainty (proton range straggling

in Figure 3.7) expected for the DTC at the corresponding ideal WEPL. This WEPLDTC

estimation disregards wrongly reconstructed proton tracks from potential tracking ef-

ficiency, future calibration efforts and effects, and overall efficiency of the DTC pro-
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Figure 3.7: Basis for the theoretical limits of the DTC WEPL reconstruction. The systematic
WEPL uncertainty and range straggling of protons after traversing phantom thicknesses
ranging from 0 to 260 mm WEPL.

totype. The validity of this sampling approach was investigated in pRads of the head

phantom and comparing the ideal double- and single-sided setup, the sampling of the

WEPLDTC (labelled DTC (sampled)), and a full MC simulation and analysis of the

model detailed in section 3.4 using the work-package by Pettersen et al. [84] (labelled

DTC (analysed)). The result of the WEPL error distribution (difference between re-

constructed WEPL and the ground truth WEPL of the head phantom) from these four

setups is presented in Figure 3.8. Given the comparable results between DTC (sampled)

and DTC (analysed), the Gaussian sampling method described here is the preferred ap-

proach in this thesis work and is used when determining WEPL in all pRad and pCT

images reconstructed and labelled Bergen DTC.

3.6 Discussing the reliability of the Monte Carlo

simulations

The proof of concept by Pettersen [101] based on the ALPIDE-FoCal DTC proto-

type with MC simulations bench-marked with experimental data have proved that an

ALPIDE-chip based DTC can be used for proton CT purposes with updated design cri-
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of WEPL error from pRad of the paediatric head phantom recon-
structed from ideal MC data, and MC data based on the DTC MC model with both sampled,
and analysed considerations. The mean and standard deviation of each WEPL error distri-
bution is listed in the legend.

teria. These design criteria have been implemented in the updated MC model of the

DTC.

The MC framework was built to ensure that the relevant simulation settings and

accurate physics models for particle transportation in the clinical energy range were

involved. The default settings in GATE and the physics-list QBBC_EMZ were deemed

appropriate for the purposes of this work and are based on recommendations directly

from the GATE collaboration and GEANT4 physics-list guide.

While this MC framework is designed to accurately model proton imaging setups,

some simplifications have beenmade to accommodate accurate analysis and easier com-

parison of specific characteristics of the investigated imaging setups’ impact on image

quality. These simplifications are described and discussed in this section.

Proton beam source
The main proton pencil beam and source properties that emulate beam scanning in this

work was based on a contemporary and clinical 7mm FWHM pencil beam, but vir-

tually any type of pencil beam is available in simulations by defining the appropriate
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pencil beam properties, such as particle species, energy, divergent or convergent beam

and the associated angular properties. These source definitions are available in GATE

via the generic TPS beam scanning model by Grevillot et al. [93] and has been vali-

dated to achieve clinical performance and be usable for TPS bench-marking, making

this TPS source model ideal for our investigations and simulations. Albeit, this model

was modified slightly to allow for direct control of each pencil beam spot-weight, this

was done to simplify the subsequent analysis of the proton events and readout from the

simulations (for more details on the modified spot weight control, see section A.1). If

the default stochastic spot-weight would have been used, additional beam delivery sys-

tem monitoring of the pencil beams would have to be introduced in order to more easily

identify the individual pencil beams. Any protons not adhering to the pencil beam in

question, due to the stochastic spot-weighting, would be caught by the 3-sigma angu-

lar filter in later steps during image reconstruction, and so the impact from modifying

the spot-weight in order to simplify the proton imaging simulation analysis is consid-

ered negligible. Secondary particles would similarly be identified by their angles and

energy-loss (WEPL) after exiting the patient, including the DTC’s capability as a con-

tinuous tracking device via the ALPIDE chip to identify secondaries by their topology,

and so the explicit identification of the primary protons on the trackers is justified.

The second simplification in terms of the MC simulation settings is that no initial

energy spread of the pencil beam is introduced. Energy spread is a beam delivery sys-

tem and facility specific characteristic affecting the initial energy of the pencil beam.

This choice aids us in focusing our investigations and observed image quality results in

relation to the actual impact of changing the imaging setup (double-sided versus single-

sided) without introducing TPS or facility dependent image noise. If energy spread was

introduced in simulations, all protons would obtain a small stochastic error in their ini-

tial energy, effectively introducing RSP/WEPL uncertainties in images. This noise is

expected to be limited due to the typically small energy spread from modern beam de-

livery systems, e.g. 0.3% at HIT [102]. This noise would also be reduced via WEPL

filtering during the image reconstruction step. By removing this noise factor, the effect

from the proton imaging setup modifications investigated in this thesis are more easily

identified and analysed, justifying the removal of pencil beam energy spread.

The number of protons used in the pRad and pCT images was determined in relation
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to the head phantom size and the amount of protons used in other studies. The amount

of protons necessary for sufficient image quality is however a prospect for future stud-

ies and optimization efforts in the proton imaging field. The number of protons used in

the pCT simulations in this work, 3.5M protons in each projection and 360 projections

in a 360 degree rotation in increments of 1 degree (amounting to 12.6×109 simulated

protons), can be reduced without significant loss in image quality. However, this de-

pends on the final efficiency of the prototype detector in question and the phantom size

to be imaged. A significant amount of protons is expected to experience nuclear interac-

tions as they traverse the DTC, and future tracking and calibration efforts will affect the

final efficiency of the prototype leading to a loss of imaging protons used in reconstruc-

tion. Preliminary work-package analysis [84] of the DTC using the MC model detailed

in this work and a performing a full pRad simulation of the head phantom encompass-

ing MLP, WEPL reconstruction from the DTC, and pRad reconstruction has yielded a

4̃0% efficiency after all filtering and cuts in data processing had been performed [103].

This is a topic for discussion and improvement in the future when the DTC testing and

calibration efforts are underway, and is outside the scope of this work.

The pRad simulation of the head phantom required about 7 CPU hours to complete

on an Intel® CoreTM i5-6300U CPU @ 2.40GHz, and the complete full pCT simula-

tion required approximately 852 CPU hours to complete on an Intel® Xeon(R) CPU

E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz.

Geometry and phantoms
All applied material definitions involved in theMC simulations are detailed in Table 3.3

and most are based on the documentation following the phantommodules and the mate-

rials to be used in constructing the DTC. Some of the electrical components, particularly

the metallic flex components connected to the ALPIDE and the sensitive detector layer

of the ALPIDE are simplified to a single element, aluminium and silicon respectively.

What is not included in the MC simulations is the overlapping nature between layers

of ALPIDE as illustrated in Figure 3.5b to be present in the final DTC prototype. The

final material budget of the DTC MC model is however defined as detailed and realis-

tically as possible based on the design of the DTC at the time of writing. This ensures

that the physics, energy-loss and scattering is modelled and accounted for in simulations
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reflecting the WEPL/RSP reconstruction potential of the DTC prototype. An accurate

material budget is particularly relevant for the tracker pair that induce scattering events

directly affect the exit parameter vectors for use in MLP estimations and hull calcula-

tions.

WEPL estimation
The initial energy of the protons before entering the phantom is to be obtained from the

beam delivery system, and as mentioned there is no energy spread present in the pencil

beams, but the initial proton energy is obtained from an ideal phase-space plane located

15 cm before the phantom to be imaged. The residual energy is similarly obtained via

a phase-space plane 15 cm downstream of the phantom, and the proton WEPL is calcu-

lated as described in section 3.5. For the DTC, where the residual energy is to be esti-

mated by the detector itself, the WEPLDTC is estimated based on the expected detector

response from the DTC MC model. To simplify the DTC simulations and considerably

reduce simulation time by excluding the full DTCmodel, except for the tracker pair, the

calculated ideal WEPL is shifted by the systematic uncertainty of the detector response

and undergoes a Gaussian sampling based on the inherent range straggling inside the

DTC. These properties were extensively investigated using the MC model presented

in section 3.4 and the pre-existing analysis tool from Pettersen et al. [84] and reported

in Figure 3.7. This WEPL sampling is considered to reflect the results expected from

the DTC. An investigation into the validity of the sampled WEPL model was however

performed on the clinical head phantom where the reconstructed WEPL of every im-

age pixel from the reconstructed pRad was compared with the ground truth WEPL in

that pixel. Both the ideal WEPL measurement, the sampled WEPL, and the full WEPL

measurement from the analysis work-package[84] was reconstructed and compared. A

good agreement between the DTC (sampled) and DTC (analysed) WEPL error distri-

bution was observed in Figure 3.8, with a difference in the standard deviation of only

0.08mm, and the determination of the DTCWEPL through sampling was deemed to be

a valid approach to estimating the DTC capabilities in this work. The difference is ex-

pected to come from confused proton tracks inside the DTC that assign a proton with a

WEPL from a neighbouring proton, which will depend on the intensity of the incoming

proton beam, efficiency of the tracking algorithm, and readout speed from the DTC and
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subsequent data analysis of experimental data. This is a topic for future studies when

the final version of the tracking algorithm and efficiency of the DTC is confirmed.
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4. Radiation environment

Radiation has the potential to induce both temporary and permanent damage in modern

digital circuits. Damaging effects that include displacement damage and total ionizing

dose (TID) that are cumulative in nature and affect the lifetime of radiation sensitive

electronics, and temporary radiation effects such as Single Event Effects (SEE) affecting

the performance of exposed electronics. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are

particularly susceptible to SEE [104, 105]. The ALPIDE, while designed to be radiation

hard, does have some radiation limits in terms of TID, and Non-Ionizing Energy Loss

(NIEL) displacement damage.

This chapter investigates a proton imaging and proton therapy impact on the radia-

tion environment inside a treatment room and relates the primary and secondary particle

fluence and dose deposition to potential damages and expected lifetime of the most sus-

ceptible and exposed electronics used in the DTC. The sensitive electronics involve

the ALPIDE detector chips and the chosen Xilinx® Kintex® UltraScale™ XCKU085-

1FLVA1517C FPGA.

The radiation environment inside a treatment room where proton therapy and proton

CT is performed is characterized by the primary protons and the secondary particles they

produce when interacting with matter. The primary proton energy will affect the pro-

duced secondary particle properties. So a higher or lower initial proton energy together

with varying the amount of traversed matter is expected to impact the radiation envi-

ronment by potentially increasing or decreasing the amount, energy, and penetration

depth of produced secondary particles. Such a change in the initial energy of primary

protons and amount of traversed matter, is present in proton CT when compared to pro-

ton therapy. In proton therapy the initial primary proton energy is adapted to ensure the

proton Bragg-peaks occur inside the intended TV inside the patient, whereas in proton

imaging the protons are intended to pass completely trough the patient and are given a

high initial energy to succeed in doing so (typically above 200MeV). The number of

primary particles involved is also different between therapy and imaging, whereas pro-

ton imaging require a number of primary protons in the order of 108 to reconstruct an

image [106], proton therapy will typically require 1010 protons per Treatment Fraction
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(TF) to deposit a prescribed dose to the TV. With proton imaging necessitating a detec-

tor system and readout electronics to be placed directly in the path of the beam exiting

a patient, a high amount of radiation is expected to hit radiation sensitive electronics

associated with the detector system during proton therapy.

4.1 Radiation damage on digital circuits

Single event upset
The radiation environment inside a particle therapy treatment room where mainly en-

ergetic hadrons are present means that Single Event Upsets (SEU) are of main concern

when it comes to radiation effects affecting the performance of sensitive electronics (i.e.

FPGAs). SEU occurs when a charged particle with enough energy to induce nuclear in-

teractions in the silicon of a FPGA causes a charge disturbance in one of its memory

cells and changes its contents, often referred to as a bit-flip. The number of SEU in a

FPGA can be estimated using the following equation,

#SEU= ΦHEH×σSEU×CM . (4.1)

Where ΦHEH [cm−2] is the fluence of high energy hadrons (> 20MeV) incident on the

FPGA, σSEU [cm2/bit] is the SEU cross section of the affected FPGA, and CM [bit] is

the amount of configuration memory in the FPGA. Other single event effects can oc-

cur, but due to the resilience of modern FPGAs and especially the chosen Xilinx FPGA

used in the DTC, these tend to be negligible [104].

Total ionizing dose and displacement effect
TID can over time generate defects in insulating layers and affect the performance of

the device (e.g. shift in threshold voltage) causing irreversible damage and change

operational settings. Displacement damage is caused by a particle energetic enough to

cause an Non-Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL) effect knocking an atom free from its lattice

site, typically affecting semi-conductors by reducing their minority carrier lifetime [105,

107, 108].
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4.2 FLUKA

The MC code FLUKA version 2011-3.0 in combination with Flair version 3.0-10 [30–

32] was used to simulate a proton CT and proton therapy setting involving the DTC

prototype. FLUKA is a useful computational tool when investigating a radiation en-

vironment in terms of secondary particle species, radiation damage to electronics, and

radiation protection because many relevant quantities are readily available for scoring

and analysis. Depending on the specific problem to be simulated, FLUKA activates

relevant processes, options, and physics models through the use of FLUKA dubbed

DEFAULTS that are analogue to GATE physics lists. The PRECISIO DEFAULT was

chosen to simulate both proton CT and proton therapy settings due to its general ap-

plication to precision simulations and relevant physics models for both proton therapy

and proton imaging (for more details on the contents and options of all the applicable

DEFAULTS, see the FLUKA manual [109]). The exact details and full FLUKA simu-

lation setup via flair input files made for this thesis work and described in this section

are available via the GitHub repository listed in section A.2.

Geometry set-up
A cylindrical and homogeneous water phantom with a radius of 80mm and height of

240mmwas used to emulate a patient head, its center position was placed 230mm from

the first tracker plane (the phantom edge is thus located 150mm distance from the inner-

most DTC tracker. The DTCmodel with its two tracker planes is modelled as presented

in section 3.4 with some additional external Printed Circuits Boards (PCB) made of

plastic approximating the readout boards attached to every second DTC layer on each

side (as observed in Figure 2.4), and an aluminium block emulating the relevant support

frame. All of these structures are illustrated in Figure 4.1a. The radiation environment

is expected to be approximately symmetrical around the DTC and so only one side of

the DTC is investigated to simplify and reduce simulation time. Additionally, six pure

silicon blocks (4×4×2cm3) approximating as FPGAs are placed next to the DTC at

increasing lateral distance (10 cm, 50 cm, 100 cm, 200 cm, 300 cm, and 400 cm) from

the edge of the PCBs connected to the DTC. Figure 4.1b shows the locations of the first

four FPGA objects in relation to the DTC.
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(a) The geometry set-up in FLUKA as viewed from the top-down (along the y-axis), the proton
beam starts 50 cm downstream from the front-face of the first tracker placed at the iso-centre
of the simulation world filled with air. The protons move along the z-axis and passes through the
water phantom and air, before hitting the tracker pair and DTC. The PCB boards are 13.5 cm wide,
16 cm tall and 0.17 cm thick.

(b) Beam-eye view of the FLUKA geometry (along the z-axis). Only the first four nearest FPGA
objects are visualized in this figure.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the FLUKA geometry set-up of a general proton imaging and proton
therapy setting. The grid scale is in centimetre.

Scoring radiation damage with FLUKA
The FLUKAMC code allows the user to define sensitive scoring volumes dubbed US-

RBIN [110], these are Cartesian binning detectors divided into bins that are requested

to score relevant quantities within. The explicit scoring quantities available in FLUKA

that are of special interest concerning radiation environment and damage to electronics

are:

• DOSE, the total dose deposited [Gy]. Related to the cumulative radiation damage

effect, TID.
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• HADGT20M, the fluence of hadrons with energy greater than 20MeV [cm−2].

Neutrons of lower energies are also included and weighted according to the ratio

of their Single Event Upset (SEU) cross section to the one of > 20 MeV hadrons.

This quantity is related to single event effects and scales with the rate of SEU as

estimated by Equation 4.1.

• SI1MEVNE, silicon 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence [cm−2]. Related to the cu-

mulative displacement damage effect scaling with the amount of NIEL that occur.

To score the relevant DOSE, HADGT20M, and SI1MEVNE quantities inside ob-

jects and volumes of interest, the following USRBIN volumetric meshes were defined

and superimposed onto the objects in the simulations:

• Six individual USRBINs covering each of the six FPGA objects were applied for

scoring DOSE.

• Each of the two DTC tracker layers were covered with a USRBIN with bin sizes

0.1×0.1×5 ·10−4 cm3 taskedwith scoringDOSE,HADGT20M, and SI1MEVNE.

• All remaining 41 layers of the DTC were covered with a single USRBIN con-

sisting of bin sizes 0.25×0.2×0.025cm3 to score DOSE, HADGT20M, and

SI1MEVNE inside the DTC.

• For scoring the HADGT20M and SI1MEVNE fluence outside the DTC and when

entering the FPGA locations, a single 450×6×350cm3 USRBIN with bin sizes

1×1×1cm3 was defined to envelop the beam, DTC, and FPGA objects. This

USRBIN covers the lateral (x-direction) positions starting from 0 cm to 450 cm,

the depth (z-direction) positions -100 cm to 250 cm, inside a slice covering (y-

direction) position -3 cm to 3 cm in height. (The exact area is represented in both

Figure B.1 and Figure B.3.)

The results reported by FLUKA are inherently normalized to per primary (or per pri-

mary proton in the case of proton imaging and proton therapy simulations). These re-

sults can be manually scaled by the user with respect to the number of protons present

during irradiation, given by an assumed or known beam rate or proton number involved

in the simulated scenario. In this thesis work the normalized per primary results from
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FLUKA will be reported and later extended in section 4.6 to make assumptions regard-

ing the expected lifetime and radiation effects affecting the DTC and FPGAs.

4.3 Simulating radiation environment in proton CT

In pCT, where the primary protons have high initial energies to pass through the patient

before penetrating and stopping inside a detector (e.g. 230MeV), energetic secondary

particles (e.g. secondary protons, neutrons, and photons) are expected to be produced in

large numbers. Their high energy also make them capable of scattering and traversing

over a wide area inside the treatment room. This gives rise to a radiation environment

that necessitates radiation protection measures and requirements with respect to the ra-

diation hardness of exposed equipment around the DTC, including the DTC itself. The

majority of dose from primary protons is expected to be deposited at the end of the pri-

mary particle range, which in proton imaging is inside the DTC. Due to the relatively

wide range of phantom thicknesses (e.g. 0–180mm for a child’s head) protons exiting

the patient and entering the DTC will have a wide range of energies and thus different

ranges inside the DTC and as a consequence spreading the dose distribution. In terms of

secondary particle species, neutrons have high penetrative properties and can traverse

considerable distances and through thick walls with their initial energy conserved from

their initial creation vertex. Neutrons are expected to be produced in large numbers

around the range of the primary protons inside the DTC, potentially causing damage to

the ALPIDE themselves and also to escape the DTC and by this increase the neutron

fluence inside the treatment room.

To emulate a proton imaging setting, a FLUKA provided user routine written in

FORTRAN programming language was tailored to make FLUKA perform pencil beam

spot scanning covering the water phantom and the front facing area of the DTC. The

exact same 7mm FWHM pencil beam properties as detailed in section 3.2 and used

in GATE was reproduced in FLUKA. A total of 450 spot coordinates were defined to

cover the positions from -8.4 cm to 8.4 cm in width and -6.0 cm to 6.0 cm in height on

the first tracker front-face to cover the water phantom. The code from the written user

source file controlling the beam scanning is found in section A.2. A total of 73135000

(73.135M) protons were simulated in 65 cycles with 1125000 protons in each cycle, for
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a total simulation run time of approximately 130 CPU hours (Intel® CoreTM i5-6300U).

4.4 Simulating radiation environment in proton ther-

apy

In state-of-the-art beam delivery systems the dose is delivered to the TV via horizontal

and vertical scanning of proton pencil beams to achieve lateral coverage of the TV.

The TV is to be covered longitudinally by the formation of a Spread Out Bragg Peak

(SOBP) by overlapping multiple Bragg-peaks in succession. The SOBP was formed

in the FLUKA simulations by editing and linking a FORTRAN user routine containing

an energy distribution and a set of weights that are applied to the simulated primary

particles forming a flat SOBP covering the TV longitudinally. The calculation tools

created by Johnsen [111]was used for this purpose and the calculated energy distribution

and weights for each of the beams are described by the following process:

The Bragg-Kleeman (BK) rule gives the relationship between range and energy of

a particle in matter, Equation 1.6, repeated here for readability,

R= aEb
in .

where Ein is the initial energy of the particle, a and b are material and particle depen-

dent constants. For protons in water, a= 2.633×10−3 and b= 1.735, these values were

obtained from the work done by Zhang et al. [37], who fitted the BK rule to range

curves and experimental data from proton, helium and carbon ions over a wide range

of energies and materials. To create a SOBP spanning the desired range, i.e. 5 cm with

maximum range 11 cm, several successive beams of sequential energies must be added

together. The range of each of these contributing beams, rk (k = 1,2, ...,n) are deter-

mined by the equation,

rk =

[
1−

(
1− k

n

)
χ

]
R0 , (4.2)

where R0 is the desired maximum depth, χ is the fraction of the maximum depth and

width of the SOBP, and n is the number of energy intervals. By applying the ranges

from Equation 4.2 to the BK rule section 4.4, the corresponding energy of each beam
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(ek) in the SOBP are obtained,

ek =

(
rk
a

) 1
p0

. (4.3)

In order to achieve a flat dose plateau in the SOBP, the individual proton beams must

be weighted such that the proximal Bragg peak in the SOBP receives the lowest weight

and the distal Bragg peak receives the highest. These beam weights, wk are:

wk =


1− (1− 1

2n)
1− 1

b for k = 0

[1− 1
n(k−

1
2)]

1− 1
b − [1− 1

n(k+
1
2)]

1− 1
b for k = 1, ...,n−1

( 1
2n)

1− 1
b for k = n

. (4.4)

The parameter b will vary with energy, depth and width of the SOBP as seen in Johnsen

[111], but the b value of 1.6 was empirically found to give a sufficiently flat SOBP

plateau for the radiation environment investigations in this work.

The maximum proton range (R0) of 11 cm, the desired SOBP width of 5 cm

(χ = 11cm/5cm) and 50 (n) equidistant beam energies were chosen and used in con-

junction with Equation 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 to find the necessary proton energy and cor-

responding weights to obtain this SOBP. The resulting proton energies spanned from

77.1MeV to 115.9MeV. The applied FLUKA user routine is found in section A.2 and

lists the energies under the data block DATA ENEDGE (in GeV), and the weighting factors

under DATA CUMPR. The user routine was further edited with initial particle coordinates

constructed to fully cover the TV in the horizontal and vertical directions (5cm×5cm).

The resulting SOBP is seen in the depth dose profile in Figure 4.2. The flatness of

the dose-plateau is considered to be sufficient for the investigations in question and the

dose is scaled to an average treatment fraction (TF) delivering a physical dose of 2Gy

and requiring a total of 3.11 ·1010 protons to achieve this. A total of 337.5M protons

were simulated in 300 cycles with 1125000 protons in each cycle and resulting in a

simulation run time of approximately 96 CPU hours (Intel® CoreTM i5-6300U).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Depth dose profile inside the water phantom. The dose plateau is covering the
intended 6-11 cm range and the physical dose has been approximately normalised to 2 Gy in
the dose plateau.

4.5 Radiation environment results

This section is divided into three subsections each reporting the scored HADGT20M

fluence, SI1MEVNE fluence, and DOSE inside the USRBINs described in section 4.2.

4.5.1 Hadrons with energy greater than 20 MeV

The fluence of hadrons with energies greater than 20MeV (HADGT20M) is related to

SEU and are thus especially impactful on FPGAs that are sensitive to SEU. Overview

maps of the HADGT20M fluence outside the DTC and at relevant positions for the

placement of sensitive equipment during both pCT and proton therapy is seen in Fig-

ure B.1. The average HADGT20M fluence inside a smaller projection covering the last

half of the DTC ranging from longitudinal position 20 cm to 32 cm, where the fluence is

observed to be most abundant and approximately constant in relation to possible FPGA

locations, is investigated. This average HADGT20M fluence is shown with respect to

lateral distance from the center of the DTC in Figure 4.3. The peak observed for pCT,

and the observed dip for proton therapy between 0 cm and 13.5 cm in this figure is due

to the particle fluence appearing inside the DTC. The exact fluence per cm2 scored on

the six FPGAs positions are collected in Table 4.1 for readability.

HADGT20M fluence inside the DTC
The ALPIDE has its own SEU mitigation technique (Triple Modular Redundancy)
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Figure 4.3: The average HADGT20M fluence with respect to distance from the center of
DTC inside a projection of size 6 cm in height and 12 cm in width starting at longitudinal
position 20 cm (covering the last half of the detector). The six investigated FPGA locations
are marked and noted for readability. Error-bars are plotted and appear as a widening of the
graph with increasing distance.

Table 4.1: Fluence of >20 MeV Hadrons per primary proton [cm−2]. The corresponding error
in percent is given in paranthesis.

Distance from DTC [cm] Proton CT [cm−2] Proton therapy [cm−2]
10 1.18·10−5 (0.3) 9.64·10−7 (0.7)
50 1.22·10−6 (1.1) 1.17·10−7 (1.9)
100 3.48·10−7 (1.8) 3.45·10−8 (3.8)
200 8.18·10−8 (3.8) 7.56·10−9 (8.0)
300 3.75·10−8 (6.0) 3.20·10−9 (11.4)
400 2.13·10−8 (8.0) 1.78·10−9 (14.8)
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Figure 4.4: The average HADGT20M fluence on the front tracker. An increased HADGT20M
fluence is seen along the vertical position at -8.4 cm and 8.4 cm. This corresponds to the
spot positions just outside the edge of the phantom and contains mostly primary protons not
affected by the phantom (approximating a beam-dump).

[112], and so the HADGT20M fluence is less relevant inside the DTC, nevertheless for

the sake of insight into the fluence distribution of hadrons, the HADGT20Mwas scored

inside the trackers and DTC. On the front tracker, Figure 4.4, and inside the DTC, Fig-

ure B.2, a maximum was observed at longitudinal position -8.4 cm and 8.4 cm, just to

the left and right of the water phantom (upright cylinder with a radius of 8 cm), this co-

incides with the spot positions where the 7mm FWHM pencil beams were aimed. Two

separate profiles covering the central part of the DTC and this maximum edge through

the DTC is shown in Figure 4.5. TheDTC internal HADGT20M fluence for proton ther-

apy is not shown as this is relatively homogeneously spread and the maximum occurs

on the very first tracker. The maximum amount of particle fluence and dose deposition

occurring during proton therapy is listed later in Table 4.4.

4.5.2 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence in silicon

The fluence of 1MeV neutron equivalent in silicon (SI1MEVNE) is related to displace-

ment effects (NIEL). Similarly as for HADGT20M, overview maps of the SI1MEVNE

fluence outside the DTC and at relevant positions for the placement of sensitive FPGAs

is found in Figure B.3. The average SI1MEVNE fluence inside a projection cover-

ing the last half of the DTC and with respect to lateral distance from the DTC is shown

in Figure 4.6 and the fluence in the six FPGAs are collected in Table 4.2 for readability.
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Figure 4.5: HADGT20M fluence profile both inside the central part of the DTC covered by a
1×1cm2 projection along the entire length of the DTC, and inside the observed maximum
edge covered by a 0.5×1cm2 projection centered around longitudinal position -8.4 cm and
spanning the entire length of the DTC. Error-bars are plotted, but appear too small to be
seen.

Figure 4.6: The average SI1MEVNE fluence with respect to distance from center of DTC
inside a projection of size 6 cm in height and 12 cm in width starting at longitudinal position
20 cm (covering the last half of the detector). The six investigated FPGA locations are
marked and noted for readability.
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Table 4.2: 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence per primary proton [cm−2]. Error-bars are
plotted, but appear too small to be seen.

Distance from DTC [cm] Proton CT Proton therapy
10 3.22·10−5 (0.3) 3.35·10−6 (0.4)
50 4.69·10−6 (0.5) 5.93·10−7 (0.7)
100 1.65·10−6 (1.3) 2.25·10−7 (1.5)
200 4.94·10−7 (2.5) 6.43·10−8 (2.9)
300 2.30·10−7 (3.6) 3.06·10−8 (4.2)
400 1.40·10−7 (4.8) 1.86·10−8 (5.4)

Figure 4.7: Average SI1MEVNE fluence depth profile inside a 2×2cm2 projection going
through the central part and along the total length of the DTC during pCT. Error-bars are
plotted in the figure.

Neutron equivalent fluence inside the DTC
The fluence of SI1MEVNE inside the trackers and DTC is investigated due to the sensi-

tivity of the ALPIDE in terms of its NIEL radiation limit [82]. In proton CT the highest

amount of SI1MEVNE occur around the range of the protons inside the central part

of the DTC as observed in Figure B.4a. A one dimensional depth profile through the

central part of the DTC where the maximum occur is presented in Figure 4.7 and re-

veals the maximum amount of SI1MEVNE fluence inside the DTC. In proton therapy,

see Figure B.4b, reveal that the first tracker experiences the highest fluence of neutron

equivalent particles, this maximum value is listed later in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3: Deposited dose in Gy per primary proton to FPGA structures. The corresponding
error in percent is given in parenthesis.

Distance from DTC [cm] Proton CT [Gy/primary] Proton therapy [Gy/primary]
10 7.13·10−15 (1.4) 5.33·10−17 (3.5)
50 8.11·10−16 (4.9 ) 1.59·10−17 (7.2)
100 1.66·10−16 (8.1) 5.79·10−18 (8.8)
200 2.43·10−17 (17.6) 2.03·10−18 (18.7)
300 1.55·10−17 (31.1) 8.69·10−19 (18.1)
400 6.99·10−18 (37.5) 5.99·10−19 (24.6)

Table 4.4: Peak values observed inside the DTC per primary proton, p. The maximum
HADGT20M was observed at the edge of the phantom, maximum of SI1MEVNE around
the range of the protons, and the maximum dose at the nominal Bragg peak location.
Corresponding error in percent is given in parenthesis.

Maximum values inside the DTC
Proton CT Proton therapy

Peak HADGT20M fluence [cm−2/p] 5.00·10−3 (0.3) 1.37·10−5 (0.7)
Peak SI1MEVNE fluence [cm−2/p] 8.76·10−3 (0.1) 4.14·10−5 (0.6)

Peak dose [Gy/p] 9.35·10−12 (0.4) 8.51·10−16 (10.0)

4.5.3 Total ionizing dose

The total deposited dose in Gray (Gy) per primary was scored inside each of the six

FPGA structures and the results are listed in Table 4.3.

Total ionizing dose inside the DTC
The dose deposition inside the DTC during pCT is shown in Figure 4.8a and a depth-

dose profile of the maximum dose observed inside the central part of the DTC is shown

in Figure 4.8b revealing the Bragg peak. The maximum dose in the Bragg peak during

pCT, and the maximum dose deposited in proton therapy (occurring inside the first

tracker) is listed in Table 4.4, along with the observed maximum HADGT20M and

SI1MEVNE values inside the DTC during pCT and proton therapy.
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(a) Dose (Gy per primary) deposited inside the DTC from proton CT.

(b) Depth dose profile per primary proton inside a 1 cm2 projection covering the central part of the
DTC. The ”sawtooth” structure observed is due to the material differences involved in the DTC
design described in section 3.4.

Figure 4.8: Deposited dose (Gy) inside the DTC from proton CT.
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4.6 Discussion of the FLUKA simulated radiation

environment and expected radiation effects in

sensitive electronics

FLUKA simulated radiation environment
FLUKA simulations of the radiation environment surrounding the DTC has given in-

sight into the overall radiation levels that the electronics is expected to be exposed to

during a pCT and proton therapy. The irradiation settings described in section 4.3 were

modelled based upon what can be expected during proton imaging with the DTC, as

given by the energy and spot-positions covering the front face of the DTC (-8.4 cm to

8.4 cm horizontally and -6 cm to 6 cm vertically). In proton therapy, section 4.4, the

chosen 5×5×5cm3 TV inside a cylindrical water phantom and 2Gy physical dose was

based on a suggestion from personal communications with experienced medical physi-

cists. However, there are a range of factors that will affect the overall radiation envi-

ronments in pCT and proton therapy, including a patient geometry that does not require

symmetrical radiation fields, or a tumor placement, size, and fractionation scheme that

will affect the amount of primary protons in a proton therapy treatment. The bin-sizes of

the FLUKAUSRBINs can also affect the results by reporting a lower average if the US-

RBIN bin-size is too large and does not contain a relatively constant fluence or dose due

to variation in material or impinging fluence inside each bin. The bin-sizes used in the

FLUKA simulations have been investigated with preliminary simulation settings that

applied smaller bins testing the effect of bin-size inside the FPGA objects, due to the

relatively constant fluence impinging on the FPGA objects, the chosen bin size did not

affect the average results beyond the reported errors. Inside the DTC the bin-sizes can

have an affect due to the small thickness of the layer materials (e.g. 5µm of glue) that

make several materials fit inside the same bin and affecting the average dose deposition.

The DTC bin-size thickness of 0.025 cm is fine enough bring out the saw-tooth effect

observed in the depth dose profile inside the DTC in Figure 4.8b. Between the saw-tooth

spikes the dose deposition in the aluminium absorber is seen and the spikes themselves

contain the dose deposited in the ALPIDE and accompanying flex materials. The high

error associated with the DOSE deposited in the FPGAs at large distances, particularly
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those further than 200 cm away from the edge of the DTC, points to the relatively small

amount of dose deposited at these distances, as expected from the inverse-square law

detailing the decrease in dose with distance from the source (1/distance2).

For these reasons, in the discussion of the radiation environment in this section, the

results from the FLUKA simulations will be multiplied with a safety factor of 10. This

safety factor is intended to account for geometrical simplifications in the simulations,

i.e. no cables or PCBs around the FPGAs, the overall bin-sizes of the USRBINs affect-

ing average results, and for the varying amount of protons involved in a pCT or proton

therapy session.

Expected radiation effects and lifetime of the DTC
By combining the FLUKA calculated secondary particle fluences and dose per pri-

mary proton inside the FPGAs, presented in Table 4.1 for HADGT20M, Table 4.2 for

SI1MEVNE, and Table 4.3 for the DOSE, including the maximum values found inside

the DTC listed in Table 4.4, with known or assumed proton rates and radiation hardness

limits of the involved electronics, it becomes possible to estimate the radiation effects

and lifetime of the DTC.

Given by the design goal of the DTC, a proton rate of 10M protons per second

is assumed during pCT. In proton therapy, based on a treatment fraction delivering a

physical dose of 2Gy inside the 5 cm×5 cm×5 cm TV (requiring 3.11× 1010 protons)

in a 100 second time window, an average proton rate of 311M protons per second is

assumed. This will scale the FLUKA scored secondary particle fluence and dose in

terms of per second. The scaled HADGT20M, SI1MEVNE, andDOSE values are listed

in Table 4.5 for the six FPGA distances and the maximum values observed inside the

DTC relating to the ALPIDE.

Combining the scaled fluence and dose results from Table 4.5 with the known

radiation-hardness limits and SEU cross section of the FPGA, and the radiation lim-

its of the ALPIDE, the radiation effects and lifetime of the DTC can be estimated. The

expected number of SEU in the FPGAs can be estimated by using the HADGT20M flu-

ence results from Table 4.5 in combination with Equation 4.1, where the configuration

memory is 512 ·106 bit and the SEU cross section is 1.89 ·10−15 [cm2/bit] for the Xilinx

Ultrascale FPGA [113]. As every single of the 43 readout unit boards connected to the
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Table 4.5: The HADGT20M fluence, SI1MEVNE fluence, and dose per second in pCT and
proton therapy (pT) in the FPGAs, and maximum values in the ALPIDE. The total dose is
calculated with both pCT and pT combined as the DTC is expected to be present during
proton therapy. The safety factor of 10 is included. The corresponding error in percent is
given in parenthesis.

FPGA
pCT pT

Dist. from Fluence Fluence
DTC [cm] [cm−2/s] [cm−2/s]

HADGT20M

10 1180 (0.3) 2998 (0.7)
50 122 (1.1) 363.9 (1.9)
100 34.8 (1.8) 107.3 (3.8)
200 8.18 (3.8) 23.5 (8.0)
300 3.75 (6.0) 9.95 (11.4)
400 2.13 (8.0) 5.54 (14.8)

SI1MEVNE

10 3220 (0.3) 10419 (0.4)
50 469 (0.5) 1844.2 (0.7)
100 165 (1.3) 699.8 (1.5)
200 49.4 (2.5) 200.0 (2.9)
300 23.0 (3.6 ) 95.2 (4.2)
400 14.0 (4.8) 57.8 (5.4)

pCT pCT+pT
Dist. from Dose Dose
DTC [cm] [Gy /s] [Gy /s]

DOSE

10 7.13·10−7 (1.4) 8.79·10−7 (3.5)
50 8.11·10−8 (4.9) 1.31·10−7 (7.2)
100 1.66·10−8 (8.1) 3.46·10−8 (8.8)
200 2.43·10−9 (17.6) 8.74·10−9 (18.7)
300 1.55·10−9 (31.1) 4.25·10−9 (18.1)
400 6.99·10−10 (37.5) 2.56·10−9 (24.6)

ALPIDE
pCT pT

Max. values
Dose 9.35·10−4 (0.4) [Gy /s] 2.65·10−6 (10.0) [Gy /s]

SI1MEVNE 876000 (0.1) [cm−2/s] 12875.4 (0.6) [cm−2/s]
HADGT20M 500000 (0.3) [cm−2/s] 4260.7 (0.7) [cm−2/s]
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DTC layers will contain a FPGA and are exposed to radiation (all 43 FPGAs are here

assumed to be exposed to the same amount of radiation as the simulated FPGA objects),

the number of SEU expected is given for the entire system. The time it takes to observe

the first occurrence of SEU in this 43 FPGA system is listed in Table 4.6. Included in

this table is the expected time until the FPGA reaches a conservative 100Gy TID limit.

The expected time until the ALPIDE reaches its TID and NIEL design requirement

limits of 27000Gy and 1.7 ·1013 [1MeVneq/cm2] respectively [82] are also listed in Ta-

ble 4.6. It is noted that these ALPIDE design limits have been observed to be exceeded

in real-life without severe damage to its operations [114]. The maximum values in Ta-

ble 4.6 assume that the maximum occurs at the same position at all times, this is not

necessarily true in real-life as either the patient, or the gantry and DTC, will rotate and

thus shift the position of the Bragg peak inside the DTC depending on the changing

thickness and type of patient tissue traversed. However, when considering the location

of the maximum to be fixed, a worst-case scenario is expected and is considered a valid

approach in radiation protection or radiation damage estimations.

Based on the results collected in Table 4.6, the first expected SEU at a distance of

larger than 100 cm will likely occur after 690 seconds and this is within tolerable limits

that can be handled with simple off-the-shelf mitigation techniques. Given the conser-

vative TID-limit of 100Gy for the FPGAs, the FPGAs can be considered radiation hard

enough to outlast the ALPIDE. In terms of the lifetime of the DTC, the ALPIDE will

not reach their TID limit before after 2.88·107 seconds (0.91 years), or reach their NIEL

radiation hardness limit before after 1.91·107 seconds (0.61 years) of constant proton

CT and proton therapy irradiation. By making assumptions based on a pCT scan time

of 56 s (assuming 560M protons are enough for imaging with the DTC) and an average

treatment time of 100 s where irradiation occurs, the DTC prototype can be expected to

be used to image a total of 122436 patients before reaching the NIEL design limit of the

ALPIDE. If one also assumes that a proton therapy facility treats 15 patients a day 250

days per year, it will take 32.6 years before the DTC is expected to show an impact in

its operating efficiency.

Thus, given the assumed proton intensity, and inclusion of a safety factor of ten

accounting for potential inaccuracies due to simplifications and assumptions in sim-

ulations, the proton CT and proton therapy radiation environment is not expected to
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Table 4.6: Expected FPGA and ALPIDE health and life-time from being exposed in both
proton CT and proton therapy. All 43 FPGA are considered as a single system and the time
it takes for a single SEU to occur is estimated (1 SEU). A conservative TID limit of 100 Gy
for the FPGA is used. The ALPIDE design limits are 27000 Gy and 1.7 ·1013 1MeVneq/cm2

for TID and NIEL limits respectively [82].

FPGA
Proton CT Proton therapy

Dist. from DTC Time Time
[cm] [s] [s]

1 SEU

10 20.4 8.0
50 196.9 66.2
100 689.7 224.7
200 2941.2 1022.5
300 6410.3 2415.5
400 11286.7 4347.8

Proton CT pCT + pT
Dist. from DTC Life-time Life-time

[cm] [s] [s]

DOSE (TID)

10 1.40·108 1.14·108

50 1.23·109 7.63·108

100 6.02·109 2.89·109

200 4.12·1010 1.14·1010

300 6.45·1010 2.35·1010

400 1.43·1011 3.91·1010

ALPIDE
Proton CT pCT + pT

Maximum Dose (TID) 2.89·107 [s] 2.88·107 [s]
values NIEL limit 1.94·107 [s] 1.91·107 [s]
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induce any critical radiation damage or otherwise considerably limit the lifetime of nei-

ther the DTC or FPGAs when the FPGAs are located 100 cm or more from the DTC.

However, the amount of protons needed to perform a full proton CT image in a clinical

environment has not been optimized in experimental studies, and the amount of pro-

tons involved during proton therapy can vary considerably depending on the tumor site

and size of the TV. The inclusion of a safety factor of 10 is intended to limit the im-

pact of the assumptions made in regards to the proton intensity, and the results with this

safety factor included show that the radiation environment is still within tolerable lim-

its and the DTC proton imaging system will likely survive inside a clinical radiation

environment for as long as the proton therapy facility itself is operational (typically 30

years).

It is noteworthy that other assumptions concerning the safety factor and/or proton

intensity is possible to include by scaling the presented per primary proton results in

Table 4.1 (HADGT20M), Table 4.2 (SI1MEVNE), Table 4.3 (DOSE), and Table 4.4

(maximums inside the DTC) with their own safety factor or proton rates.
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5. Reconstruction precision in single-sided pro-

ton imaging

This chapter uses the MLP and reconstruction tools detailed in chapter 2 and the de-

veloped MC simulations framework described in chapter 3 to investigate the impact on

reconstruction precision (MLP accuracy, spatial resolution and RSP accuracy) when re-

moving the front tracker pair. The effects of spot-spacing and pencil beam spot-size in

a single-sided setup was also investigated in conjunction with ideal trackers, including

evaluation of the expected image quality from the DTC currently under construction by

the Bergen pCT collaboration.

5.1 Impact of a single-sided imaging setup on most

likely path

A single-sided imaging setup will negatively affect the MLP estimation due to the in-

creased position uncertainty of the protons incident on the phantom [56]1. However,

the work by Krah et al. [56] focused on the accuracy of the MLP without reconstructed

images. In this section, the impact onMLP estimations when removing the front tracker

is investigated inside a 20 cm water phantom, and the overall impact on image quality

will be investigated later in this chapter.

Prior to the existence of the extended-MLP formalism by Krah et al. [56], an ini-

tial assumption of the proton entrance position obtained directly from the mean TPS

spot positions and applied to the MLP formalism by Schulte et al. [60] was investi-

gated in the 20 cm thick water phantom and the spot-phantom described in section 3.3.

Figure 5.1 show the quality of the MLP estimations compared to the ground-truth MC

path of the protons using the 7mm and 3mm FWHM pencil beams in a single-sided

setup with ideal trackers and the homogeneous water phantom. Both the MLP estima-
1While in their work, Krah et al. do not directly consider a single-sided imaging setup where the

direction of exiting protons is considered, but it is straightforward to apply their methodology to such a
case as well.
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Figure 5.1: The average deviation of the MLP path from the MC ground truth path. The
blue curves denote the 7 mm FWHM beam and the green curves the 3 mm FWHM beam:
Dotted curves depict TPS mean position and direction input used directly in MLP, full curves
refers to the extended-MLP formalism taking the incoming pencil beam uncertainties into
account. The red curve is the MLP estimation in an ideal double-sided setup.

tions with initial proton TPS beam spot position and pencil beam angle as input, and

the extended-MLP estimation based on the TPS input and included pencil beam uncer-

tainties (spot size and beam divergence) are compared in the same figure. Including

comparison with the double-sided imaging setup not dependent on the physical pencil

beam properties or TPS settings. Comparing the ideal tracker setups to more realistic

imaging setups where the trackers have a position resolution and material budget that

induce scattering and negatively affecting MLP was done in Figure 5.2. Here, a SSD-

based pCT setup inspired by the existing prototype Loma Linda phase II double-sided

setup [106] was used as an example of a realistic setup. These trackers were each ap-

proximated as 0.4mm thick silicon blocks to account for their material budgets, and a

position resolution of 155 µm. The impact of the DTC trackers (detailed in section 3.4)

on the MLP was also investigated and compared to the Loma Linda phase II inspired

setup if their front tracker pair were to be removed to form an equivalent single-sided

setup. Only the 7mm FWHM pencil beam consisting of 230MeV protons traversing

the 20 cm thick water phantom was investigated in this comparison. Due to the dis-
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Figure 5.2: The average deviation between estimated MLP and MC path for both ideal and
realistic tracker properties in single- and double-sided setups applying a 7 mm FWHM pencil
beam. The Loma Linda phase II prototype [106] inspired SSD trackers is used as an example
on a realistic double-sided set-up.

tance between the phantom and the inner-most tracker plane (Dp), fixed to 15 cm, and

the scattering occurring due to the material budget of the tracker pair, the angle and

subsequent hull projection causes the proton position at the rear of the phantom to be

misplaced due to inaccuracies in the estimated direction vector of the proton. In a hypo-

thetical single-sided imaging setup where the trackers are placed directly on the surface

of the phantom, an improved MLP estimation as can be seen in Figure 5.3, particularly

in the rear of the phantom close to the remaining tracker pair when compared to the

15 cm distance. The position resolution of the trackers (5 µm for the DTC and 155 µm

for the SSD) become the main limiting factor in the MLP accuracy as observed close to

the rear tracker pair at exit position 200mm.
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Figure 5.3: The average deviation between estimated MLP and MC path for both ideal
and realistic tracker properties in the single-sided setup. The 7 mm FWHM pencil beam of
230 MeV protons are traversing a 20 cm thick water phantom. The distance between phantom
edge and inner tracker is 15 cm for the full curves, and only 1 mm for the dotted curves. Note
the difference between the 1 mm case for SSD single-sided and DTC at position 200 mm

5.2 Effects of pencil beam spot size and spot-

spacing on MLP and spatial resolution

Initial attempts at using the TPS spot mean position/direction information as input to

the MLP estimation by Schulte et al. [60] in a single-sided setup resulted in consider-

able image deterioration in the form of sampling artifacts due to the systematic shift in

the entrance positions of the particles. Such artifacts are shown in reconstructed pRads

of the spot-phantom (defined in section 3.3) for some selected spot spacing values in

Figure 5.4. By using the mean position/direction in the pencil beam as proton entrance

position results in a systematic shift of the MLP, particularly in the beginning of the

phantom. This can be understood from Figure 5.5 and results in under-sampling of

the shaded object regions during pRad reconstruction. The size of these empty areas,

and therefore the observed sampling artifacts, are dependent on the spot size, and simi-

lar artifacts were observed for all investigated pencil beam spot sizes and spot-spacing
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(a) 1 mm spot spacing. (b) 0.5 FWHM (3.5 mm) spot
spacing.

(c) 1 FWHM (7 mm) spot
spacing.

(d) 1 FWHM (7 mm) spot
spacing, reconstructed with
the extended-MLP (Single-
sided).

(e) 1 FWHM (7 mm) spot
spacing (Double-sided).

Figure 5.4: The spot-phantom was scanned with 7 mm FWHM, 230 MeV proton beams at
three different spot-spacing settings. The pRads in (a), (b), and (c) were reconstructed using
only the TPS mean position/direction as input to the MLP by Schulte et al. [60]. Figure
(d) is reconstructed using the extended-MLP and Figure (e) is the double-sided setup not
dependent on spot spacing. The black outline encases the actual edges of the aluminium
cube.

when this TPS MLP approach was used in a single-sided setup. However, these arti-

facts disappear for the 7mm beam when the initial position of the proton is estimated

using the extended-MLP. In which case no difference in spatial resolution nor noise

was observed for the 7mm beam when using 1 FWHM or smaller spot-spacing, Fig-

ure 5.4. The 2 FWHM spot-spacing did increase the noise, as is expected due to the

large distance between spots and thus reduced number of protons between spots. For

the double-sided system, the image quality was not affected by the spot size nor by the

spacing between spots, as expected due to the proton positions being explicitly recorded

on the front tracker.

For the smaller 3mm FWHM spot however, artifacts were present in the recon-

structed single-sided pRad when a 1 FWHM spot-spacing was used with the extended-

MLP. This became apparent for the step-phantom as seen in Figure 5.6a. These artifacts
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(a) 7mm beam spot spacing (TPS+MLP). (b) 14mm beam spot spacing (TPS+MLP).

(c) 7mm beam spot spacing (extended
MLP).

(d) 14mm beam spot spacing (extended
MLP).

Figure 5.5: Illustrating the loss of information that is located inside the shaded region caused
by wrongly reconstructed proton paths during single-sided proton imaging. Red lines are the
true MC proton paths and blue lines are the estimated proton paths. assuming the beam
central Gaussian position at entry. A beam spot size of 7 mm FWHM and spot spacing of
(a) 1 times and (b) 2 times its FWHM visually emphasises the effect on the shaded region.
Figure (c) and (d) contain the same proton data as in (a) and (b), but proton paths are
estimated with the extended MLP.
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stem from the the smaller corresponding uncertainty (e.g. σ = 1.3mm for the 3mm

FWHM beam and σ = 3.0mm for the 7mm FWHM beam) of the beam spot involved

in the calculation of the extended-MLP: For a highly focused beam, the extended-MLP

will effectively approach the pencil beam mean position and underestimate the spread

of protons entering the phantom, as observed in Figure 5.6b. The underestimated spread

induces similar artifacts as in Figure 5.4, but theseweremitigated by a smaller spot spac-

ing (e.g. 0.5 FWHM) due to the overlapping of the proton distributions and avoiding

under-sampling of information in the gaps between pencil beam spots. For the 7mm

FWHM beam, the pencil beam entrance distribution as estimated from the extended-

MLP approaches the true distribution of the protons as shown in Figure 5.6d and does

not induce image artifacts.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.6: Reconstructed pRad of the step-phantom using 3 and 7 mm FWHM beams with
1 FWHM spot spacing in a) and c) respectively. The two pencil beam proton entrance
distributions in (b) and (d) are normalised to the same height.
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5.3 Proton Radiography

Using the pRad reconstruction code by Collins-Fekete et al. [71] described in sec-

tion 2.4, the spatial resolution in ideal double- and single-sided imaging setups, as well

as the DTC setup were evaluated via a pRad scan of the step-phantom. Reconstructed

pRads of the paediatric head phantom were also reconstructed and compared to the

ground truth in order to estimate the WEPL error in a clinical setting.

5.3.1 Spatial resolution

The step-phantomwas irradiated with the 7mm FWHMpencil beam and 1 FWHM spot

spacing. The 3mmFWHMpencil beamwith 0.5 FWHM(1.5mm) spot spacing, to limit

the image artifacts observed in Figure 5.6, was also used for the sake of comparison. The

reconstructed pRads of the step-phantom are presented in Figure 5.7, the MTF10% from

each of the five aluminium inserts together with their CNR are presented in Table 5.1.

The average resolution of the of the five inserts are 5.0 lp/cm for the ideal double-sided

setup, and 3.1 lp/cm and 3.4 lp/cm for the ideal single-sided setup using the 7mm and

3mmFWHMpencil beams respectively. For the DTC setup, the average resolution was

2.8 lp/cm using the 7mm FWHM pencil beam. The spatial resolution in the double-

sided setup is observed to continuously deteriorate with increasing depth in the water

phantom, contradicting theMLP estimation quality from Figure 5.2 to be discussed later

in subsection 5.5.3. The single-sided setups approach the same spatial resolution as the

double-sided setup in the last part of the phantom where the MLP estimation quality

and the amount of scattering between the two setups are equivalent.

Double-sided Single-sided Single-sided Single-sided
Depth Ideal Ideal (7mm) Ideal (3mm) DTC (7mm)[
mm] [lp/cm] [lp/cm] [lp/cm] [lp/cm]
15 7.2 (15.2) 2.6 (13.6) 3.0 (15.9) 2.6 (12.8)
57.5 6.2 (13.3) 2.8 (12.0) 3.5 (13.6) 2.8 (12.5)
100 4.9 (14.4) 3.5 (11.6) 3.7 (13.4) 3.0 (10.3)
142.5 4.0 (14.8) 3.8 (12.0) 3.8 (12.8) 3.0 (12.6)
185 2.9 (14.6) 2.9 (12.5) 2.9 (12.4) 2.6 (11.2)

Table 5.1: MTF10% of the five aluminium cubes inside the step-phantom for both ideal
double- and single-sided imaging systems and the DTC. For each aluminium cube the corre-
sponding CNR is given in parentheses.
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(a) Ideal double-sided system. (b) Ideal single-sided system (7 mm FWHM
pencil beam).

(c) Ideal single-sided system (3 mm FWHM pen-
cil beam with 1.5 mm spot-spacing).

(d) Bergen DTC single-sided system (7 mm
FWHM pencil beam).

Figure 5.7: pRad of the step-phantom from the ideal double-sided setup (a), ideal single-sided
with 7 mm FWHM beam and 1 FWHM spot spacing (b) and 3 mm FWHM beam with 0.5
FWHM spot spacing (c), and the DTC (d) using the 7 mm FWHM beam and 1 FWHM spot
spacing.

5.3.2 Clinical proton radiography

To investigate a clinically relevant scenario, the 3mmwith 0.5 FWHM spot spacing and

7mm pencil beams with 1 FWHM spot spacing was used to image the anthropomorphic

paediatric head phantom. The reconstructed WEPL from both the double- and single-

sided pRad were compared to the ground truth integrated WEPL image and shown in

terms of resulting WEPL error in Figure 5.8. WEPL error profiles through the brain,

eyes, and mouth regions are shown in Figures 5.8c – 5.8e for easier comparison of
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double- and single-sided setups. Figure 5.9 shows the equivalent investigation based

on the DTC setup compared to the ideal pRad setups when applying the 7mm FWHM

pencil beam. The respective noise maps (given as the standard deviation of the WEPL

values in each image pixel) are shown in Figure 5.10. The underlying reconstructed

pRads are found in Appendix D.

The single pRad reconstruction of the head phantom took approximately 80min to

complete on a single Intel® CoreTM i5-6300U CPU core. About one third of this time

was spent on filtering, the rest on the MLP and image reconstruction. However, no op-

timization efforts are included and the reconstruction time can be reduced considerably

if the code is translated and performed on a Graphical processing Unit (GPU).

5.4 Proton CT

Using the pCT reconstruction code DROP-TVS [77], the CTP528 (line-pair), CTP404

(sensitom), and paediatric head phantom underwent a full pCT scan in simulations and

pCT images were reconstructed. The spatial resolution of ideal double- and single-sided

imaging setups, as well as the DTC setup were evaluated using the line-pair phantom.

Similarly, the RSP accuracy of seven different materials in the sensitom phantom were

evaluated using the three imaging setups and compared. Lastly, pCT reconstructions

of the paediatric head phantom were obtained and their RSP distributions compared

between the different imaging setups.

5.4.1 Spatial resolution

Proton CT images of the Catphan® CTP528 line pair module in Figure 5.11a show

the central slice reconstructed from the ideal double-sided, ideal single-sided, and the

DTC setup. Figure 5.11b shows the MTF computed from the maximum-to-minimum

contrast for each set of line pairs relative to the reference contrast and fitted with a

sigmoid function. The exact MTF10% and MTF50% are listed in Table 5.2. With ideal

trackers, the visual MTF10% was 3.83 lp/cm for single-sided compared to 4.95 lp/cm

for the double-sided pCT reconstruction, i.e. the removal of the front tracker pair in

the single-sided setup reduced the spatial resolution by ∼ 23%. For the DTC trackers,

the difference between the two single-sided setups was 8%, with MTF10% of 3.83 lp/cm
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(a) Ideal double-sided set-up, WEPL error
map.

(b) Ideal single-sided, WEPL error map
(7 mm FWHM pencil beam.)

(c) WET error profile of the brain through vertical position 30 mm in (a) and (b).

(d) WET error profile of the eye structures through vertical position 0 mm in (a) and (b).

(e) WET error profile of the facial structures through vertical position -50 mm in (a) and
(b).

Figure 5.8: Comparing double-sided and single-sided reconstructed WEPL error (a-b) with
ideal trackers. Including three error profiles for detailed views of the brain, eye, and facial
structures (c-e). Red curve is the double-sided image, blue curve is the single-sided image
with the 7 mm FWHM beam, and green curve with the 3 mm FWHM beam.
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(a) Ideal single-sided WEPL error map (7 mm
FWHM pencil beam).

(b) Bergen DTC single-sided WEPL error
map (7 mm FWHM pencil beam).

(c) WET error profile of the brain through vertical position 30 mm.

(d) WET error profile of the eye structures through vertical position 0 mm.

(e) WET error profile of the facial structures through vertical position -50 mm.

Figure 5.9: Comparing Ideal and DTC reconstructed WEPL error (a-b) with ideal trackers
and the 7 mm FWHM pencil beam. Including three error profiles for detailed views of the
brain, eye, and facial structures (c-e). Red curve is from the ideal double-sided image, green
curve from the ideal single-sided image, and blue curve from the DTC image.
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(a) Noise map of the ideal double-sided pRad. (b) Noise map of the ideal single-sided pRad
(7 mm FWHM pencil beam)

(c) Noise map of the ideal single-sided pRad
(3 mm FWHM pencil beam) (d) Noise map of the DTC pRad (7 mm FWHM)

Figure 5.10: Noise maps showing the standard deviation of the proton WEPL in each recon-
structed image pixel.
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Table 5.2: MTF10% and MTF50% for the three pCT imaging setups, ideal double sided, ideal
single-sided, and DTC.

Spatial resolution [lp/cm]
MTF10% MTF50%

Ideal double-sided 4.95 3.03
Ideal single-sided 3.83 2.22

DTC 3.54 1.82

and 3.54 lp/cm for the ideal and the DTC single-sided setups respectively. In total, the

DTC setup when compared to the gold-standard and ideal double-sided setup had the

spatial resolution reduced by ∼ 28%.

5.4.2 RSP accuracy

The Catphan® CTP404 sensitom module was reconstructed and the central slice is

shown in Figure 5.12a from the DTC setup. In Figure 5.12b a comparison of the aver-

age RSP errors in percent (calculated as the difference between the reconstructed value

and the MC reference value, divided by the reference value) for each of the seven mate-

rials in the CTP404 phantom (excluding air) for the two ideal setups and the DTC setup

is shown. The mean RSP values were measured in a small area in the center of each

insert (shown by the small colored circles in Figure 5.12a) and averaged over 10 recon-

structed slices. The error bars represent the standard deviation in percent of each RSP

distribution. The magnitude of the error bars for the DTC setup indicate a relatively

high level of noise. For all investigated double- and single-sided setups the mean RSP

error for each material is below 0.5%.

5.4.3 Clinical proton CT

Lastly, a full pCT reconstructions of the paediatric head phantom approximating a clin-

ically realistic patient setting was performed. The frequency distribution of recon-

structed RSP values from every image-voxel was compared between the three investi-

gated imaging setups, including the RSP reference values of the seven patient materials

(listed in Table 3.3) from the ground truth CT image. Some selected slices from the

DTC reconstructed head phantom is shown in Figure 5.13a and the relative RSP dis-

tributions overlaid in Figure 5.13b. Three profiles covering some objects of interest
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(a) pCT slice of the line-pair phantom (CTP528 phantom module). The ideal
double-sided (i) and single-sided (ii), and the single-sided DTC (iii) setup.

(b) MTF of the CTP528 line-pair module. A sigmoid fit to the data
has been performed to extend the MTF over the whole frequency
range. The MTF from the double-sided set-up is shown in red, the
single-sided setups in blue. The solid lines depict the case of the ideal
setups, dashed lines show the results for the DTC.

Figure 5.11: Spatial resolution results using the CTP528 phantom module.
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(a) Central slice of the reconstructed CTP404 phantom using
the DTC setup.

(b) Reconstructed RSP values from the marked areas in Figure (a) compared to reference
values.

Figure 5.12: RSP error in percent comparing reconstructed and reference RSP values. All
mean RSP errors are less than 0.5%.
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(mouth, ear-canal, and brain) and illustrating some of the observed RSP distributions

are shown in Figure E.1, Figure E.2, and Figure E.3.

The full pCT reconstruction of the head phantom took approximately 1.5 hours

(4383.17 s) to complete using an Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v2 CPU @ 2.70GHz with

48 cores, and an NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 650 GPU as a part of the Kodiak computer

cluster at the Baylor University in Texas, USA.

5.5 Discussing the reconstruction precision in single-

sided proton imaging

5.5.1 Most likely path in a single-sided setup

The MLP in a single-sided setup has the highest deviation from the actual path in the

very beginning of the phantom and continually improves with decreasing distance to

the rear trackers. This behaviour is seen for all investigated pencil beam sizes, while

smaller pencil beam sizes offer reduced initial deviations due to the smaller width of

the incoming pencil beam. If one does not take the pencil beam uncertainty and asso-

ciated co-variance matrix into account in the MLP, and only use the TPS spot position

and beam direction as initial proton parameter vector, the MLP deviations reach as

high as 2.4mm at the entrance of a 20 cm water phantom and using the 7mm FWHM

beam. This also results in systematic errors in the position of incoming protons that

cause considerable image artifacts in reconstructed images, making the conventional

MLP approach by Schulte et al. [60] unusable in single-sided imaging setups. Instead,

the extended-MLP that take the proton position uncertainty inside the pencil beam into

account via the co-variance matrix detailed in section 2.3 has to be used. With the

extended-MLP the MLP deviation at the entrance is reduced by a factor 2 for the 7mm

FWHM pencil beam and systematic image artifacts attributed to the TPS entrance posi-

tion are removed. A similar behaviour is seen for the more focused 3mm FWHMbeam,

albeit with a smaller benefit from the extended-MLP formalism due to the already small

size of the incoming pencil beam.

As the proton approaches the remaining tracker plane in a single-sided setup, where
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(a) Selected slices from the head phantom pCT reconstructed after using the
DTC imaging setup.

(b) Frequency distribution of RSP values from the pCT images of the head phantom recon-
structed from proton data obtained from the three proton imaging setups. Red bars represent
the relative frequency of the patient materials from the ground truth CT image. Results are
normalized to the total number of voxels in each respective image (240×240×112). Note the
logarithmic y-axis.

Figure 5.13
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its position is accurately recorded, the accuracy of the MLP estimate will continuously

improve and its MLP deviation will in the end approach the same amount of deviation

as in an equivalent double-sided setup close to the rear inner tracker plane. This results

in the spatial resolution of objects of interest close to the remaining rear tracker plane to

be nearly identical in both single- and double-sided setups as seen for the last aluminium

insert in Table 5.1 from pRad of the step-phantom.

However, due to the position resolution and scattering inside realistic tracker pairs

determining the proton parameter vectors, the proton will potentially experience a

change in the direction it originally had when exiting the phantom to be imaged. This

becomes problematic when there is a large distance between the inner tracker pair and

the phantom (Dp). Because the start and end position of the proton MLP is projected

unto the contour of the phantom along the recorded angle (hull-finding), the proton po-

sition can be misplaced on the phantom contour and negatively affect the start and/or

end position used in the MLP estimation. The severity of this effect is dependent on

the amount of material budget in the trackers and distance between the inner tracker

plane and the phantom, as reported by other studies [24, 56]. We see this impact when

comparing the MLP in ideal and realistic imaging setups in Figure 5.2, but the effect

is reduced considerably as the distance between phantom and inner tracker plane is re-

duced down to 1mm in Figure 5.3 (while keeping the 5 cm Dt distance between the

trackers). A single-sided imaging setup for use in pRad does have the potential to take

advantage of a reduced distance between phantom and tracker plane by the relative ease

of moving the tracker and energy detector close to the patient. This is however consid-

ered a mechanical problem and will be difficult to implement in a pCT setting where

the detector must have enough space to rotate around the patient.

5.5.2 Pencil beam spot-size and spot-spacing role

While a smaller pencil beam is associated with increased MLP accuracy, and thus spa-

tial resolution in images, the number of beam spots necessary to cover a volume such

as the head is drastically increased for thinner pencil beams. E.g. the 3mm FWHM

beam with 1.5mm spot spacing require more than 11000 beam spots to cover the head

phantom area (180×180mm2). This results in two consequences: One, the typical time

of contemporary beam delivery (based on the Heidelberg Ion Therapy facility [92]) to
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change from one raster position to the next is 0.5ms, and each beam spot needs to be

irradiated for at least 1ms to achieve a valid position measurement for the beam de-

livery control system. This means that changing the beam positions 11000 times will

need 5.5 s to complete, and spend at least 11 s to irradiate the entire head phantom in

a single projection, if only 90 projections were to be taken in a full pCT scan (90 pro-

jections times 16.5 s), this will take 1485 s to complete and make pCT unfeasible due

to the scan time. For a more contemporary pencil beam spot size of 7mm FWHM and

7mm spot spacing, only 620 beam spots is necessary to cover the head phantom, this

amounts to roughly 1 s per projection and thus only require 90 s to complete a pCT scan.

Second, the obligatory 1ms scan time in each beam spot combined with a typical beam

intensity of 107 protons per second, the amount of protons in each beam spot is at least

10000. If a 3mm FWHM pencil beam with spot-spacing of 1.5mm need 11000 spots

to cover the head phantom, every projection will receive 110M protons, increasing not

only the scan time, but also the dose to the patient and a vast amount of data to be pro-

cessed or discarded by the energy detector. For the 7mm FWHM beam and 7mm spot

spacing, the amount of protons would amount to a more manageable 6.2M protons per

projection.

These two consequences are the main reasons why the pCT simulations in this work

are assigned the 7mm FWHM pencil beam size and 7mm spot spacing only. Advances

in beam delivery technology will be necessary for pCT to take advantage of thinner

pencil beams. Luckily, as has been seen in the image quality of pRad of a clinical head

phantom, a thinner pencil beam does not present a considerable improvement in image

quality in a clinical scenario.

5.5.3 Spatial resolution limit of pRad

From the observed spatial resolution in pRad of the aluminium inserts inside the step-

phantom (Table 5.1), particularly that of the last insert placed close to the end of the

20 cm water phantom, it became apparent that although the MLP does affect the spatial

resolution of a pRad, the decreasing spatial resolution with respect to depth contradicts

the increasing MLP accuracy in both double- and single-sided setups.

A separate study aiming to contribute to the understanding of the observed spatial

resolution limitation of pRad was performed by Volz et al. [115]. It was shown in [115]
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(b) up = 190mm

Figure 5.14: Monte Carlo generated trajectories for 200MeV protons traversing a 200mm
thick water target. The incident beam was as a flat field with no divergence and only tracks
that crossed a slit of 0.1mm width in vertical direction located at a depth of (a) 10mm
and (b) 190mm were plotted. The white lines depict pixel columns corresponding to a pixel
width of ∆t = 0.5mm which was chosen for better visibility. Figure is re-drawn from Volz
et al. [115].

that projecting the scattered particle paths onto a single 2-dimensional image would in-

evitably result in a limited spatial resolution lower than expected when based solely

on the MLP uncertainty. The spatial resolution also decreased with increasing depth

in the object even when the true particle path through the object was known via MC

simulations. This can be explained by Figure 5.14 where scattered proton paths are

projected onto a single image plane along parallel channels, similar to the pRad recon-

struction algorithm by Collins-Fekete et al. [71] used in this thesis: Particles that cross

a point-like object at the entrance region of the phantom (e.g. at depth position 10mm

in Figure 5.14a) will reach distant lateral pixel channels only towards the rear of the

phantom. They are then more likely to just cross these pixel channels, rather than travel

a greater length in them as their trajectory is deflected compared to the channel orienta-

tion. On the other hand, if the point-like object is located close to the exit of the phantom

(e.g. at depth position 190mm in Figure 5.14b), particles can traverse a larger part of

their path length in distant pixel channels, before they scatter to the point-like object.

Hence, when computing the image using the path length in a channel to weight the par-

ticle’s WEPL, point-like objects located at the rear of the water tank will be spread out

more compared to point-like objects located close to the phantom entrance — even if

the GT particle trajectories were known. Only when the depth of a feature was known
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and using a Plane of Interest Binning (PIB) reconstruction algorithm [74] was the spa-

tial resolution of that exact feature in the plane of choice equal to the path estimation

accuracy. A theoretical description of the depth-dependent point-spread function (PSF)

for different pRad algorithms found in literature was derived in the work by Volz et al.

[115] and the reader is refereed to this publication for the full details on the underlying

MC simulations and reconstruction algorithms.

As there is no direct pRad algorithm that will produce a spatial resolution that is

subject only to the MLP accuracy everywhere in the phantom in a single pRad, and

since no prior knowledge of the imaged phantom is assumed, all pRad results presented

in this thesis are obtained using the pRad reconstruction algorithm by Collins-Fekete

et al. [71] that result in a generally high resolution pRad everywhere in the phantom.

5.5.4 Discussion of clinical pRad

The reconstructed pRads of the clinically relevant paediatric head phantom and detailed

WEPL error maps comparing the reconstructed image with the ground truth image re-

vealed that removing the front tracker pair reduced the spatial resolution. The lower spa-

tial resolution can be seen in the high gradient facial structures in the form of increased

WEPL error (Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9) and increased noise (Figure 5.10) compared

to the double-sided setup. These high gradient regions are naturally present in the fa-

cial structures and air cavities of the head phantom, and due to increased scattering in

adjacent high density materials the WEPL error is inherently increased at high gradi-

ent edges. Based on profiles through areas of interest in the pRad (brain, eye, mouth),

WEPL errors in the facial structures would fluctuate between 1% and up to 3% of the

ground truth WEPL.

The difference between a double- and single-sided imaging setup come to light

in WEPL error profiles covering the high gradient structures, particularly around the

mouth, where the difference between the two imaging setups could reach over 1mm.

However, the average difference in reconstructed WEPL between double-sided and

single-sided imaging in homogeneous areas such as the brain was less than 0.01mm.

This is expected since the MLP has little effect on the WEPL accuracy when all protons

entering the image pixel in question have traversed approximately the same amount of

material and experienced the same amount of energy-loss, meaning the difference be-
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tween a double- and single-sided setup is negligible in homogeneous volumes. In more

heterogeneous volumes, the shifting scattering power due to material differences and

thus reduced MLP accuracy will combined increase the noise and deteriorate the spatial

resolution and WEPL accuracy of affected regions. Improved MLP estimations based

on prior information taking in-homogeneous materials and volumes into account can in

principle improve this. Existing studies have however found little difference between

the homogeneous water approximation and prior-knowledge onmaterial composition in

clinically relevant phantoms, given correct hull-finding for accurate start- and end-point

for the water based MLP estimation [63–65].

Concerning theDTC setupwith realisticallymodelledmaterial budget in the trackers

and WEPL smearing due to the energy resolution of the DTC (detailed in section 3.5),

compared to the ideal single-sided setup in Figure 5.9, the WEPL error is seen to in-

crease at the high gradient facial structures and reaching up to 5% WEPL error com-

pared to the ground truth WEPL. While in the homogeneous areas such as the brain, the

difference between the ideal and realistic single-sided setups are negligible.

Since the objective of taking a pRad for particle therapy would be pre-treatment pa-

tient alignment, as well as potentially pre-treatment optimization of the Hounsfield Unit

to relative stopping power lookup table (HLUT) [14, 15], the impact of the lower spatial

resolution in that context would need to be systematically evaluated before definitive

conclusions can be drawn.

5.5.5 Discussion of pCT

Spatial resolution
For the simulated pCT of the CTP528 line pair module, the MTF was evaluated for both

single-sided and double-sided setups acquired with the 7mm FWHM scanned pencil

beam. With ideal trackers, the visual MTF10% was 3.83 lp/cm for single-sided com-

pared to 4.95 lp/cm for the double-sided pCT reconstruction. For the single-sided setup

and DTC trackers the MTF10% was 3.54 lp/cm. It has been argued in the work of Krah

et al. [56] that due to typical commercial TPS voxel size of 2mm, the image resolution

from pCT imaging should be no worse than 3 lp/cm to enable treatment planning. Fol-

lowing this argumentation, the single-sided setups all returned a spatial resolution just

above the expected limit for clinical usefulness. Hence, future work should carefully
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investigate whether treatment planning with a single-sided pCT system would indeed

be feasible, potentially by creating optimized proton dose plans based on the pCT im-

ages reconstructed in this work and perform the treatment in MC simulations according

to the dose plan.

It is noted that spatial resolution of pCT imageswill change depending on the amount

of scattering induced, with increased scattering effectively degrading spatial resolution,

meaning the amount of material and initial energy will affect the spatial resolution. The

recorded spatial resolution in the line pair module is thus only true for this specific

phantom, however, the size of the line-pair module is approximately equivalent to a

paediatric head phantom. Parameter investigations of the spatial resolution in terms of

phantom size and imaging setup can be planned and performed by using the MC simu-

lation framework designed in this thesis work by increasing or decreasing the radius of

the epoxy cylinder housing the line pairs.

RSP accuracy
As expected in simulated pCT of the CTP404 sensitom module, the RSP accuracy in

all investigated imaging setups are comparable to one another with the mean RSP val-

ues being no worse than 0.5% from the reference RSP values of the material inserts in

Figure 5.12. As homogeneous areas are not particularly affected by the MLP estimate,

since the involved protons in the voxel of interest have all experienced the same mean

energy-loss, the RSP/WEPL accuracy in double- and single-sided setups report simi-

lar results. The mean RSP from the DTC setup in Figure 5.12 appear at first glance

to be better than the ideal setups, this is considered to be an averaging effect due to

the increased noise. Small changes in RSP noise will also have an impact on the ob-

servable results in Figure 5.12 due to the already high precision of the RSP (< 0.5%).

The overestimation of the teflon RSP in double-sided is an example of this, and a profile

through delrin and teflon is investigated in Figure 5.15. Likely due to the high density of

teflon and thus increased scattering has increased the noise and affected the calculated

mean. Nevertheless, the goal of less than 1% accuracy of the RSP in proton imaging is

achieved across all investigated imaging setups.
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(a) Central slice of reconstructed CTP404 phantom using the
DTC setup. A profile along the green line is taken in all three
images from their respective imaging set-ups.

(b) Profiles from pCT reconstruction of the CTP404 phantom for the three imaging
systems are overlaid. The reference RSP of involved materials are, 1.144 (epoxy), 1.364
(delrin), and 1.832 (teflon).

Figure 5.15
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Clinical pCT of head phantom
The simulated pCT image of the paediatric head phantom reveals several important as-

pects in proton imaging. Visual inspection of the head phantom in Figure 5.13a shows

several relatively nice image slices where many bone structures and objects of interest

have been reconstructed and are clearly visible. When looking closer at the distribu-

tion of the RSP values belonging to the voxels of the full pCT images in Figure 5.13b it

is seen that many of the ground truth RSP reference values are not clearly represented

in the pCT images from any of the three proton imaging setups. This is in part due to

the larger voxel dimensions of the reconstructed pCT images compared to the reference

ground truth CT image. Each pCT image voxel will approach the average RSP value

of the involved ground truth voxels and in this work the voxel dimension of the recon-

structed pCT images were set to 0.75×0.75×1.25mm3, compared to the ground truth

voxel size of 0.1875×0.1875×1.25mm3, i.e. 16 ground truth voxels are involved for

every reconstructed voxel. The reconstructed RSP in a pCT voxel will therefore consist

of multiple RSP values as dictated by the ground truth materials inside the pCT voxel,

particularly when small high RSP materials like the teeth are surrounded by low RSP

(high gradient regions) the overall RSP will become muddled if the reconstructed voxel

size covers the edge in high gradient regions. The RSP is also further deteriorated by

scattering out of high gradient regions, as can be seen in air cavities such as the ear

canal where the average RSP is increased due to scattering from the surrounding high

RSP objects. This is expected as protons are more likely to scatter out of high density

structures and create reconstruction artifacts. This is the cause of reduced spatial res-

olution in proton imaging as the edges between high gradient regions are effectively

deteriorated and the RSP there becomes muddled. In the homogeneous and abundant

regions of the brain, the RSP values are relatively well represented (i.e. the brain and

soft tissue RSP of 1.049 and 1.041 respectively) due to reduced impact of voxel size

and scattering. While the high RSP values of the teeth dentin (1.52), teeth enamel (1.8),

and cortical bone (1.6) are virtually lost due to voxel size and scattering. It is noted that

the 0.75×0.75×1.25mm3 voxel size is smaller than the typically available voxel size of

2mm in commercial TPS. If the voxel size would be bigger, the mean RSP value inside

the voxel is expected to be closer to the overall mean of all the involved material RSP

in that voxel, and further blend the underlying ground truth RSP of the materials that
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are inside that voxel.

Some selected profiles through regions of interest in the mouth, ear, and brain are

shown in Figure E.1, Figure E.2, and Figure E.3 respectively and illustrate the RSP

distribution of these structures. Due to the improved MLP and spatial resolution in

the double-sided imaging setup, the reference RSP is more accurately reproduced com-

pared to the single-sided setups, but the double- and single-sided setup are nevertheless

comparable. Future studies into applied treatment planning will have to be performed

to answer the question of whether these single- and double-sided pCT images are suf-

ficient for treatment planning purposes.
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6. Summary and outlook

6.1 Monte Carlo simulation framework for proton

imaging

The MC simulation based proton imaging analysis framework in this thesis was devel-

oped with the intention of investigating a single-sided proton imaging setup and creat-

ing proton data for use in image reconstruction allowing for evaluation of the expected

image quality from proton imaging setups. Mainly two different imaging setups were

considered in this work, one with both front and rear tracker pairs (double-sided) and

one with only a rear tracker pair (single-sided) as detailed in section 2.1 and section 2.2

respectively. Protons can undergo a relatively significant amount of MCS depending

on the material and thickness traversed, this requires protons used in proton imaging to

be subjected to MLP estimations (section 2.3) to better the knowledge about the path

of the proton through the imaged object and improve spatial resolution of reconstructed

images. A single-sided proton imaging setup is expected to have a negative impact on

the accuracy of the MLP estimations due to missing information from a front tracker

pair and result in a reduced image quality. The removal of the front tracker pair is how-

ever considered a potentially important step in bringing pCT closer to a clinical reality

by reducing scan times (to less than five minutes) and the complexity of the imaging

setup. One of the main objectives of this thesis work was to design the MC simulation

framework detailed in chapter 3 and use it to evaluate and compare the image quality in

a single-sided imaging setup to the gold standard in proton imaging, the double-sided

setup. Multiple phantoms detailed in section 3.3 were implemented in the MC simula-

tions for this purpose and simulated proton imaging data was used to reconstruct both

pRad and pCT images using the algorithms introduced in section 2.4 and section 2.5

respectively. Spatial resolution, RSP/WEPL accuracy, and a clinically relevant paedi-

atric head scenario was used to investigate and quantify the impact on image quality

obtained from a single-sided imaging setup. This work was motivated by the Bergen

pCT collaboration that, at the time of writing, is building a prototype DTC for pCT pur-
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poses. This DTC is to be built using ALPIDE chips and without a front tracker pair, as

detailed in section 3.4. This type of MC simulation can aid in modifying and evaluating

detector designs before construction and before experimental data becomes available.

In addition, a MC simulation based investigation into the radiation environment sur-

rounding the DTC was developed in chapter 4. The FLUKA MC tool-kit (section 4.2)

was used for this investigation due to its relative easewhen scoring radiation damage rel-

evant quantities such as dose, hadrons with energies larger than 20MeV (HADGT20M)

and 1MeV neutron equivalent (SI1MEVNE) fluence. From the radiation environment

induced during both proton CT (section 4.3) and proton therapy (section 4.4), radia-

tion damage to sensitive electronics (FPGAs) and the ALPIDE chips were estimated

in terms of SEU, cumulative TID and displacement (NIEL) effects. Due to the high

radiation hardness of the involved electronics (Xilinx FPGA and ALPIDE), the DTC

is expected to be operational for at least 30 years under the assumptions discussed in

section 4.6.

Once all theMC simulation framework (phantoms, pencil beam scanning, and imag-

ing setups) from chapter 3 were implemented, analysis of the proton data, MLP estima-

tion, and image reconstruction was performed to evaluate the reconstruction precision

in chapter 5. First, the expected deterioration of MLP estimations due to the removed

front tracker was investigated in section 5.1, and as expected, an increased MLP devia-

tion from the actual proton path is observed in a single-sided setup versus a double-sided

setup. In particular, the deviation was more pronounced in the entrance region furthest

away from the remaining rear tracker pair in the single-sided setup. The second inves-

tigation concerning the the single-sided setup was the pencil beam spot size and spot

spacing impact on image quality in section 5.2. While several pencil beam and setup

parameters were investigated to determine the impact on MLP and image quality in a

single-sided setup, including spot spacing and pencil beam spot size as a function of the

beam FWHM, the realistic and contemporary 7mm FWHM pencil beamwith 1 FWHM

spot spacing was used as the primary beam in all full pCT scans and reconstructions.

This was due to the observed results in a clinical scenario that the difference between a

7 mm and 3 mm FWHM pencil beam did not bring considerable improvement to image

quality in the paediatric head phantom as observed in subsection 5.3.2, Figure 5.8, and

reduced spatial resolution only became apparent in high gradient regions at the bound-
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ary between high and low density regions like the facial structures, regions that are

typically avoided in proton therapy.

The MC simulation framework can be used in future studies designed to perform

parameter scans comparing the necessary proton intensity and beam delivery settings

to ensure accurate coverage and optimal image quality both inside and outside the realm

of contemporary clinical availability. Full modelling and implementation of a specific

beam line, instead of the general TPS beam scanning source in GATE is also possible

to further improve and specialize the MC simulation framework for use in a specific

facility. As such, with future studies in mind, the overall MC simulation framework was

made to be flexible and can readily be updated in terms of relevant detector geometry,

pencil beam properties, proton energies and also particle species such as helium (helium

CT). Exemplified by a preliminary helium radiography study performed in house by

Pettersen et al. [103] using the analysis framework (MC simulations and reconstruction

algorithms) detailed in this thesis work.

The image quality in pRad of a clinically relevant paediatric head phantom did not

show a considerable difference in reconstructedWEPL outside of high gradient regions.

Reconstructed WEPL in high gradient regions are typically affected negatively due to

the inherent scattering of protons often scattering out of high density regions causing a

higher variability of proton energy-loss (and thus WEPL) around high gradient regions.

In homogeneous regions, the reconstructed WEPL is less affected by the scattering as

the involved protons all experience approximately the same amount of energy-loss irre-

spective of scattering (assuming appropriate 3-sigma filtering of proton angles has been

applied). The DTC pRad showed similar results as the ideal single-sided setup, albeit

with increased noise due to less than ideal reconstruction of the proton WEPL detailed

in section 3.5.

In pCT images of the CTP528 phantom (line-pair module) the ideal double-sided

imaging setup had a spatial resolution (MTF10%) of 4.95 lp/cm, and the ideal single-

sided had 3.83 lp/cm, effectively losing about 1.1 lp/cmwhen removing the front tracker

pair. The DTC achieved a similar spatial resolution of 3.54 lp/cm. A spatial resolution

more than 3.0 lp/cm has been argued to be sufficient for treatment planning purposes.

The RSP accuracy of investigated materials in the CTP404 phantom (sensitom) was in

all imaging setups below 0.5% and fulfill the intended design requirements for a pCT
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imaging setup.

Overall, the objectives of this thesis as listed in section 1.4 were considered via the

designed MC simulation framework applying pencil beam scanning, implementation

of relevant phantoms, and tracker planes characterizing proton imaging setups. Both

ideal (no material budget) and realistic tracker pairs (with material budget) were in-

vestigated and proton data was recorded as dictated by the properties of the trackers

(position resolution, material budget and relative positions to the phantom). The qual-

ity of reconstructed images based on the simulated proton data and using the available

pRad and pCT reconstruction algorithms were evaluated and quantified in terms of spa-

tial resolution and RSP accuracy, illustrating the feasibility of a single-sided imaging

setup and the DTC for proton imaging purposes.

6.2 Outlook - Towards clinical proton imaging

The image quality based on spatial resolution observed in the reconstructed CTP528 line

pair module images revealed that the single-sided imaging setup can produce images

expected to be suitable for treatment planning. The RSP accuracy from the CTP404 sen-

sitom module also revealed excellent RSP accuracy better than the final goal of proton

imaging for use in treatment planning intended to limit uncertainties in to the proton

range and reduced treatment margins (< 1%). However, the more clinically relevant

paediatric head phantom pCT image is more difficult to estimate in terms of expected

treatment planning benefit. While the double- and single-sided imaging setups are com-

parable to one another, the distribution and spread of mean RSP value in their respective

voxels are a mix of different WEPL affecting the accuracy of the voxel mean RSP, par-

ticularly of those at high gradient regions. There is in other words an observed interplay

effect between spatial resolution and RSP accuracy. How this will impact the treatment

planning should be subject to future investigations aimed at performing and comparing

treatment plans based on various imaging modalities and their resulting dose distribu-

tions. While beyond the scale of this thesis work, the MC framework and reconstructed

pCT images from the simulations can be used to plan and also perform treatment plans

made with treatment planning software (for instance by using the open source treatment

planning tool, matRad [116]). The MC framework can also readily be updated with fu-
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ture detector upgrades, e.g. the Bergen pCT collaboration plans in 2025 to replace the

tracker pairs in the DTC with two ultra-thin sensors only 40 µm thick that will reduce

the material budget and scattering in the trackers. Although the DTC is intended as a

single-sided proton imaging setup, it is possible to include a front tracker pair and use

the MC framework in this thesis investigate techniques for matching hits between front

and rear tracker pairs that will effectively improve MLP estimations.

Iterative pCT reconstruction algorithms are often the preferred method for pCT, and

in this thesis work we had remote access to the iterative DROP-TVS pCT reconstruction

algorithm on the Kodiak computer cluster at Baylor university, and experienced users

in house to run the code and reconstruct pCT images. The DROP-TVS reconstruction

algorithm has been reported to accurately reconstruct high quality pCT images with the

settings applied in this thesis work [21, 79, 106]. There are however optimization po-

tential and ongoing efforts in terms of changing the DROP-TVS parameters (relaxation

parameter and number of iterations) that could improve the image quality. There is also

interest in fast FBP based reconstruction algorithms due to their reduced computational

cost and shorter reconstruction times compared to iterative reconstruction algorithms. A

recent comparison of some direct reconstruction algorithms is available in the work by

Khellaf et al. [117] and report good RSP accuracy and spatial resolution for FBP based

reconstructions. As the proton CT data outputted from the MC framework can easily

be formatted, and the DROP-TVS can just as easily be exchanged with a different pCT

reconstruction algorithm during the pCT reconstruction step, the MC framework calcu-

lated proton data can be applied to future pCT algorithms potentially showing reduced

reconstruction time and/or improved image quality.

The investigations and insights obtained over the course of this thesis work have

revolved around the scattering of protons. And it has been observed that the main lim-

iting factor in pRad is not necessarily the MLP estimation, or experimental setups like

energy detector or tracker technology, but rather the inherent scattering of protons in

matter. While MLP estimation is necessary to improve image quality in pRad, it has

been seen in this thesis work and the work by Volz et al. [115] that an improvement in

MLP does not necessarily mean an equal improvement in image quality. The unavoid-

able effect of proton scattering will set a limit on the spatial resolution obtained by the

detector and the applied techniques by spreading the energy-loss information over a rel-
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atively wide lateral area depending on the amount of scattering. Since the amount of

scattering depends on the energy and amount of material traversed, the image quality

is dependent on the initial energy and phantom size, and reduced spatial resolution and

increased noise is expected with increasing phantom size. Only standardized Catphan

phantoms were implemented in pCT simulations since they are frequently used in stud-

ies to quantify image quality, but future studies can modify these phantoms to increase

the amount of material and observe their impact on image quality and spatial resolution.

Multiple upcoming studies are comparing X-ray CT, Dual Energy CT (DECT), pro-

ton CT and also helium CT images intended for use in treatment planning. While DECT

and pCT are comparable in terms of RSP accuracy, proton CT has the benefit of reduced

dose to the patient, in the case of a pCT head scan it is reported that the dose is approxi-

mately 10 times less than a low-dose SECT of a head phantom [118], and approximately

20 times less than DECT [12].

While reduction of margins in treatment planning and more accurate localization of

the Bragg peak is a worthwhile pursuit, it has been argued in the work by [119] that even

though the Bragg peak and position of the Bragg peak is blurred out by the uncertainties

involved (range uncertainty, positioning and anatomical changes in the patient), consid-

erable clinical benefits when proton therapy is applicable will still remain. It can also

be argued that even with perfect RSP information of the patient, the proton scattering

and range is still an inherently stochastic process that will always affect the range and

Bragg peak of the proton. More studies into the quality of proton imaging and the re-

constructed image impact on treatment plans should be performed to better understand

the benefit and shortcomings of proton imaging, or to develop new methods combin-

ing proton imaging with other imaging modalities such as SECT or DECT to improve

treatment planning.
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A. MC simulation settings

This appendix show some of the MC simulation commands and code snippets used

to build, control, and modify the GATE and FLUKA simulations. Note that all code

snippets are simplified and so not all functions are defined. For the full functional code,

see the respective GitHub repositories listed in each section.

A.1 GATE simulations

The full GATE MC environment with all mentioned geometry and phantom descrip-

tions, source descriptions, physics, and modified source files are made available at

GitHub:

https://github.com/JarleSoelie/gate_pCT

Beam scanning
The source file GateSourceTPSPencilBeam.cc located in the official GATE 8.2 down-

loadable source folder /gate_v8.2/source/physics/src and the header file called

GateSourceTPSPencilBeam.hh located in /gate_v8.2/source/physics/include were

modified before compilation of GATE 8.2 to allow the user to control the number of

protons in each beam spot using the TPS based beam scanning model by Grevillot et al.

[93]. Most important is the GateSourceTPSPencilBeam.cc source file where lines 261-

273 was exchanged with the following code:
1 mDistriGeneral=new RandGeneral(engine,mPDF,mTotalNumberOfSpots ,0);
2 int bin=0;
3 if (mSortedSpotGenerationFlag){
4 //number of ions to generate to be placed in each spot
5 mNbIonsToGenerate.resize(mTotalNumberOfSpots ,0);
6 long int ntotal=GateApplicationMgr::GetInstance()->

GetTotalNumberOfPrimaries();
7 //number of protons in each spot from plan_file.txt
8 int counter=mSpotWeight[0];
9 for (long int i=0;i<ntotal;i++){ //for every primary
10 if (!mRealisticSpotFlag){ // This is set to true above
11 if(i>=counter){ //Counter is the number of protons in each spot bin

++;
12 counter+=mSpotWeight[bin];
13 }
14 }
15 else{
16 //Chooses which spot to fire at
17 bin=mTotalNumberOfSpots*mDistriGeneral ->fire();
18 }
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19 //adds up the number of ions to be simulated in each bin/spot
20 ++mNbIonsToGenerate[bin];
21 }
22 for (int i=0;i<mTotalNumberOfSpots;i++) {
23 GateMessage("Beam", 3, "[TPSPencilBeam] bin " << std::setw(5) << i <<

": spotweight=" << std::setw(8) << mPDF[i] << ", Ngen=" <<
mNbIonsToGenerate[i] << Gateendl );

24 }
25 mCurrentSpot=0;
26 }

This allows the use of an exact number of protons per beam spot (spot Weight) as listed

in the PlanDescriptionToGate.txt file located in the same folder as the GATE main

macro (main.mac). The beam spots are filled sequentially from the plan description file.

An abbreviated example of a plan description file is shown below:
1 #TREATMENT -PLAN-DESCRIPTION
2 #=============PlanName and number of fields===========#
3 IMPT
4 #-----NumberOfFractions ***NOT USED***
5 1
6 #-----FractionID ***NOT USED***
7 1
8 #NumberOfFields
9 1
10 #FieldsID
11 1
12 #-----TotalMetersetWeightOfAllFields ***NOT USED***
13 662421
14
15 #============FIELD-DESCRIPTION=============#
16 #FieldID
17 1
18 #-----FinalCumulativeMeterSetWeight ***NOT USED***
19 336732
20 #GantryAngle (in degrees)
21 0
22 #-----PatientSupportAngle ***NOT USED***
23 0
24 #-----IsocenterPosition ***NOT USED***
25 0 0 0
26 ###NumberOfControlPoints
27 1
28
29 #===========SPOTS-DESCRIPTION============#
30 ####ControlPointIndex
31 0
32 ####SpotTunnedID ***NOT USED***
33 1
34 ####CumulativeMetersetWeight ***NOT USED***
35 0
36 ###Energy (MeV)
37 230.0
38 ####NbOfScannedSpots
39 621
40 ####X Y WEIGHT
41 -91.00 77.00 15000
42 -84.00 77.00 15000
43 ...
44 91.00 77.00 15000
45 91.00 70.00 15000
46 84.00 70.00 15000
47 ...
48 -91.00 70.00 15000
49 -91.00 63.00 15000
50 -84.00 63.00 15000
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51 ...
52 84.00 -77.00 15000
53 91.00 -77.00 15000

To activate the TPS source and the appropriate settings for spot scanning in a single

pCT projection, the main GATE simulation macro must contain the following flags and

commands:
1 /gate/source/addSource protonScanning TPSPencilBeam
2 /gate/source/protonScanning/setParticleType proton
3 /gate/source/protonScanning/setPlan PlanDescriptionToGate.txt
4 /gate/source/protonScanning/setBeamConvergence false
5 /gate/source/protonScanning/setSpotIntensityAsNbIons true
6 /gate/source/protonScanning/setSortedSpotGenerationFlag true
7 /gate/source/protonScanning/setFlatGenerationFlag true
8 /gate/source/protonScanning/setSigmaEnergyInMeVFlag false
9 /gate/source/protonScanning/setSourceDescriptionFile Source-Properties.txt

Besides the mentioned PlanDescriptionToGate.txt file, the Source-Properties.txt

is the second and final file needed for the TPS source to function as intended. The pencil

beam properties used to irradiate each spot is defined inside this file. An example based

on the mono-energetic 230MeV 7mm FWHM pencil beam is presented below:
1 # MA beam line test
2 # Nozzle exit to Isocenter distance
3 500
4 # SMX to Isocenter distance
5 6600
6 # SMY to Isocenter distance
7 6600
8 #========ENERGY=========#
9 # mean energy
10 # polynomial order
11 0
12 # polynomial parameters (highest to lowest)
13 230.0
14 # energy spread
15 # polynomial order
16 percent
17 0
18 # polynomial parameters (highest to lowest)
19 0.0
20 #========SPOT SIZE x y theta phi==========#
21 # Spot Size x [mm]
22 # polynomial order
23 0
24 # polynomial parameters
25 2.0
26 # Spot Divergence Theta [rad]
27 # polynomial order
28 0
29 # polynomial parameters
30 0.0025
31 # Spot Size y [mm]
32 # polynomial order
33 0
34 # polynomial parameters
35 2.0
36 # Spot Divergence Phi [rad]
37 # polynomial order
38 0
39 # polynomial parameters
40 0.0025
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41 # SPOT emmittances
42 # x-theta emmittance
43 # polynomial order
44 0
45 # polynomial parameters
46 0.003
47 # y-phi emmittance
48 # polynomial order
49 0
50 # polynomial parameters
51 0.003

A.2 FLUKA simulations

The full FLUKA MC environment with all mentioned geometry and phantom descrip-

tions, source descriptions, physics, and modified source files are made available at

GitHub:

https://github.com/JarleSoelie/fluka_pCT

Fortran source files
The FLUKA source file (pCT.f) used to perform pencil beam spot scanning with a 7mm

FWHMpencil beam covering the area -8.4 cm to 8.4 cm in the longitudinal direction and

-6 cm to 6 cm in the height direction with 450 spot coordinates was made by adding the

following modification to the initial proton beam angle (TXFLK, TYFLK, and TZFLK)

and starting positions (XFLK, YFLK, and ZFLK). The protons start from the imagined

beam window located 50 cm downstream from the iso-centre and based on scanning

magnets (point-source) located 660 cm downstream.
1 *Start making spot indexes and spot properties
2 if(NCASE.gt.(2500*WHASOU (3))) then
3 WHASOU (3)=WHASOU (3)+1
4 WHASOU (1)=WHASOU (1)+1
5 end if
6 if(WHASOU (1).ge.(26)) then
7 WHASOU (1)=1
8 WHASOU (2)=WHASOU (2)+1
9 end if
10 * Cosines (tx,ty,tz)
11 CALL FLNRR2(RGAUS1, RGAUS2)
12 TXFLK (NPFLKA) = ((-9.1 +(WHASOU (1)*0.7))/(SQRT (
13 & (-9.1 +(WHASOU (1)*0.7))**2
14 & + (-6.7 +(WHASOU (2)*0.7))**2 + 637.0**2 )))
15 & + (0.0025*RGAUS1)
16 TYFLK (NPFLKA) = ((-7.7 +(WHASOU (2)*0.7))/(SQRT (
17 & (-9.1 +(WHASOU (1)*0.7))**2
18 & + (-6.7 +(WHASOU (2)*0.7))**2 + 637.0**2 )))
19 & + (0.0025*RGAUS2)
20 TZFLK (NPFLKA) = SQRT ( ONEONE - TXFLK (NPFLKA)**2
21 & - TYFLK (NPFLKA)**2 )
22 * Particle coordinates of beam start
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23 XFLK (NPFLKA) = -9.1+(0.297*RGAUS1)+
24 & (WHASOU (1)*0.7)-(TXFLK (NPFLKA)*50.0)
25 YFLK (NPFLKA) = -6.7+(0.297*RGAUS2)+
26 & (WHASOU (2)*0.7)-(TYFLK (NPFLKA)*50.0)
27 ZFLK (NPFLKA) = ZBEAM

The FLUKA source.f file used to perform proton therapy covering a 5cm×5cm×5cm

TV at depth 6 cm to 11 cm centered inside a water phantom. The ENEDGE lists the 50

proton energies (in GeV) and, CUMPR the corresponding weights to form a SOBP. The

proton positions are modified to cover a 5 cm×5 cm area in the lateral positions around

the iso-centre.
1 DIMENSION CUMPR(0:51), ENEDGE(52)
2 *these corresponds to 50 entries (Bragg peaks) in both CUMPR and ENEDGE
3 * Proton energy group boundaries
4 DATA ENEDGE /
5 & 77.1182773886851E-03,
6 & 78.0085858944591E-03,
7 & 78.8915291193969E-03,
8 & 79.7673079123845E-03,
9 & 80.6361139727838E-03,
10 & 81.4981304283696E-03,
11 & 82.3535323669501E-03,
12 & 83.2024873261408E-03,
13 & 84.0451557452616E-03,
14 & 84.8816913828841E-03,
15 & 85.7122417031796E-03,
16 & 86.5369482338763E-03,
17 & 87.3559468983426E-03,
18 & 88.1693683240534E-03,
19 & 88.9773381294647E-03,
20 & 89.7799771911226E-03,
21 & 90.577401892649E-03,
22 & 91.36972435709E-03,
23 & 92.1570526639697E-03,
24 & 92.9394910522649E-03,
25 & 93.7171401104059E-03,
26 & 94.4900969543033E-03,
27 & 95.2584553943155E-03,
28 & 96.0223060919857E-03,
29 & 96.7817367073076E-03,
30 & 97.5368320372116E-03,
31 & 98.2876741459047E-03,
32 & 99.0343424876438E-03,
33 & 99.7769140224747E-03,
34 & 100.515463325424E-03,
35 & 101.250062689592E-03,
36 & 101.98078222356E-03,
37 & 102.70768994349E-03,
38 & 103.430851860271E-03,
39 & 104.150332062029E-03,
40 & 104.866192792303E-03,
41 & 105.578494524163E-03,
42 & 106.287296030525E-03,
43 & 106.992654450899E-03,
44 & 107.694625354784E-03,
45 & 108.393262801931E-03,
46 & 109.088619399638E-03,
47 & 109.780746357275E-03,
48 & 110.469693538187E-03,
49 & 111.155509509138E-03,
50 & 111.838241587432E-03,
51 & 112.517935885843E-03,
52 & 113.194637355482E-03,
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53 & 113.868389826706E-03,
54 & 114.539236048197E-03,
55 & 115.207217724285E-03,
56 & 115.872375550633E-03/
57
58 * Cumulative spectrum
59 DATA CUMPR / 0.D0,
60 *...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+
61 & 0.003761782646171,
62 & 0.011357217110222,
63 & 0.019051173490196,
64 & 0.026847045044525,
65 & 0.034748417919131,
66 & 0.042759086624975,
67 & 0.050883071136116,
68 & 0.059124635819418,
69 & 0.067488310440235,
70 & 0.075978913527693,
71 & 0.084601578430005,
72 & 0.093361782446104,
73 & 0.10226537948698,
74 & 0.111318636800872,
75 & 0.120528276394369,
76 & 0.129901521900501,
77 & 0.139446151790596,
78 & 0.149170560005786,
79 & 0.159083825305684,
80 & 0.169195790907599,
81 & 0.179517156335242,
82 & 0.19005958383185,
83 & 0.200835822246695,
84 & 0.211859852013537,
85 & 0.223147055756059,
86 & 0.234714420249635,
87 & 0.246580777040109,
88 & 0.258767091109207,
89 & 0.271296809784166,
90 & 0.284196287909703,
91 & 0.297495310566906,
92 & 0.311227741987737,
93 & 0.325432339773053,
94 & 0.340153788634234,
95 & 0.355444030131292,
96 & 0.371363998344268,
97 & 0.387985922934853,
98 & 0.405396442498639,
99 & 0.423700903771731,
100 & 0.443029445886872,
101 & 0.463545861089213,
102 & 0.485460943860131,
103 & 0.509053439075702,
104 & 0.534704602057566,
105 & 0.56295892381017,
106 & 0.59463995355789,
107 & 0.631097358471131,
108 & 0.674827543687882,
109 & 0.731514725871152,
110 & 0.822172058996108,
111 & 1/
112
113 * Particle coordinates
114 * cover the volume in X and Y direction
115 * Gaussian sigma 0.297(=0.7FWHM) to account for lateral spread of beam
116 CALL FLNRR2(RGAUS1, RGAUS2)
117 XFLK (NPFLKA) = (-2.7 + 0.297*RGAUS1)+ FLRNDM(DUMMY)*5.4
118 YFLK (NPFLKA) = (-2.7 + 0.297*RGAUS2)+ FLRNDM(DUMMY)*5.4
119 ZFLK (NPFLKA) = ZBEAM
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B. FLUKA HADGT20M and SI1MEVNE fluence

HADGT20M

(a) The HADGT20M fluence per primary proton in proton CT. The primary protons pass
through the cylindrical water phantom and come to a full stop inside the DTC.

(b) The HADGT20M fluence per primary proton in proton Therapy. The primary protons
come to a full stop inside the cylindrical water phantom.

Figure B.1: Overview of the HADGT20M fluence in pCT (a) and proton therapy (b) sur-
rounding the DTC and potential lateral placements of FPGA and readout systems. The
colour scheme and range is identical in both (a) and (b) to identify the difference in amount
of HADGT20M between proton CT and proton therapy. The six square black outlines the
FPGA placements.
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(a) HADGT20M fluence inside the DTC during proton CT. Most HADGT20M come to a full stop
inside the DTC.

(b) HADGT20M fluence inside the DTC during proton therapy.

Figure B.2: Three dimensional representation of the DTC with the top right quadrant re-
moved and overlaid with HADGT20M fluence per primary proton. Note the difference in
fluence magnitude between pCT (a) and pTherapy (b).
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SI1MEVNE

(a) The SI1MEVNE fluence per primary proton in proton CT. The primary protons pass through
the cylindrical water phantom and come to a stop inside the DTC.

(b) The SI1MEVNE fluence per primary proton in proton Therapy. The primary protons come to a
full stop inside the cylindrical water phantom.

Figure B.3: Overview of the SI1MEVNE fluence in pCT (a) and proton therapy (b) surround-
ing the DTC and potential lateral placements of FPGA and readout systems. The colour
scheme and range is identical in both (a) and (b) to identify the difference in amount of
SI1MEVNE between proton CT and proton therapy. The six square black outlines the FPGA
placements.
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(a) SI1MEVNE fluence inside the DTC during proton CT. An increased fluence of SI1MEVNE
particles is observed around the range of protons.

(b) SI1MEVNE fluence inside the DTC during proton therapy. The first tracker experience the
largest amount of SI1MEVNE.

Figure B.4: Three dimensional representation of the DTC with the top right quadrant re-
moved and overlaid with SI1MEVNE fluence per primary proton. Note the difference in
fluence magnitude between pCT (a) and proton therapy (b).
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C. Most likely path and proton radiography re-

construction

A relatively shortened code snippet detailing the MLP implementation from Krah et al.

[56] in the single-sided setup and the subsequent pRad reconstruction from Collins-

Fekete et al. [71] is presented here. The full code written to prepare and use the proton

data obtained from the GATE MC simulations for MLP estimations and image recon-

struction is available at GitHub:

https://github.com/JarleSoelie/pRad for full pRad reconstruction, and

https://github.com/JarleSoelie/pCT for preparing theMC data for pCT reconstruc-

tion.

Single-sided Most Likely Path and pRad implementation
1 //Proton positions from trackers/hull
2 TVector3 m0(Point->x12,Point->y12,Point->z12);
3 TVector3 p0(Point->p1x, Point->p1y, Point->p1z);
4
5 TVector3 m1(Point->x21, Point->y21, Point->z21);
6 TVector3 p1(Point->p2x, Point->p2y, Point->p2z);
7
8 //Initialization of the MLP
9 float X_mlp,Z_mlp, theta_X_mlp ,theta_Z_mlp , X_mlp_sigma ,Z_mlp_sigma;
10 TVector3 p;
11 TVector3 p_old = m0;
12
13 //Iterator for the matrix operations (needed later)
14 int a;
15 //Matrices
16 double T_beam[4];
17 T_beam[0] = 1;
18 T_beam[1] = 0;
19 T_beam[2] = 1/d_source;
20 T_beam[3] = 1;
21 double T_beam_transpose[4];
22 T_beam_transpose[0] = 1;
23 T_beam_transpose[1] = 1/d_source;
24 T_beam_transpose[2] = 0;
25 T_beam_transpose[3] = 1;
26
27 double T_out[4];
28 T_out[0] = 1; //Eq. 26 in Krah
29 T_out[1] = 0;
30 T_out[2] = -1/(d_T);
31 T_out[3] = 1/(d_T);
32 double T_out_transpose[4];
33 T_out_transpose[0] = T_out[0];
34 T_out_transpose[1] = T_out[2];
35 T_out_transpose[2] = T_out[1];
36 T_out_transpose[3] = T_out[3];
37
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38 double beam_uncert[4]; //sigma spot-size
39 beam_uncert[0] = s_pos*s_pos;
40 beam_uncert[1] = 0;
41 beam_uncert[2] = 0;
42 beam_uncert[3] = 0;
43 double beam_1[4]; //T_beam*beam_uncert1
44 beam_1[0] = ((T_beam[0]*beam_uncert[0])+(T_beam[1]*beam_uncert[2]));
45 beam_1[1] = ((T_beam[0]*beam_uncert[1])+(T_beam[1]*beam_uncert[3]));
46 beam_1[2] = ((T_beam[2]*beam_uncert[0])+(T_beam[3]*beam_uncert[2]));
47 beam_1[3] = ((T_beam[2]*beam_uncert[1])+(T_beam[3]*beam_uncert[3]));
48
49 double Sigma_in[4]={0}; //Eq.29 in Krah
50 Sigma_in[0] = ((beam_1[0]*T_beam_transpose[0])+(beam_1[1]*

T_beam_transpose[2]));
51 Sigma_in[1] = ((beam_1[0]*T_beam_transpose[1])+(beam_1[1]*

T_beam_transpose[3]));
52 Sigma_in[2] = ((beam_1[2]*T_beam_transpose[0])+(beam_1[3]*

T_beam_transpose[2]));
53 Sigma_in[3] = (((beam_1[2]*T_beam_transpose[1])+(beam_1[3]*

T_beam_transpose[3])))+pow(s_angle, 2);
54
55 double Sigma_out[4];
56 Sigma_out[0] = pow(s_pos_out ,2)*((T_out[0]*T_out_transpose[0])+(T_out

[1]*T_out_transpose[2]));
57 Sigma_out[1] = pow(s_pos_out ,2)*((T_out[0]*T_out_transpose[1])+(T_out

[1]*T_out_transpose[3]));
58 Sigma_out[2] = pow(s_pos_out ,2)*((T_out[2]*T_out_transpose[0])+(T_out

[3]*T_out_transpose[2]));
59 Sigma_out[3] = (pow(s_pos_out ,2)*((T_out[2]*T_out_transpose[1])+(T_out

[3]*T_out_transpose[3])))+pow(Point->scatter_out ,2);
60
61 double S_in[4]; /Eq. 14 in Krah
62 S_in[0] = 1;
63 S_in[1] = d_entry;
64 S_in[2] = 0;
65 S_in[3] = 1;
66 double S_in_transpose[4];
67 S_in_transpose[0] = S_in[0];
68 S_in_transpose[1] = S_in[2];
69 S_in_transpose[2] = S_in[1];
70 S_in_transpose[3] = S_in[3];
71
72 double S_out_inverse[4]; //inverse of a two by two matrix ((a b),(c d)):

1/determinant ((d,-b),(-c,a))
73 S_out_inverse[0] = 1;
74 S_out_inverse[1] = -d_exit;
75 S_out_inverse[2] = 0;
76 S_out_inverse[3] = 1;
77 double S_out_inverse_transpose[4];
78 S_out_inverse_transpose[0] = 1;
79 S_out_inverse_transpose[1] = 0;
80 S_out_inverse_transpose[2] = -d_exit;
81 S_out_inverse_transpose[3] = 1;
82
83 //Can calculate parts of the C1 and C2 terms for later use
84 double SS_in[4]; //S_in*Sigma_in
85 SS_in[0] = (S_in[0]*Sigma_in[0])+(S_in[1]*Sigma_in[2]);
86 SS_in[1] = (S_in[0]*Sigma_in[1])+(S_in[1]*Sigma_in[3]);
87 SS_in[2] = (S_in[2]*Sigma_in[0])+(S_in[3]*Sigma_in[2]);
88 SS_in[3] = (S_in[2]*Sigma_in[1])+(S_in[3]*Sigma_in[3]);
89 double SSS_in[4]; //S_in*Sigma_in*S_in_transpose (to be multiplied with

R_0 and R_0_transpose later)
90 SSS_in[0] = (SS_in[0]*S_in_transpose[0])+(SS_in[1]*S_in_transpose[2]);
91 SSS_in[1] = (SS_in[0]*S_in_transpose[1])+(SS_in[1]*S_in_transpose[3]);
92 SSS_in[2] = (SS_in[2]*S_in_transpose[0])+(SS_in[3]*S_in_transpose[2]);
93 SSS_in[3] = (SS_in[2]*S_in_transpose[1])+(SS_in[3]*S_in_transpose[3]);
94
95 double SS_out[4]; //S_out_inverse*Sigma_out
96 SS_out[0] = (S_out_inverse[0]*Sigma_out[0])+(S_out_inverse[1]*Sigma_out
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[2]);
97 SS_out[1] = (S_out_inverse[0]*Sigma_out[1])+(S_out_inverse[1]*Sigma_out

[3]);
98 SS_out[2] = (S_out_inverse[2]*Sigma_out[0])+(S_out_inverse[3]*Sigma_out

[2]);
99 SS_out[3] = (S_out_inverse[2]*Sigma_out[1])+(S_out_inverse[3]*Sigma_out

[3]);
100 double SSS_out[4]; //S_out_inverse*Sigma_out*S_out_inverse_transpose (to

be multiplied with R_1_inverse and R_1_inverse_transpose later)
101 SSS_out[0] = (SS_out[0]*S_out_inverse_transpose[0])+(SS_out[1]*

S_out_inverse_transpose[2]);
102 SSS_out[1] = (SS_out[0]*S_out_inverse_transpose[1])+(SS_out[1]*

S_out_inverse_transpose[3]);
103 SSS_out[2] = (SS_out[2]*S_out_inverse_transpose[0])+(SS_out[3]*

S_out_inverse_transpose[2]);
104 SSS_out[3] = (SS_out[2]*S_out_inverse_transpose[1])+(SS_out[3]*

S_out_inverse_transpose[3]);
105
106 double R_0[4]={0};
107 double R_0_transpose[4]={0};
108 double RSSS_0[4]={0};
109 double RS_0[4]={0};
110 double R_1_inverse[4]={0};
111 double R_1_inverse_transpose[4]={0};
112 double RSSS_1[4]={0};
113 double RS_1[4]={0};
114 double RS_2[4]={0};
115
116 double Sigma_1[4]={0};
117 double Sigma_2[4]={0};
118
119 double y_0[2]={0};
120 double y_2[2]={0};
121
122 double C1_1[4]={0};
123 double C1[4]={0};
124
125 double C2_1[4]={0};
126 double C2_2[4]={0};
127 double C2[4]={0};
128
129 double C12[4]={0};
130 double C12_inverse[4]={0};
131
132 double first_first[4]={0};
133 double second_first[4]={0};
134 double first_second[2]={0};
135 double second_second[2]={0};
136 double first[2] = {0};
137 double second[2]={0};
138
139 //Initialize the image reconstruction variables
140 std::map<pair<int,int>,double> Lengthmap; // Image grid that will contain

all path information (length spent in each image column)
141 std::pair<std::map<std::pair<int,int>,double >::iterator ,bool> ret;
142 int binx,biny,binz;
143 double TotL = 0;
144
145 //Parameter initialization
146 double sy1, sy2, st1, st2, sty1, sty2;
147 double determinant_1 , determinant_2 , determinant_C12;
148
149 //Initialize the MLP iterators
150 double step_length = (m1.y()-m0.y())/Nsteps;
151 double posy=m0.y()+step_length; //skip the first track value since not

defined here
152 //int k=1;
153
154 // Step through until reach the exit depth
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155 while(posy<m1.y()){ //y is in beam direction
156
157 //Transvection matrices , eq.8 in Krah
158 R_0[0] = 1;
159 R_0[1] = posy-m0.y();
160 R_0[2] = 0;
161 R_0[3] = 1;
162 R_0_transpose[0] = 1;
163 R_0_transpose[1] = 0;
164 R_0_transpose[2] = posy-m0.y();
165 R_0_transpose[3] = 1;
166
167 R_1_inverse[0] = 1;
168 R_1_inverse[1] = -(m1.y()-posy);
169 R_1_inverse[2] = 0;
170 R_1_inverse[3] = 1;
171 R_1_inverse_transpose[0] = 1;
172 R_1_inverse_transpose[1] = 0;
173 R_1_inverse_transpose[2] = -(m1.y()-posy);
174 R_1_inverse_transpose[3] = 1;
175
176 //need these for later:R_0*S_in, R_0*SSS_in, and R_1_inverse*SSS_out
177 RS_0[0] = (R_0[0]*S_in[0]) + (R_0[1]*S_in[2]);
178 RS_0[1] = (R_0[0]*S_in[1]) + (R_0[1]*S_in[3]);
179 RS_0[2] = (R_0[2]*S_in[0]) + (R_0[3]*S_in[2]);
180 RS_0[3] = (R_0[2]*S_in[1]) + (R_0[3]*S_in[3]);
181
182 RSSS_0[0]= (R_0[0]*SSS_in[0]) + (R_0[1]*SSS_in[2]);
183 RSSS_0[1]= (R_0[0]*SSS_in[1]) + (R_0[1]*SSS_in[3]);
184 RSSS_0[2]= (R_0[2]*SSS_in[0]) + (R_0[3]*SSS_in[2]);
185 RSSS_0[3]= (R_0[2]*SSS_in[1]) + (R_0[3]*SSS_in[3]);
186
187 RS_1[0]= (R_1_inverse[0]*S_out_inverse[0])+(R_1_inverse[1]*S_out_inverse

[2]);
188 RS_1[1]= (R_1_inverse[0]*S_out_inverse[1])+(R_1_inverse[1]*S_out_inverse

[3]);
189 RS_1[2]= (R_1_inverse[2]*S_out_inverse[0])+(R_1_inverse[3]*S_out_inverse

[2]);
190 RS_1[3]= (R_1_inverse[2]*S_out_inverse[1])+(R_1_inverse[3]*S_out_inverse

[3]);
191
192 RSSS_1[0]= (R_1_inverse[0]*SSS_out[0])+(R_1_inverse[1]*SSS_out[2]);
193 RSSS_1[1]= (R_1_inverse[0]*SSS_out[1])+(R_1_inverse[1]*SSS_out[3]);
194 RSSS_1[2]= (R_1_inverse[2]*SSS_out[0])+(R_1_inverse[3]*SSS_out[2]);
195 RSSS_1[3]= (R_1_inverse[2]*SSS_out[1])+(R_1_inverse[3]*SSS_out[3]);
196
197 // First do everything not depending on the direction of interest (

either X_mlp or Z_mlp)
198 //scattering sigma matrices
199 sy1 = Sigmay1(posy-m0.y());
200 st1 = Sigmat1(posy-m0.y());
201 sty1 = Sigmaty1(posy-m0.y());
202
203 sy2 = Sigmay2(m1.y()-m0.y(),posy-m0.y());
204 sty2 = Sigmaty2(m1.y()-m0.y(),posy-m0.y());
205 st2 = Sigmat2(m1.y()-m0.y(),posy-m0.y());
206
207 // Scattering sigma matrices
208 Sigma_1[0] = sy1;
209 Sigma_1[1] = sty1;
210 Sigma_1[2] = sty1;
211 Sigma_1[3] = st1;
212
213 Sigma_2[0] = sy2;
214 Sigma_2[1] = sty2;
215 Sigma_2[2] = sty2;
216 Sigma_2[3] = st2;
217
218 // Calculate the pre factors C1 and C2 as in Krah et al. (2018): C2*(C1+
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C2)^-1 R0*S0*Y0 + C1*(C1+C2)^1 R1^-1*S1^-1*Y2
219 // First start with the C1 = ((R_0*S_in*Sigma_in*S_in_transpose)*(

R_0_transpose))+Sigma_1
220 C1_1[0]=(RSSS_0[0]*R_0_transpose[0])+(RSSS_0[1]*R_0_transpose[2]);
221 C1_1[1]=(RSSS_0[0]*R_0_transpose[1])+(RSSS_0[1]*R_0_transpose[3]);
222 C1_1[2]=(RSSS_0[2]*R_0_transpose[0])+(RSSS_0[3]*R_0_transpose[2]);
223 C1_1[3]=(RSSS_0[2]*R_0_transpose[1])+(RSSS_0[3]*R_0_transpose[3]);
224
225 for (a=0;a<4;a++){
226 C1[a] = C1_1[a]+Sigma_1[a];
227 }
228
229 //Now calculate C2 = (R_1_inverse*S_out_inverse*Sigma_out*

S_out_inverse_transpose*R_1_inverse_transpose) + (R_1_inverse*Sigma_2*
R_1_inverse_transpose)

230 C2_1[0] = (RSSS_1[0]*R_1_inverse_transpose[0])+(RSSS_1[1]*
R_1_inverse_transpose[2]);

231 C2_1[1] = (RSSS_1[0]*R_1_inverse_transpose[1])+(RSSS_1[1]*
R_1_inverse_transpose[3]);

232 C2_1[2] = (RSSS_1[2]*R_1_inverse_transpose[0])+(RSSS_1[3]*
R_1_inverse_transpose[2]);

233 C2_1[3] = (RSSS_1[2]*R_1_inverse_transpose[1])+(RSSS_1[3]*
R_1_inverse_transpose[3]);

234
235 RS_2[0] = (R_1_inverse[0]*Sigma_2[0])+(R_1_inverse[1]*Sigma_2[2]);
236 RS_2[1] = (R_1_inverse[0]*Sigma_2[1])+(R_1_inverse[1]*Sigma_2[3]);
237 RS_2[2] = (R_1_inverse[2]*Sigma_2[0])+(R_1_inverse[3]*Sigma_2[2]);
238 RS_2[3] = (R_1_inverse[2]*Sigma_2[1])+(R_1_inverse[3]*Sigma_2[3]);
239
240 C2_2[0] = (RS_2[0]*R_1_inverse_transpose[0])+(RS_2[1]*

R_1_inverse_transpose[2]);
241 C2_2[1] = (RS_2[0]*R_1_inverse_transpose[1])+(RS_2[1]*

R_1_inverse_transpose[3]);
242 C2_2[2] = (RS_2[2]*R_1_inverse_transpose[0])+(RS_2[3]*

R_1_inverse_transpose[2]);
243 C2_2[3] = (RS_2[2]*R_1_inverse_transpose[1])+(RS_2[3]*

R_1_inverse_transpose[3]);
244
245 C2[0] = C2_1[0]+C2_2[0];
246 C2[1] = C2_1[1]+C2_2[1];
247 C2[2] = C2_1[2]+C2_2[2];
248 C2[3] = C2_1[3]+C2_2[3];
249
250 //Add the second factor to the first to yield C1+C2
251 for(a=0;a<4;a++){
252 C12[a]=C1[a]+C2[a];
253 }
254
255 //invert so to get the prefactor (C1+C2)^-1
256 determinant_C12=(C12[0]*C12[3])-(C12[1]*C12[2]);
257 C12_inverse[0]=C12[3]/determinant_C12;
258 C12_inverse[1]=-C12[1]/determinant_C12;
259 C12_inverse[2]=-C12[2]/determinant_C12;
260 C12_inverse[3]=C12[0]/determinant_C12;
261
262 //Multiply C2 to yield the first prefactor C2*(C1+C2)^-1
263 first_first[0]=(C2[0]*C12_inverse[0])+(C2[1]*C12_inverse[2]);
264 first_first[1]=(C2[0]*C12_inverse[1])+(C2[1]*C12_inverse[3]);
265 first_first[2]=(C2[2]*C12_inverse[0])+(C2[3]*C12_inverse[2]);
266 first_first[3]=(C2[2]*C12_inverse[1])+(C2[3]*C12_inverse[3]);
267
268 //Same with C1 to yield the second prefactor C1*(C1+C2)^-1
269 second_first[0]=(C1[0]*C12_inverse[0])+(C1[1]*C12_inverse[2]);
270 second_first[1]=(C1[0]*C12_inverse[1])+(C1[1]*C12_inverse[3]);
271 second_first[2]=(C1[2]*C12_inverse[0])+(C1[3]*C12_inverse[2]);
272 second_first[3]=(C1[2]*C12_inverse[1])+(C1[3]*C12_inverse[3]);
273
274 //Now the second part of each factor (start with X drection)
275 y_0[0] = m0.x();
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276 y_0[1] = tan(p0.x());
277
278 y_2[0] = m1.x();
279 y_2[1] = tan(p1.x());
280
281 // Start with R_0*S_in*Y0
282 first_second[0] = (RS_0[0]*y_0[0])+(RS_0[1]*y_0[1]);
283 first_second[1] = (RS_0[2]*y_0[0])+(RS_0[3]*y_0[1]);
284
285 // Now R1_inverse*S_out_inverse*Y2
286 second_second[0]=(RS_1[0]*y_2[0])+(RS_1[1]*y_2[1]);
287 second_second[1]=(RS_1[2]*y_2[0])+(RS_1[3]*y_2[1]);
288
289 //Put Everything together: (C2*(C1+C2)^-1)*(R_0*S_in*Y0)
290 first[0]=(first_first[0]*first_second[0])+(first_first[1]*first_second

[1]);
291 first[1]=(first_first[2]*first_second[0])+(first_first[3]*first_second

[1]);
292 //+(C1*(C1+C2)^-1)*(R_1_inverse*S_out_inverse*Y2)
293 second[0]=(second_first[0]*second_second[0])+(second_first[1]*

second_second[1]);
294 second[1]=(second_first[2]*second_second[0])+(second_first[3]*

second_second[1]);
295
296 X_mlp=(first[0]+second[0]); //=C2*(C1+C2)^-1 R0*S0*Y0+C1*(C1+C2)^1 R1

^-1*S1^-1*Y2
297 theta_X_mlp=(first[1]+second[1]);
298 X_mlp_sigma = second_first[2]*C2[1]+second_first[3]*C2[3];
299
300 //Now do the other direction
301 y_0[0] = m0.z();
302 y_0[1] = tan(p0.z());
303
304 y_2[0] = m1.z();
305 y_2[1] = tan(p1.z());
306
307 //Again with respect to the other direction
308 first_second[0] = (RS_0[0]*y_0[0])+(RS_0[1]*y_0[1]);
309 first_second[1] = (RS_0[2]*y_0[0])+(RS_0[3]*y_0[1]);
310
311 second_second[0]=(RS_1[0]*y_2[0])+(RS_1[1]*y_2[1]);
312 second_second[1]=(RS_1[2]*y_2[0])+(RS_1[3]*y_2[1]);
313
314 //Put Everything together again
315 first[0]=(first_first[0]*first_second[0])+(first_first[1]*first_second

[1]);
316 first[1]=(first_first[2]*first_second[0])+(first_first[3]*first_second

[1]);
317
318 second[0]=(second_first[0]*second_second[0])+(second_first[1]*

second_second[1]);
319 second[1]=(second_first[2]*second_second[0])+(second_first[3]*

second_second[1]);
320
321 Z_mlp=(first[0]+second[0]);
322 theta_Z_mlp=(first[1]+second[1]);
323 Z_mlp_sigma = second_first[2] * C2[1] + second_first[3] * C2[3];
324
325 p = TVector3(X_mlp, posy, Z_mlp);
326
327 //find the image bin we are in in the two traverse directions z and x
328 binx = project2D ->GetXaxis()->FindBin(p.x()*10.0);
329 binz = project2D ->GetYaxis()->FindBin(p.z()*10.0);
330
331 double L = TVector3(p-p_old).Mag(); // This is the length (magnitude) of

the proton path inside the step (/10 -> mm-cm conversion)
332 pair<int,int> bin2dID = pair<int,int>(binx,binz); //find the key to the

bin positions the proton is in (bin2dID)
333
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334 ret = Lengthmap.insert(pair<pair<int,int>,double >(bin2dID,L)); //checks
using insert whether the bin2dID key (column) has changed (proton has
crossed it) and only connects L to the bin pos if it has

335 if ( ret.second==false ) Lengthmap[bin2dID] += L; //if (false=bin2dID is
the same), column corresponding to bin2dID has not been crossed by the
proton investigated , L is added to the length traversed so far

336
337 TotL+=L; //total length, sum up
338 p_old = p;
339 posy+=step_length;
340 }
341
342 std::map<std::pair<int,int>,double >::iterator it;
343
344 //Reconstruct the pRad
345 for(it = Lengthmap.begin(); it != Lengthmap.end(); it++) { //Goes through

the Lengthmap
346 int BinX = it->first.first;
347 int BinZ = it->first.second;
348 double L = it->second;
349 double x = project2D ->GetXaxis()->GetBinCenter(BinX);
350 double z = project2D ->GetYaxis()->GetBinCenter(BinZ);
351 project2D ->Fill(x,z,Point->weplReal , pow((L/TotL),2));
352 }
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D. Reconstructed proton radiographs of paedi-

atric head phantom

(a) Ideal double-sided pRad. (b) Ideal single-sided pRad (7 mm FWHM pen-
cil beam).

(c) Ideal single-sided pRad (3 mm FWHM pen-
cil beam).

(d) Bergen DTC single-sided pRad (7 mm
FWHM).

Figure D.1: Reconstructed pRad using the maximum likelihood image reconstruction method
developed by Collins-Fekete et al. [71] on the data obtained from the MC framework as
described in chapter 3.
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E. Profiles of reconstructed proton CT of paedi-

atric head phantom

(a) Slice from the single-sided Bergen DTC pCT of the paedi-
atric head phantom. A profile (focused on mouth structures)
along the green line is taken in all three reconstructed images.

(b) Marked profile from the pCT reconstructions of the head phantom from the three investi-
gated imaging systems (focused on mouth structures).

Figure E.1
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(a) Slice from the single-sided Bergen DTC pCT of the paedi-
atric head phantom. A profile (focused on ear structures) along
the green line is taken in all three images.

(b) Marked profile from the pCT reconstructions of the head phantom from the three investigated
imaging systems (focused on ear structures).

Figure E.2
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(a) Slice from the single-sided Bergen DTC pCT of the pae-
diatric head phantom. A profile (focused on brain structures)
along the green line is taken in all three images.

(b) Marked profile from the pCT reconstructions of the head phantom from the three investigated
imaging systems (focused on nose and brain structures).

Figure E.3
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